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Druse religious judge assassinated in Lebanon 
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) - A man 
pretending to seek legal advice 
walked into the apartment of Leb- 
anon's top Druse religious judge and 
assassinated him with a silencer- 
equipped pistol yesterday. The army, 
fearing revenge killings, clamped a 
curfew on Beirut ana warned that 
dtixens carrying arms would be shot. 
Druse gunners hammered Leb- 
anese army positions soith of Beirut 
after the assassination and snipers 
killed a French peacekeeping soldier 
near the line separating Moslem west 
and Christian east Beirut. But a truce 
held in Tripoli between loyalists and 
rebels in the Palestine Liberation 
Organization. 
In Washington, President Reagan 
and Lebanese President Amin Gero- 
ayel yesterday repeated their call for 
the withdrawal of all foreign forces 
from Lebanon. 
Reagan said in a statement as Gem- 
ayel left for home that the two leaders 
"stand by the May 17 agreement as 
the best and most viable basis for the 
withdrawal of Israeli forces from 
Lebanon."      . 
He also appealed to "other external 
forces" to leave as well, an obvious 
reference to Syria. 
THE DRUSE judge, 60-year-old 
Sheik Halim Takieddine, was a politi- 
cal moderate and was killed exactly 
one year after Druse leader Walid 
Jumblatt and his wife were wounded 
in car bombing just one block from 
Takieddine's west Beirut home. 
There was no claim of responsibil- 
ity for Takieddine's murder. 
But at a news conference in Damas- 
cus, Jumblatt blamed the killing on 
the Druse's rightist Christian rivals, 
whom be claimed were operating in 
west Beirut under the cover of Leb- 
anese authorities. 
The Lebanese army command or- 
dered a curfew on Beirut as of S p.m., 
and warned that violators would be 
arrested. They also said any citizen 
caught carrying a weapon would be 
shot and that people found hiding 
unauthorized arms would be "se- 
verely punished." 
Murders of Druse leaders have in 
the past been followed by vengeance 
killings. In 1977, Walid Jumblatt's 
father, Druse leader Kamal Jumb- 
latt, was assassinated near his moun- 
tain Tillage of Moukhtara. 
Subsequently, about SMI Christians in 
nearby villages were killed. 
POLICE SAID Takieddine's assail- 
ant contacted his victim by telephone 
yesterday morning requesting an ap- 
pointment for a legal problem. When 
the man arrived at the first-floor 
apartment in the Sanayea district of 
west Beirut, be was let in by Takied- 
dine's 13-year-old maid. 
After the maid returned from pre- 
paring coffee, she found Takieddine 
lying dead on the floor with blood 
streaming from his head and neck, 
police said. 
Review of 
state laws 
ordered 
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - Without 
referring to the controversial, $60,000 
agreement involving Gov. Richard 
Celeste and Lt. Gov. Myrl Shoe- 
maker, the Ohio Ethics Commission 
yesterday ordered a staff review of 
state laws governing supplemental 
salary payments to public officials. 
The six-member, nonpartisan com- 
mission disclosed the study at the 
conclusion of its regular meeting. 
"The Ohio Ethics Commission di- 
rected its staff to review Ohio statutes 
and procedures relating to the supple- 
mental salary funding of public offi- 
cials," the panel said. 
"The staff is to report its findings to 
the commission at its next meeting. 
"The commission recognizes its 
responsibility under Section 102.08 of 
the Revised (Ohio) Code to recom- 
mend legislation and render advisory 
opinions relating to ethics, conflicts of 
Manet and financial disclomuV* the 
commission said. 
The ethics commission's action fol- 
lowed disclosure of an agreement 
between Celeste and Shoemaker in 
which $60,000 in campaign funds is to 
be channeled to the lieutenant gover- 
nor over a four-year period. 
The agreement, written in Decem- 
ber 1962, provides for Shoemaker to 
be paid $19,000 annually for four years 
for services to the campaign as a 
consultant 
Both officials have denied that the 
money is a supplement for Shoemak- 
er's salary. 
He earns $35,000 from the state 
annually as lieutenant governor but 
also serves - withoutpay - as natural 
resources director. That cabinet level 
post normally carries a salary of 
about $50,000. 
Payment of the consulting fees was 
listed in a campaign finance report 
filed by Celeste's campaign commit- 
tee last Friday. 
Commissioners, who under law re- 
view pending complaints and investi- 
gations in closed-door sessions, are 
next scheduled to meet Jan. 12. 
photo/Jon Ooerhouse Christmas crafts 
Kalhy Pahl, a junior computer science major, looks over the jewelry on sale at the Christmas crafts fair 
held in the Promenade lounge of the University Union yesterday. Participating sellers will have their wares 
on sale all day Friday also. 
University installs new computers 
by Nancy Reach 
staff reporter  
Editor's note: This U the first of a two 
-part series en the University's com- 
; systems. 
The University is currently re- 
inforcing its academic computing ca- 
pabilities and making plans for the 
future to improve computing sys- 
tems, according to Dr. Richard Ba- 
ku, vice president of planning and 
Conrad, director of com- 
puter services, says that currently 
about 4,500 students are using com- 
puters. Also, over 25 percent of fac- 
ulty and graduate students are using 
computers, and the University has 
quadrupled its academic computing 
capacity. 
Eakin, who is head of the Task 
Force on Computing organized this 
fall, said the purpose of the task force 
is to look into the University's com- 
puter needs and formulate policies 
that will help direct purchases of new 
equipment in the future. 
One topic that has been discussed is 
if and now microcomputers should be 
purchased for use by faculty and 
students. Some universities, such as 
Carnegie-Mellon, are now requiring 
the bottom line 
that students purchase their own mi- 
crocomputers for classwork. 
THIS GIVES each student an oppor- 
tunity to use a computer and means 
he does not have to wait for computer 
time, but Conrad said he does not 
think the University will require stu- 
dents to buy computers. 
"Since this is a state institution, I 
don't see how they could require stu- 
dents to buy their own computers," 
Conrad said. "If that were the case, 
then we would have to have some sort 
of financial aid to help students to buy 
them." 
. Conrad said it was more practical 
for the University to buy computers 
and put them in stations were they 
can be shared. He pointed out that 
another problem with requiring stu- 
dents to purchase personal computers 
is that the system will probably be- 
come obsolete bv the time the student 
leaves the University and he probably 
will not want to keep it. 
He said the number of Apple com- 
puters has been increased from 23 to 
47. There are 15 in the main control 
station in the Union and four dorms on 
campus each have eight. 
THE UNIVERSITY has also or- 
dered IBM personal computers, and 
See COMPUTE page 3 
River channelization 
could harm BG water 
by Morcy erande 
stofl reporter  
Editor'i mete: TUs Is the second of a 
taw-fart series ea the future ef Bowl- 
tag Green's water. 
Despite University students' crit- 
icism that Bowling Green's water 
tastes bad, plant operators maintain 
that the water is treated and purified 
to meet Environmental Protection 
Agency standards, according to Kip 
Brown, chief operator of the wastewa- 
ter treatment plant on the comer of 
Poe and Dunbridge roads. 
But in the future. Biology professor 
Dr. Karl Schurr said he believes the 
water quality will be affected if two 
significant river systems are channe- 
lized. 
Currently, these river systems un- 
derpetition to be channelized are the 
Tiffin River system and the Maumee 
headwaters. In addition, the Little 
Auglaixe River system, west of Lima, 
uaready undergoing channelization, 
a procaai Schurr predict* "will ruin 
the quality of the drinking water in 
the fFif BMSidal by causing the 
rivers to dry up and turn scummy." 
Schurr said these three river sys- 
tems contributed to a great majority 
of the flow of the Maumee River, 
which supplies water to Bowline 
Green. But win the channelization of 
the Little Auglaize a few years ago, 
one-third of mat source has been cut 
off. 
Providing a means of water drain- 
at for flood plains that could other- 
M be used more efficiently for 
growing crops is the usual purpose of 
channelization. But there are many 
disadvantages, according to Schurr. 
THE PROCESS may involve clear- 
ing brush, sandbars and other ob- 
structions   from   a   natural   river 
stystem, cutting down trees beside it 
and widening the stream. 
But when a stream is widened, it 
becomes more shallow, and summer 
weather causes it to occasionally dry 
up. In wet weather, heavy precipita- 
tion causes overflow of shallow 
streams resulting in flooding insti- 
gated by speeded water runoff, 
Schurr said. 
Another danger of channelization is 
for pollution to be carried out in floods 
from high water, thus contaminating 
water wells. 
Schurr cited the example of the 
Little Auglaize river system, much of 
which has been channelized. "In the 
summertime there are literally dry 
sections of the Little Auglaize where 
kids ride their motorcycles through 
and kick up the dust. 
And in other channelized streams, 
heavy water gees over the banks and 
floods property downstream on its 
way to Lake Erie." he said. 
Schurr said the Auglaize is ruined, 
so one-third of the water sources is 
already wiped out. The petitions 
threaten the other two significant 
water sources. 
Schurr fears if the petitions are 
approved and these other river sys- 
tems are to be channelized, they will 
reduce the flow of the Maumee to the 
point of endangering the water sup- 
ply. 
With the curtailed functions of these 
three significant river systems. 
"Bowling Green's water supply would 
be destroyed during periods of dry 
weather,''Schurr predicted. 
Students insured? 
Bill aids interns 
by Joe Photon 
reporter  
The Ohio Assembly paased a bill 
Wednesday which will provide liabil- 
ity insurance for the state's university 
college students who are required to 
participate in student teaching or 
field work with the public. 
The bill paased the House 15-1 and 
the Senate unanimously and should 
reach the governor's office by next 
week, according to House Rep.Mike 
Stinziano, D-Colambus, who spon- 
sored the bill. 
The bill would protect students in 
education, medical, dental, veteri- 
nary, nursing, optometry, social work 
and Journalism fields in law suits. 
The bill would allow the board of 
trustee! of each state university to 
identify the best plan to insure its 
students. The limits, and types of 
coverage, eligibility requirements 
and other details would be worked out 
by each college, he said. 
"Each of the 12 (state universities) 
is different," Stinziano said. "The 
legislature can't sit in Columbus and 
make decisions as to one plan." 
Until the bill becomes law, students 
have only their own accident insur- 
ance and can be held personally liable 
to be sued. Stinziano said the bill was 
introduced at the request of Ohio 
State University's administration in 
response to problems. 
The bill would take effect 90 days 
after it receives the governor's signa- 
ture. Stinziano said the universities 
would probably start to make the 
coverage available during the next 
school year. 
"I believe every university will take 
advantage of it,''Stinziano said. 
Police think 
link found 
in assaults 
A sexual assault that occurred 
Wednesday evening has prompted 
University officers to question 
whether two other previous assaults 
on campus are related to it. Dean 
Gerkens, associate director of Public 
Safety, said yesterday. 
Universiy police said they detect 
possible links with similar reported 
incidents that occured on the evenings 
of Sent 26 in the cemetery and Nov. 9 
near the Tech Building and the green- 
house. 
The assault occurred on the corner 
of Ridge Street and North College 
Road about 6:45 p.m. and involved a 
University woman who was seized at 
knifepoint. 
The assailant forced the woman to 
walk to the tennis court area near the 
Technology Building and College 
Park, where she was knocked to the 
ground and sexually attacked, 
according to police reports. 
Gerkens said she fought off her 
assailant, escaped uninjured to her 
home and reported the incident 
around 8 p.m. 
The victim described the assailant 
as a 6-foot tall, thinly built white male 
in his 20s, who wore a long dark coat 
and a dark stocking cap. 
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editorial 
Sports pass holders 
get USG attention 
Just as we were wondering if Undergraduate Student 
Government hadn't already closed up its office and called 
It a semester, the group came out of the woodwork and solved 
an important situation for students. 
Because of the huge demand for admission to the Bowling 
Green/Ohio State'hockey game Saturday night, the Univer- 
sity announced it would offer a closed circuit viewing of the 
match in Anderson Arena. 
Tickets for the event were priced at $3 for adults, $2 for 
students, and $1 for All-Sports Pass holders. While the 
viewing is a service to students, we and a number of other 
University students were upset that the sports pass holders 
were being charged for tickets. 
By paying $20 at the beginning of the year, sports pass 
holders are entitled to free admission to all regular season 
sports including hockey games as tickets are available. 
Students are admitted free to the live game so many of 
them were rightfully upset then when they learned they 
would have to pay a dollar to see the game on a big television 
screen. 
Jack Gregory, athletic director, said the department 
decided to charge students with passes because the screening 
was a special event and sports passes do not cover special 
events - only regular season home games. 
Hearing numerous complaints about the situation, USG 
went to work to get the situation changed. As a result of their 
efforts and efforts on the part of the Athletic Department, the 
price for All-Sports Pass holders was eliminated. 
We appreciate the Athletic Department's position that the 
closed circut presentation is a special event. At the same 
time, we think the USG position was justified. We commend 
USG for their quick reaction to the situation. Their im- 
promptu meetings and early morning discussions with ath- 
letic officials have allowed student voices to be beard and be 
effective. 
When nobody blinked 
by Art Buchwald 
I want to apologize for being so late 
wtth my thir&piece about theTV film 
'"The Day Alter," but I've been think- 
ing so much about it I haven't had 
time to do anything else. 
ABC, which produced the picture, 
went out of its way not to take sides as 
to who was responsible for trashing 
Lawerence, Kan. They spent |7 mil- 
lion showing us what could happen 
after an area was mushroomed, but 
not one buck on what caused the 
holocaust in the first place. 
I think they owed us just one scene 
between a few survivors discussing 
the why of it all. 
The scene could have taken place 
between Jason Robards, who played 
the rote of a doctor, and the last 
political science professor alive at the 
University of Kansas. 
The men, covered from head to foot 
in atomic ash, are sitting on a pile of 
rubble that was once a nursery 
schooL 
"What the hell do you think hap- 
pened?" Jason Robards asks the po- 
litical science professor. 
"Nobody blinked," The professor 
replies. 
'What does that mean?" 
"Well, it all goes back to the Cuban 
Missile Crisis. Remember when Dean 
Rusk said the Soviets and the United 
States came eyeball to eyeball, and 
the Russians blinked first? Ever since 
then our foreign policy was based on 
the premise that the Soviets would 
always blink before we did." 
Robards says, "I guess we miscal- 
culated." 
The prof essor.looking over the des- 
olation, says, "That would be a fair 
statement What the people in Wash- 
ington refused to take into account 
was the Soviets considered the missile 
crisis the biggest defeat they suffered 
since WorkfWar n. They booted out 
Khrushchev and vowed they would 
never blink again." 
"Do you want an orange?" 
"No, for some reason I feel nau- 
seated. In order not to blink, the 
Soviets started an unprecendented 
i buildup. Soon, the mili- 
tary on both sides insisted the other 
side had nuclear superiority, so the 
arms race was on. The thinking in 
Washington and Moscow was the 
more deterrents they had, the less 
chance there was of someone starting 
a war." 
"Why didn't it work?" Jason says. 
"It worked for a while. But then the 
arms talks came, and both sides en- 
gaged in playing the numbers game. 
We promised not to put any cruise and 
Pershing missiles in Europe if the 
Soviets reduced the SS-20s. The Sovi- 
ets said we had to include British and 
French missiles in the talks, and we 
refused. When neither side would 
blink, we started deploying our new 
missiles, and the Russians walked out 
of Geneva." 
"Why the hurry?" 
"Because our credibility was at 
stake. Had we not gone ahead with the 
threat, the Soviets would have said 
Reagan blinked. If they hadn't walked 
out, we would have said Andropov 
blinked." 
"And that's when the missile race 
began in earnest?" 
"You could say that They sur- 
rounded us with all their nuclear 
warheads and we surrounded them. 
We got ourselves in a spot where any 
spark could set off Armageddon." 
"Didn't both sides realize this?" 
"The leaders were assured by their 
experts that the other side didn t have 
the guts to use their nukes because 
they knew they would also be wiped 
out in the process. The only way to 
keep the peace was to build more 
horrifying weapons until the other 
side came to its senses." 
"So why are we sitting on the rubble 
in Lawrence, Kan., full of gamma 
rays?" 
I guess well never know." the 
professor says sadly. "It might not 
even have been a human decision. 
With a response time of only six 
minutes to react, the whole thing 
could have been started by a faulty 
computer that wouldn'tstop blinking. 
Art Buchwald is a columnist for the 
Lot Angeles Press Syndicate. 
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Space weapons will escalate nukes 
by Kevin Prendergast 
Once again, the world's two super- 
powers are em harking on a military 
build-up which they claim will further 
the cause of deterrence and make the 
world a safer place to live in. But once 
again, these plans will only lead to 
further expense while inaking our 
world more paranoid. 
At best, the military situation be- 
tween the United States and the Soviet 
Union can be described as a shaky 
stand-off. With thousands of missiles 
already pointed at each other and 
more being deployed around the 
world, the idea of security seems 
remote. But instead of taking serious 
steps to remedy the present situation, 
both nations have decided to move the 
race out of this world and into space, 
towards a much more complex ''star 
wars scenario." 
Ever since his star wars speech, 
delivered March 23, the president has 
embarked on a military build-up that 
is, in essence, "out of this world.' The 
Air Force has begun testing space 
weaponry and many predict the first 
batch to be operational within this 
decade. 
Without inflation and ultimate over- 
run costs calculated, the price tag for 
these programs range from ISO billion 
to *500 billion, twice the present mili- 
tary budget. In a time when budget 
deficits are soaring out of control. 
while the president refuses to deal 
with, or even at times acknowledge 
that deficit, the cost for the average 
American is substantial. Higher taxes 
will become imperative to nay for the 
systems and the deficit will continue 
to grow. 
The result will also be substantial 
cuts in other government programs 
and reductions of present conventio- 
nal military programs. Yet the ad- 
ministration presses on. 
Proponents for the president's plan 
claim that these weapons will further 
deter the Soviet threat. They claim 
that by sending billions of dollars 
worth of military hardware into 
space, we will once again gain superi- 
ority and security. 
But that argument sounds much 
like the one advanced in the early 
1950s when both superpowers began 
escalating the production of atomic 
and nuclear weapons. Throughout the 
arms race. Americans were bom- 
barded with the idea that if we kept 
producing weapons, world security 
would one day be attained. 
But in an age where films like "The 
Day After" are viewed with so much 
fear and seriousness, one must ques- 
tion how secure Americans actually 
feel. In an age where policy makers 
refer to the destruction of mankind as 
often and as easily as they refer to the 
Gross National Product and the pov- 
erty level, one should question now 
secure our world is. 
In fact, our world is no more secure 
than it was when the arms race be- 
gan. The two superpowers have 
geared their resources to create an 
unstable environment which threat- 
ens to destroy all of mankind. We 
cant move that instability into space. 
Moving into space can only further 
complicate the problem by threaten- 
ing to further destabilize this planet 
while furthering the margin for hu- 
man error. The complex technical 
equipment involved only increases 
the risk of an accidental miscalcula- 
tion which could wipe out millions. 
The United States and the Soviet 
Union must begin now to discuss the 
banishment of all space weaponry 
before the problem grows like the 
nuclear monster we have already 
constructed. Serious negotiation is the 
only way. 
The stakes are high, both economi- 
cally and morally, and few can afford 
the bet. The problem still can be 
hamassed and controlled before the 
costs grow higher. The overriding 
question now facing us is: Should we 
build these weapons simply because 
we are capable of it or are we mature 
enough to stop molding every scien- 
tific principal we discover into a 
weapon? Space seems to be where the 
answer to this question lies. 
Kevin Prendergast, a columnist for 
the News, is a senior journalism ma- jor from Cleveland. 
The 700 Club poses falsely as journalism 
by Vic Oberhaus 
Everybody trusts journalists. TV journalists like Walter Cronkite, Dan 
Rather and Tom Brokaw are espe- 
cially easy to trust. You see them on 
the tube five or six nights a week, they 
tell you what's happening in the world 
and they do it calmly, accurately and 
without glamour. There's a simple 
kind of power in their lob. TV journal- 
ists know millions of people watch 
them every night and register every 
word they say, almost without a ques- 
tion. 
Then the inevitable happened. 
Someone found a use for all that 
power of unquestioning faith. A group 
of people found they could call them- 
selves "TV journalists" and give 
themselves heaps of credibility, 
where they had littie before. 
"The 700 Club " claims to be "TV 
journalism with a different spirit" 
and promises more than "Johnny, 
Merv, Phil, Mike or Morley." They 
have spirit, but it's not always the 
spirit of objectivity. Most of the time 
they're harmless m their goody-two- 
shoes manner of inspirational report- 
ing, but occasionally they tramp all 
over professional ethics. 
Take, for example, a recent episode 
that gave rock and roll music the run- 
through-the-mud treatment. Though I 
agreed with some of their comments, 
it bothered me that they blended 
reporting and commentary together 
in a neat package for their viewers. 
Instead of droning about their lack of 
professionalism, I'll let host Pat Rob- 
ertson muddy his own credibility as a 
journalist 
Commenting on the cover photo of 
an "Adam and the Ants" album, 
Robertson said, "This apparently Is a 
group. He's got makeup on (the man 
on the cover) and nail polish, red nail 
polish, and apparently you might say 
he's in drag, whether you might say 
they're homosexuals, I don't know, 
but it certainly looks 
When asked by one of hw> co-hosts if 
he thought kids took the lyrics to rock 
and roll music seriously, Robertson 
said, "The drugs and sex area, of 
course they do. How much premarital 
sex are we having these days? How 
much dropping of acid? Or we have 
the Beatles, Tijuana Gold, trippin' 
through the grass, 'Lucy in the Sky 
with Diamonds' about LSD, and on 
and on and on. They were just sellin' 
that as hard as they could. The 
Beatles were stoned out of their minds 
a good part of the time they were 
singin' around." 
During a conversation about the 
drawings and other artwork on album 
covers which brought up witchcraft 
and demonology, Robertson said. 
"When you look back in the culture of 
Third World countries you can find 
cultures that are separated by two 
and 300 years, by thousands of miles 
with no possibility of interconnection, 
•yotfll find the : 
devil-heads in China that youH find in 
Africa, for example, which indicates 
that there is a satanic undercurrent 
that has affected our culture and this 
is coming out in this kind of stuff 
(rock and roll music)." 
Commenting on rock and roll music 
and its influence, Robertson said, "As 
somebody said, it's four words: 
drugs, money, sex and rebellion, and 
that just seems to tie jpto satanism." 
As a religious/inspirational pro- 
gram "The 700 Club" is top-notch.But 
if the commentators are going to call 
themselves jounmalists they should 
emphasize objective and factual re- 
porting and leave the preaching to 
Jerry Palwell. 
Vic Oberhaus is a junior journalism 
major from Liberty Center, Ohio. 
letters 
Deputy Perkins fan 
happy officer got award 
I wonder how many people were so 
pleased as I was to see Deputy Per- 
kins receive a medal for bravery on 
Monday's "Sheriff Lobo Show?" It's 
about time that man sot his due 
reward. Week in, week out, be puts his 
own life at risk to protect the good 
citizens of Orly. In my opinion the 
program should be re-named The 
Deputy Perkins Show; this man is 
star material! 
Mark Foster 
(Founder Mamber of Bowling Groan 
Deputy Perkins Fan Club) 
244 N. Enterprlie 
Onslaught of partials 
has student frustrated 
It's mat season again - the time of 
year when long white envelopes fill 
the on-campus mailboxes, and crowds 
of students gather around amidst the 
sounds of sighs of relief and groans of 
disappointment. Sound familiar? You 
guessed it - partial schedule time 
again! 
I for one am sick and tired of 
receiving the "dreaded partial sched- 
ule!" This Is the second semester of 
my junior year, and I can safely say 
that I have read the: "You have 
received a partial schedule - Do not 
Cic\" nonce faithfully ever semes- 
since my freshman year! 
Some tilings never change!! The 
schedule's always enclosed with a "do 
not panic" note, and it's always the 
same classes I'm closed out of - those 
In my major (RTVF communica- 
tions). It's reached the point that I'm 
tempted not to even bother register- 
ing for them - I know what the out- 
come will be. I've been on countless 
waiting lists in my day, only to be 
informed that: "there just Isn't 
enough space," or: "If only one more 
student had dropped you would have 
been in." Frustrating to say the 
least!! 
What do you do when a smiling prof 
tells you: 'Well honey it looks like 
you'll be sticking around an extra 
year?" Forget the honey sir - this 
school isn't sponging an extra year's 
out-of-state tuition from me. 
It's kind of disillusioning to hear a 
group of sophomores talking about a 
course you've been closed out for two 
Jears... especially when you are a 
unior! Is there no method to this 
madness?! ? RTVF Department get a 
clue! 
Suzanne Jonea 
Mh Street 
Clear Views 
'What-ifs' can be used 
positively with Kennedy 
After reading Mr. Di Vincenzo's 
editorial ("Kennedy Erred in Viet- 
nam, Nov. 30), I felt compelled to 
comment. It's not that I question the 
validity of your statements -1 believe 
in the facts. However, I do question 
your reasoning behind writing this 
article. 
In reference to another recent edito- 
rial in the News, it was written that 
we are not a country that lives by 
"what its" concerning the destiny of 
Americans and the world "if' John F. 
Kennedy had lived. Yet, you unde- 
niably ponder the hypothetical situa- 
tion that "if Kennedy was alive today, 
the nightmare of Vietnam virtually 
would rest on his shoulders alone. Can 
you honestly believe that's true any- 
wav? 
It's so easy to reflect and criticize, 
20 years later, and to make sugges- 
tions as to what Kennedy could nave 
done to make him a better president. 
The fact is that maybe he should 
have, could have, and would have 
done a lot more. But let's think about 
that too. Maybe Kennedy did much 
more in terms of fulfilling the presi- 
dency than any other individual could 
ever possibly do amidst the early 60s. 
Consider that maybe he was a man 
with ideas with the knowledge and 
capabilities to fulfill those ideas into 
reality In such a way that he modern- 
ized Americans at a faster pace than 
was ever before imaginable. You see, 
Mr. Di Vincenzo, "what ifs" can be 
made in terms of the positive as well. 
But we are not a country that lives by 
hypotheticals... 
Lynn EngMMrcN 
OCbBISM 
by T. Downing and T. Cleary 
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Music's aural skills deafened? 
Program in danger of extinction 
by Mark Dl Vlncenzo 
staff reporter 
photo/Joe Guida Campus meetings 
Frank New. director of the State Division of Special Education, addresses the 
representatives of 22 Ohio universities and schools in the Education Building 
yesterday afternoon. The program was part of the College of Education's 
D.A.R.E. project (Deans and Administrators Regular Education). 
COmpUte ...from page ons 
they are now being installed in the 
Union. These computers will replace 
the obsolete keypunch machines, and 
Conrad said 43 have been ordered. 
Thirty-five to 40 of them have been 
received. 
The DEC 2060 system, which has 
been upgraded from 2050, is located in 
the Math Science Building and is 
devoted almost entirely to academic 
use. It is the most powerful computer 
to be found on campus, and Conrad 
said it can now accommodate 60 to 70 
students at the same time. 
This summer, Conrad said the old 
IBM 370 Model 156 computer in the 
Administration Building was re- 
placed with an IBM 4341 Model 02, 
which is 50 to 60 percent more power- 
ful than the old model. About 55 per- 
cent of the IBM's work is devoted to 
academic purposes. It has twice as 
much memory as the old model, and 
can process more data at the same 
time. Conrad said the system can be 
—OQTeiine- 
Dec. 2. 1983 
Christmas - The Annual UAO 
Christinas Crafts Fair will be held 
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. today in the 
Promenade Lounge, second floor of 
the Union. Area merchants and indi- 
vidual craftsmen will be on hand to 
display a wide array of merchandise. 
upgraded by adding more disk capac- 
ity, which increases memory, or by 
adding tape drives, which enable the 
computer to process more data at 
once. 
ANOTHER COMPUTER, a VAX 
780, has been put in the Math Science 
Building, and Conrad said that sys- 
tem will be devoted to academic re- 
search. It is almost as powerful as the 
4341, and will be available for use 
when some testing has been com- 
pleted. 
However, the University is behind 
other universities in the area of 
graphics capabilities, according to 
Eakin, and the need for such capabili- 
ties was pointed out in a presentation 
given to Bie Task Force. 
"Sometimes it is better to be able to 
visually present something than to 
talk about it," Eakin said, using as an 
example lessons in mathematics ex- 
plaining changes in geometric forms. 
Editor's note: The students who 
agreed to be Interviewed for this story 
asked not to be identified. 
Several University music students 
said they think the Music Depart- 
ment's aural skills program is one of 
the best in the nation. But with the 
dismissal of the program's originator, 
Dr. Andras Szentkiralyi, an associate 
professor of music, the program is in jeopardy of extinction here. 
Dr. Lura Jafran Jones, the chair of 
the Music Composition Department, 
was unavailable for comment 
Aural skills is a type of ear training 
to hear musical intervals, and accord- 
ing to several music students, "it 
(aural skills) is the most important 
class any music student can take 
because it trains you to properly 
listen for the (musical) notes. It is 
essential for survival in music." 
Szentkiralyi used an aural skills 
program called the Kodaly method. 
This method, which grouped two stu- 
dents together, was first used by 
children in Hungary and was adapted 
to college music students by Szentki- 
ralyi. 
"His (Szentkiralyi's) program is 
designed to work as a natural pro- 
gression, step by step, going from 
very simple to very advanced," a 
student who was taught with the Ko- 
daly method said. "It's (aural skills) 
a real skill. Singing or playing instru- 
ments comes naturally, like second 
nature, when you have mastered au- 
ral skills." 
SZENTKIRALYIS IS appealing his 
dismissal and is now going through a 
grievance process. If be loses his 
appeal, he will finish out the 196344 
school year. Until then, the freshman 
classes he usually teaches have been 
taken away from him and the stu- 
dents axe now being taught aural 
skills with computers to do the work 
Szentkiralyi once did. Dr. Ruth Ingle- 
field is assisting the students by con- 
ducting drills on the computers. 
Szentkiralyi said earlier that aural 
skills cannot be taught on computers, 
and he added that learning aural 
skills on computers would be "as 
difficult as learning how to play the 
violin by pushing computer buttons." 
Students who have been taught with 
the Kodaly method said the comput- 
ers do not emit an overtone, which is 
like a "sympathetic note" or an echo. 
"Real music has overtones, com- 
puters do not," the students said. 
''You use your own voice with Szentki- 
ralyi's system. With the computer, 
you're   working   with   computer 
Inglefield said she chose not to 
comment because the case is still 
under consideration. 
THE FRESHMEN students who are 
taking the aural skills class with the 
computers said the program is set up 
where they are loaded up with infor- 
mation and then are expected to re- 
fine it. That process repeats itself 
again and again. 
"It's like giving a third grader War 
and Peace and then asking them to 
write a book report on it," one fresh- 
man music student said. 
Students from Indiana Universitv, 
University of Michigan and Florida 
State University, which have good 
aural skills programs, told some Uni- 
versity music students that the Uni- 
versity's aural skills program is 
better. 
"Our program is also so unique, 
because it is Szentkiralyi's program," 
the students said. "It is the only one of 
its kind, and that makes us more 
marketable and more in demand." 
The students said they thought the 
dJssBjsntJ of Szentkiralyi and his au- 
ral skills program would hurt the 
College of Music and the entire Urn- 
versify. 
"I'm worried about my education," 
one freshman music student said. 
"When I'm teaching in a few years, I 
don't want a student to ask me a 
question that I wont be able to an- 
swer because I don't know my aural 
skills." 
A petition has been signed by nearly 
150 music students who support Szent- 
kiralyi and his aural skills program. 
Group boosts booze awareness 
by Rita Glnley 
reporter  
A new organization has formed on 
campus with the intent of promoting 
the responsible use of alcohol and 
increasing alcohol awareness. 
The name of the group is BAC- 
CHUS, which stands for Boost Alcohol 
Consciousness Concerning the Health 
of University Students. 
BACCHUS, a national organization, 
was founded at the University of 
Florida in 1976. The Bowling Green 
chapter was started last year by 
Terry Appolonia, assistant director of 
Small Group Housing and Greek Life. 
"There is a great deal of freedom 
SRC - The SRC Fitness at Five coed 
aerobic program will be held today at 
5:15 p.m. in the Activity Center of the 
Student Rec Center. Free and open to 
all. 
Wargaming - There will be a Fantasy 
and Wargaming Society meeting to- 
night at 6 pm lntheHonors Center, 
basement of Kreischer. 
Dec. 3,1KB 
Hockey - BGSU vs. OSU, Saturday at 
7:30 p.m. at the Ice Arena. Adults-W 
youth and students-$2 and free to all 
sports pass holders. Game will be 
viewed on a closed circuit TV and 
shown on 9x12 screen in Anderson 
Arena. Ticket prices for the closed 
circuit showing are the same as the 
game. 
Montr Carlo Night - Come and enjoy 
games, prizes, refreshments (I.D. 
required for beer) and entertainment 
at 8 p.m. at the French House, across 
from McDonald Quad. Open to all. 
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i "COUPON" 
for a college student, and attitudes 
concerning alcohol can become misdi- 
rected." he said. "The purpose of 
BACCHUS is not meant to be prohib- 
itive, but rather to promote the re- 
sponsible use of alcohol." 
A task force consisting of graduate 
students and other concerned individ- 
uals has been formed to aid Univer- 
sity students in establishing a 
BACCHUS chapter. 
According to Laurie Bouck, Dunbar 
hall manager, "the purpose of the 
task force is to lay the groundwork for 
the group in general and to promote 
the philosophy of BACCHUS.n 
"WE ARE PROMOTING responsi- 
ble drinking, but we also want to show 
students that there are alternatives 
for those who choose not to drink," 
she said. 
$2 OFF 
THIS COUPON GOOD FOR *2.00 OFF ANY 
16" PIZZP. WITH OMI OR ITtORE ITEfnS 
Voted Best Pliio. In B.G. 
Free 
Delivery 
Ph. 352-5166 
Op*. 4 P.m. 203 North main 
One Coupon Per Pizza - Good Thru 12/31/83 
CHRISTMAS IS COMING. 
HURRY OVER TO THE 
HOLIDAY CRAFTS FAIR 
Today 
9:OOA.M.-5:OOP.M. 
PROMENADE LOUNGE, UNION 
Get ready for the holidays with decorations and 
gifts made by nearly 20 different merchants! 
Charlotte Patton, chairperson of the 
task force, hopes BACCHUS will pro- 
vide alcohol planning for all organiza- 
tions on campus. 
"There is a need to coordinate alco- 
hol programming and we hope that 
BACCHUS will become the central 
place for all programming," Patton 
said. 
According to Fayetta Paulson, as- 
sistant dean of students, Residence 
Life is supportive of the effort being 
made by the chapter and will cooper- 
ate to ensure its success. 
"BACCHUS is a very influential 
group and it has made a good impact 
on most campuses where it has 
formed," she said. 
But, Bouck said, "the success of 
BACCHUS depends on the amount of 
student involvement." 
£ Pi Kappa Phi y, 
* SNOWED-IN 
Date Party 
. when the DOORS open, you'll never be the same! 
WITH THIS COUPON ■«•! 
Mirror, Mirror" and 
eyeshadow, too; Merle Norman 
has a beautiful offer for you. 
#       A *40 value for only *12.50 
with any *8.50 purchase of Merle Norman cosmetics 
Sixteen Silky Shadows for your eyes. A rainbow of color in all the latest fashion 
shades. And two sponge applicators. And a Trimllne Eye Pencil. And a 
beautifully decorated hand mirror. We call It "Mirror. Mirror".. .and It's Merle 
Norman's special offer to make your holidays more beautiful. A great gift for 
you or someone else... but hurry. f^%g m Q f^NTWYWY 
The Plarr for Ihr (11.I0111 fmrr 
•.tiHli.. lisim*. Mr,. 
188 S. Main 
in the Mini Mall 
352-7060 
CRUSH 
flif % *%m 
«&& A 
OHOSTATEWEEKEND     I 
12 FREE  i 
ORANGE CRUSH    ! 
WITH EVERY 16" (2) ITEM OR MORE 
MYLES' PIZZA 
OFFER GOOD FRIDAY, SATURDAY 
AND SUNDAY ONLY 
(DEC. 2-4,1983) 
NO COUPON NECESSARY. . . 
MUST ASK FOR CRUSH SPECIAL 
WHEN PLACING YOUR ORDER. 
MYLES' PIZZA PUB       | 
516 £ WOOSTER     352-1504 
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•state/world 
Agencies  promise rights abuse reports 
WASHINGTON (AP) - 
Five private agencies yes- 
terday promised to pre- 
pare their own report on 
human rights abuses in El 
Salvador, after President 
vetoed a bill that 
have required Sal- 
vadoran political and so- 
cial reforms as a condition 
of U.S. military aid. 
At the same time, lead- 
ing Democrats denounced 
Reagan's veto as likely to 
encourage 
death squads 
right-wing 
h in El Salva- 
dor which recently have 
intensified killing of civil- 
ians regarded as politi- 
cally suspect. The 
Democrats said they would 
resubmrt the vetoed bill 
when Congress reconvenes 
Jan. 23. 
The bill would have re- 
vived a two-year-old law 
that required Reagan to 
cut off military aid to the 
rightist  Salvadoran  gov- 
ernment if he could not 
certify every six months 
that it was making pro- 
gress on human rights and 
political and economic re- 
forms. The next report 
would have been due Jan. 
16. 
Meanwhile, five anti- 
Sandinista groups told the 
United States they are pre- 
pared to end military oper- 
ations against Nicaragua if 
that nation takes "credible 
steps" toward democracy. 
a senior American official 
said yesterday. The offi- 
cial reporting on talks yes- 
terday in Panama City 
between the anti-Sandi- 
nista leaders and Richard 
Stone, Reagan's special 
Central American envoy, 
said his report was in- 
tended to convey a mes- 
sage directly to Sandinista 
leaders in Managua. 
The official spoke on con- 
dition he not be identified. 
THE AMERICAN Civil 
Liberties Union and Amer- 
icas Watch, a private hu- 
man rights group, contend 
Salvadoran security forces 
and related paramilitary 
groups are responsible for 
the majority of the 40,000 
civilian deaths during the 
four-year-old civil war in 
El Salvador. 
Morton Halperin of the 
ACLU said his group and 
the others would prepare a 
report by late January on 
i reqi 
the bill and urge Congress 
to cut off the $64 million in 
military aid this year if the 
Salvadoran government is 
found violating them. 
Joining the action were 
the Lawyers Committee 
for International Human 
Rights, which represents 
the families of four Ameri- 
can churchwomen slain in 
December 1960, allegedly 
by Salvadoran soldiers; 
the Washington Office on 
Latin America and the 
Commission on U.S.-Cen- 
tral American Relations, 
Halperin said. 
Reagan killed the certifi- 
cation bill Wednesday 
rtudit by withholding his 
signature when the mid- 
night deadline passed for 
signing the measure. Be- 
cause Congress is ad- 
journed, the legislation 
dies under what is called a 
"pocket veto." 
Unemployment   cure: 
1 million new jobs 
Draft resister freed, awaits hearing 
ALLIANCE,Ohio (API- 
Mark Schmucker, a Men- 
nonite student convicted of 
refusing to register for the 
draft is free - at least for 
now - and awaiting a ride 
home from the mentally 
retarded center in Mis- 
souri where be has served 
his sentence. 
A week ago, the 6th U.S. 
Circuit Court of Appeals 
overturned Schmucker's 
October   1982   conviction. 
The three-judge panel sent 
the case back to federal 
court in Cleveland for an 
evidentiary hearing Sch- 
mucker had requested. 
Anna Belle Schmucker 
said she and her husband 
plan to pick up their 22- 
year-old son "within a 
week." Mrs. Schmucker 
said she wouldn't reveal 
when they would return to 
their Alliance home be- 
cause   Mark wanted his 
npmcti past npnxte tasr nprocics Past rtprcas bash rtprtcts bash riprocts baft rlprofls oath rftrccts lash rlprorts tah riprocfa; bath rtprorts bash 
homecoming to be private. 
After he returns to Ohio, 
Schmucker must post a 12,- 
000 bond pending a hearing 
on his claim of selective 
prosecution by the govern- 
Scnmucker, a senior at 
BASH RIPROCKS 
128 W. WOOSTER 
354-3939 
"Where you always get more 
for your money" 
CINEMA IS 2 
BUY 1 GET ONE EBEE 
• your choice of any potato, mexican specialty,  (s 
submarine, or bagel sandwich. 
•coupon must accompany purchase 
•valid 12-2 thru 12-9 
•eat in, carry out, delivery 
Uttrtprocto taflrttrata martprocb bash rifnrb bath rtprocts but rlprccti bat rtprcdn ban rtprcdj buiirjnxti tert rtpreto tain rtpreta 
50* Small   1   ITEM 
PIZZA 
£EE «M»'S 352-355) 
75' MED. 1  ITEM 
P,ZZA
 MARKS 
352-3551 OFF 
OFF 
1.00   LARGE 1 
.TEM PiZZA^ 
352-3551 
$1.25    X-LARGE 
1 ITEM PIZZA      lA 
OFF   *** Ul 352-3551 
Goshen College in Indiana 
when convicted, could 
have received five years in 
Srison and a $10,000 fine. 
udge Ann Aldrich ordered 
him to work for two years 
at the Missouri home in- 
stead. 
MIDNITE SHOW 
FRIDAY & SATURDAY 
ONLY SI .50 
REMEMBER HULAHOOPS; THE EDSEL, 
MARILYN. 3-D, ALL THE LCt "BMC 
FUN AND FADS OF THE M'l 
WEU. IT'S ALL HEM 
INCIUMNQ THOSE GOLDEN 
OLDIES BY THE GREATEST STABS ROM ">. 
STAMVM CINEMA 1*2 
mMUnMi  iOWUNCGMIN ?M..351 -02*4 
COMING DECEMBER 9TH! 
AL PACINO IN "SCARFACE" 
CLINT EASTWOOD IN "SUDDEN IMPACT" 
Chevy Chase and his partners are arms dealers. 
They sell second-rate weapons to third world 
nations. 
Bdt they're not out to stick it toanyone. 
CHEVY CHASE 
SIQOURNEY WEAVER, 
DEAL 
AT 7:30 & 9:30 
.SAT. MAT 2:00 
SUN. MAT 28.4:00 
THE BIG 
CHILL 
In a cold world you 
need your friends 
FINAL WEEK)      ID 
AT 7:3049:30 - SAT. MAT 2:00 - SUN. MAT 2&4:00 
ri A  TCI   ALLSEATS CLA-ZfcL      ANYTIME 
THEATRE ««-v$i.oo 
DOWNTOWN  BOWLING GREEN 
In his mind, he has the power fo see the 
future.  In his hands, he has the power 
fo change It.  
NAME THE 
NEW-SOUP-AND-SALAD-ROOM-IN 
THE-UNION 
CONTEST 
WINNER GETS 
• TWO FREE TICKETS TO STEVE LANDESBERG 
CONCERT ON DEC. 4 
TWO FREE DINNERS IN THE NEW SOUP AND SALAD 
ROOM 
ENTRY BLANKS ARE DUE BY En. Dec. 2 
5:00 p.m. in UAO OFFICE 
CONTEST ENTRY. 
NAME  
ADDRESS  
PHONE NUMBER 
CHRISTOPHER VALKEN     0ROOKE ADAMS     (SJ 
AT 7:30 & 9:30 - EVENINGS ONLY 
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) 
- The State Development 
Department says the cure 
for Ohio's unemployment 
woes is simple: generate a 
million new jobs by 1990, 
and the unemployment 
rate will drop to about 4 
percent. 
But development offi- 
cials admit that effecting 
the cure will be more diffi- 
cult than writing the pre- 
scription - particularly 
considering that Ohio man- 
aged to create an average 
of only 50,000 new jobs a 
year from 1950 to I960, 
when the state's manufac- 
turing economy was 
healthier than it is today. 
To reach its goal, the 
state would have to create 
125,000 new jobs each year 
from 1982. when Gov. Rich- 
ard Celeste took office, un- 
til 1990. 
"Obviously, the dispar- 
ity between 50,000 and 125,- 
000 is rather great," David 
Berger, assistant deputy 
director of energy for the 
department admitted. "It 
wasn't put out as saying 
that's what we win 
achieve. If you will, it's a 
goal." 
Berger and other Devel- 
opment Department offi- 
cials have been promoting 
the department line in 
speeches around the state. 
Last month, Berger visited 
a Small-Business Confer- 
ence in Marietta to tell 
business people they "rep- 
resent the bulk of where 
the new jobs will come 
from." 
"No longer is manufac- 
turing supplying the bulk 
of new jobs," he said. "In- 
stead, jobs are much more 
service-oriented   today. 
Small business fits directly 
into that picture." 
LATER, Berger ex- 
plained he was hying to 
tell the business people in 
Marietta that the state has 
their interests at heart. 
Democrats often were 
critical of the administra- 
tion of four-term Republi- 
can Gov. James Rhodes 
for what they considered 
Rhodes' interest in attract- 
ing new industries to the 
state rather than working 
to bolster existing  busi- 
m 
m 
1450 
E. Wooster 
Exp. 
Dec. 23, 1983 
Hungry? 
1/2 Bar BQ Chicken 
1 /2 # Fries AH FOR 
LG. COKE * $3.49 
NO OTHER DISCOUNTS APPLY - CARRY-OUT ONLY 
1450 Exp. 
E. Wooster -,_^..._  Dec.23, 1983 CROWD 
PLEASERII 
20 pcs. Fried Chicken 
5 Breast-5 wings-5 thighs-5 legs 
1# Fries 
4 LG. COKES $9.99 
NO OTHER DISCOUNTS APPLY - CARRY-OUT ONLY 
1450 Exp. | 
E. Wooster Dec. 23, 1983 
SPAGHETTI 
LOVERSl . 
m 
A Heap of Spaghetti 
with Homemade Sauce 
French Bread & Butter 
LG. COKE     $1.99 
NO OTHER DISCOUNTS APPLY - CARRY-OUT ONLY 
Christmas Cards 
..make the season merry, 
and show you've remembered 
someone special! 
"™Pc AMERJCAN^rCRfETINGS 
Dorsey's Drugs 
500 E. Wooster 
'By the Tracks" 
352-1693 
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Falcon icers to face Bucks 
by J«on Dlmao 
sports reporter 
This weekend's series 
against top-ranked Ohio 
State marks the first meet- 
ing this season of Bowling 
Green's hockey Falcons 
and the Buckeyes. This 
critical series against the 
two Central Collegiate 
Hockey Association rivals 
could decide who sits atop 
the national and CCHA 
rankings after this week- 
end. 
The Falcons will face the 
Buckeyes in the OSU Ice 
Arena Friday night, and 
will host OSU in the BG Ice 
Arena Saturday night. 
Both games start at 7:30 
p.m. 
Saturday's game is sold 
out, and the game will be 
shown on closed circuit TV 
in Anderson Arena. 
"This weekend will be a 
challenge to see who is the 
best," BG bead coach 
Jerry York said. "Ohio 
State has a fine team and 
the highlight of the week- 
end will be playing them in 
their arena and in ours." 
After last weekend's 
sweep over Miami in the 
Ice Arena, the Falcons 
have notched a 13-1 overall 
record, and remain ranked 
third nationally, according 
to the WMPL-radio 
coaches poll. 
BG IS SECOND in CCHA 
standings with a 9-1 re- 
cord, one-half game behind 
league-leading OSU. 
An unexpected 4-3 loss to 
Miami Tuesday night in 
Oxford erased the Buck- 
eyes'unbeaten record at 13 
games. Miami broke its 13- 
game losing streak with 
The Buckeyes are now 
13-1 overall, and 10-1 in the 
CCHA. 
This weekend's series 
marks the 65th and 86th 
meetings of the Falcons 
and Buckeyes since the 
1969-1970 season. OSU won 
last year's series, 2-1-1, but 
BG holds the edge in the 
intra-fltate rivalry, 40-23-1. 
Last year, the Buckeyes 
tied for second with Michi- 
gan State in the CCHA with 
a 21-7-4 record, and were 
eliminated in the CCHA 
playoffs by MSU in the 
quarterfinals. 
Notice to All-Sports Pass holders 
The BG icers last win in 
the OSU Ice Rink was dur- 
ing the 1981-82 season, 
when BG swept the series 
with identical 5-2 scores. 
The Buckeyes remain 
atop of the national stand- 
ings because of their po- 
tent offense and steady 
defense. The Pooley broth- 
ers, Paul and Perry, lead 
the Buckeye offense with 
41 and 33 points, respec- 
tively. 
THE   POOLEVS   are 
also first and second in 
scoring in the CCHA 
(league games only), and 
Paul Pooley is tied with 
Western Michigan's Dan 
Dorion for the league's 
longest scoring streak at 14 
games. 
OSU's offense has been 
explosive, scoring 68 of its 
89 goals In 11 CCHA games. 
In addition, OSU has the 
top scoring line in the na- 
tion of Paul Pooley, Dave 
Kobryn and Andy Browne. 
OSU has seen fine goal- 
tending this season with 
John Dougan in the net. 
After Tuesday's loss, Dou- 
6 an is still ranked second 
) the CCHA with a 2.26 
goals against average and 
an 8-1 record. 
BG's Gary Kruzich is 
ranked third behind Dou- 
gan with a 2.01 GAA and a 
6-1 record after last Satur- 
day's win against Miami. 
York said Kruzich will 
start in goal Friday night, 
and Saturday night's goal- 
tender will not be selected 
until that morning. 
Student holders of BGSU 
All Sports Passes will be 
admitted free to Saturday 
night's closed circuit tele- 
cast of the Bowling Green- 
Ohio State hockey game to 
be telecast at 7:30 p.m. in 
Anderson   Arena. 
The telecast viewing will 
be limited to 1,500 persons 
in order to provide optimal 
viewing of the nine-toot by 
12-foot screen. 
All Sports Passes that 
have been punched for a 
ticket to the game in the 
Ice Arena will not be valid 
for admittance. 
Students and youth with- 
out All Sports Passes may 
still purchase tickets at the 
Memorial Hall Ticket Of- 
fice daily from 9 a.m. until 
5 p.m. Tickets will also be 
on sale at the gate. 
The doors to Anderson 
Arena will open at 6:30 and 
will be closed when 1,500 
people have entered the 
arena. 
United Way 
People Helping People 
NORTH END PIZZA 
COUPON 
$ 2.00 OFF 
ANY 16" PIZZA WITH 
2 OR MORE ITEMS 
FREE DELIVERY 352-7734 
.■.-.-.•.-.v.-.-.-:v,-:-x^.'>.' ■:;:■:•:•:■;• 
cflobleTlomai$ 
COMPLIMENT OUR 
,.   G-R-E-A-T PIZZA 
with 
BEER & WINE 
Fine-ly 
300 E. Wooster 
Bowling Green 
354-3935 
DO YOU WANT TO GET INVOLVED? 
STUDENT COURT WILL BE MAKING 
STAFF SELECTIONS FOR SPRING 
SEMESTER. APPLICATIONS ARE 
AVAILABLE IN 405 STUDENT 
SERVICES AND ARE DUE BY DEC. 20! 
SIGN UP FOR AN INTERVIEW TIME WHEN 
YOU RETURN YOUR APPLICATION. GOOD LUCK 
DELTA 
ZETA 
TH 
PREPARE  FOR 
WEDDING 
DATE PARTY 
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 3, 1983 
MCATLSATGMAT 
SAT DAT GRE CPA 
Join our Early Bird and Summer 
Classes In Preparation for Your 
Spring 1984 Exams. 
• Permanent Centers open days, evenings and 
weekends. 
• Low hourly cost. Dedicated lull-time staff. 
• Complete TEST-N-TAPE* facilities for 
review of class lessons and supplementary 
materials. 
• Small classes taught by skilled Instructors. 
• Opportunity to make up missed lessons. 
• Voluminous home-study materials constantly 
updated by researchers expert In their field. 
• Opportunity to transfer to and continue 
study at any of our over 105 centers. 
OTHER COURSES AVAII AHl.F 
SSAT-PSAT- SAT ACHIEVEMENTS -ACT 
GRE PSYCH-GRE BIO- MAT- PCAT 
VQE • ECFMG - FLEX • NDB - RN BDS 
SPEED READING 
-K 
ESscatissel Crater 
TUTWfMMH— ■rteuusrssMsliaM 
MTMI a.i. inn uu rm ntutet-mixa 
^ 
GET YOUR TICKETS 
NOW! 
for 
i       STEVE 
ILANDESBERG 
with tpmclal gu—t 
COMEDIAN . GUITARIST 
CHARLIE WIENER 
1       SUN. DEC* 4 
1        8:00 p.m. 
"GRAND BALLROOM 
rH 
YOUVE SEEN HIM ON BARNEY MILLER 
YOUVE SEEN HIM ON THE TONIGHT SHOW 
NOW SEE HIM AT BGIII 
WED 
_^AW . 
• 
tickets at: 
- UNION TICKET BOO! 
- THE SOURCE 
• FINDER'S RECORDS 
$5.00 ALL SEATS RESEI 
-sports/cap 
MEN'S BASKETBALL - at Boston 
University tonight. (8 p.m.). 
GYMNASTICS — at home against 
Ball State and Kentucky tomorrow. (1 
pjn. at Eppler North). 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL — at Con-       MEN'S   SWIMMING   —   at   home 
verse Classic tonight and tomorrow 
night (8 pjn. tonight and 6:00 p.m. or 
8 p.m. tomorrow). 
HOCKEY - at Ohio State tonight and 
home at the Ice Arena against OSU 
tomorrow night (both games 7:30 
pjn.) 
against Kenyan College today. (3 pjn. 
at Cooper Pool). 
WOMEN'S SWIMMING — at home 
against Kenyan College today and at 
home against Ball State tomorrow. (3 
pjn. today and 2 pjn. tomorrow at 
Cooper pool). 
m 
Alpha Delta Pi 
"Black Diamond Ball" 
December 3, 1983 
Green Tree Inn, Sandusky 
PAGLIAI'S PIZZA 
"TWO LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU" 
SOUTH 
945 S. Main 
352-7571 
EAST 
440 E. Court 
352-1596 
Buy 1 Dinner and Get 
1 FREE 
(Includes: Burritos, Spaghetti, Lasagna) 
Expires 12/31/83 
Meadowview Court 
Apartments 
214 Napoleon Road    Bowling Green, OH    352-1195 
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT 
•all utilities included »gas heat •laundry 
facilities »drapes 'carpet •party & game 
room "swimming pool • sauna 
$270-fumished $250-unfurnished 
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS 
$300-fumished $280-unfumished 
plus lights 
EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS 
$225-fumished $200-unfurnished 
all utilities included separate bedroom 
Fre« membership to Cherrywood Health Spa with leas*. 
1 
] 
IJBBBIBMBBBBMfiS^^ 
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA 
1983 WINTER SEMI-FORMAL 
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 3 
BETSY A MIKE BETH & GREG 
ROSE A CRAIG MARLENE & MIKE 
DEBI & ERIC KAREN & TONY 
BETH & BOB BETH A MARC 
SUE A MIKE PAM A TODD 
TAMMY & TIM BUBBLE A GUM 
LINDA A LEBO JENNY A JEFF 
HOLLY A DENNIS MARY A GARY 
LYDIA A DAN ROBIN A STEVEN 
JANE & BRETT DEE & DWAYNE 
SARAH A BUTCH ANNE A TIM 
JENNY A DOUG DEBBIE A ROBERT 
SIOBHAN A MIKE BETH A TODD 
JILL A TEX JULIE A STEVE 
CINDY A DAN SMILEY & DAWNEE 
KIM A KURT JENNY A DAVE 
SUE A DAVE CINDY A JIM 
LISA A TOM CINDY A BRAD 
JUDY A JOHN AIMEE A MARK 
ARLEEN A BRUCE MARIANNE A MIKE 
JENNY A WILD KRIS A DOUG 
CONNIE A KEVEN JUDY A JEFF 
6 bg news/decernber 2.1983 
cassiieds CONQBAIULATXXS RON 3ELVAO. GJO OH YOUR PHI CELT-ALPHA DELT LAVALEPJNO TO MARY JANE 
CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS 
Than wa be a CJO. mean HI Mon 
Dec 6 a t.OO pm si 208 EppW 
North You •• MkM 10 bring any 
candy money you haw to the meet- 
ing CJO Terarie irifcli 
Aeanaanll teesth Car. Club Mam 
ban tiara wa ba ■ iiroea'rg Monday. 
Oac. 5 at 8 30 P M . room 110B.A 
Or Bonn wa apaak abom Mar- 
rat/eps. arses ol efwianieani and 
doubta mabnv Thar* «• akw ba a 
npramrWil rrom HsaVeJ Raoorda 
apaafuj. A Chrtaknaa party wa a* 
PERSONALS THE BROTHERS 
CMMTkMI VrLLAOE 
CRAFT FESTIVAL 
•a*. Has. 4,124pm 
Wapliall Cemers.0H 
NOOCVUE RECREATION MALL 
2* mi M ol SO on Rt ( 
CnjRa*QNIo«Toyi*Food* 
MonH  Carlo  raght at  tha French 
House-Dec   3. 8:00. Fraa Arjnva- 
Hon. Boar. Food 1 Oamaa 
FeB icr.ld.ln tor Soring, 1SA4 
ad ba natrbto to dorrnrtory and on 
aempua mratxir.ee Dacambar 6 Cop- 
es) oan ba ptokod up Dacambar 7 tn 
Bra Parry Croghan Room. 3rd floor 
at tha Union, and aflarwaro In tha 
anaYoorri 
UPC 
Tues.. Dec. 8 
1:30 P.M. 
Tatl Room, Union 
Thara Ml ba a SNEA meeting Mon 
Oac 5 at 7 30 «i 113 BA Spoakar 
era ba Jama Jonee  Topic «a ba 
"Teacher SO ana/Burnout 
Al welcome 
LOST AND FOUND 
LOST GflEEN 3—SUBJECT NOTE- 
BOOK, f FOUND-CALL PAUL 
RUTTI.   352 1228    |HELLO.   RA- 
CHEL).  
Loot   A Btoa Notebook In ureon/Cs 
lab Howard' 372 3081 Laura 
Loat-3 yr old black lab dog Reward 
ottered 352-0454. 
ALPHA Ptn'S AND StOMA CHTB 
WILL NOT M FORCED TO TELL 
SOME UES. TOtaOHT* TEA WILL 
SURE BE A SURF RUE, WHEN WE 
COME IN OUR DrFFERENT JnflS. 
SO WHATEVER YOUR WTO. RrOHT 
OR   WRONG,    FIESTA   FOREVER. 
AUNMHTLONO.  
Armatta Martin and Lynn Ptoakay. 
Thanks lor tha graat Hue In Dee-orti! - 
- Thooa Ktonappod  
Anonbon 
PI Kappa Phi SNOVV-OATESr 
Tha doora arB ba bokad A you'i 
never baSava, what oan happan In 
ona oMary night, only your Imagrna 
■on can conoorva So grab your 
favorite boma to sooth your soul, 'cut 
you know tha Pi Kappa ara thara to 
ROCK-N-ROLL'  
BB S and Sana D 
Two wid That. Ctee - Our Alpha CM 
data party Ml ba wM wtm you two 
MM 
 Low. Lora and Matraan 
Bruce L Ridge Street Warrior. 
«a tomorrow rapt*, and the erne 
draws near, to my lormra wei go al 
dockrM and gaarad. II bring the 
booze and you bring the tun, together 
wei party and greet tha sun So 
sober right up and coma down off 
your high, causa we're haarjtng out. 
ruet you and I 
Can't watt. SuOe R 
BURKE You ddnT think rd do I. but 
hare It a. Congrats on your what- 
ever' passing ajnenewr I comae 
(gat «, gat «r?)i n read the aaar and 
tough at my w«.  
BUY YOUR TICKETS NOWI 
STEVE LANOESBURG 
SUN. DEC. 4 
 M.00  
B.J CoBer With your ton hand 
bound In ptattnum and your heart 
bound tn low. how couU you haw 
anythng but the best and brightest ol 
tuturea1 Congrats on your on- 
I to Cam We tow you. The 
CONORATULATIOMS JED FOR 
TAKtNO FIRST PLACE M eY/TRAMU- 
RAL llaWUNa - GOOD JOB 
laaaWJBBUD— TH1 PELTS 
CONOtW-TULATIONS DELT WRES- 
TUNO TEAM FOR TAKtNO 1MR0 
PLACE IN lt*mAMURAl WRES- 
TLBeB- WAT TO 001 - Thai PELTS 
CRA1Q STOLL Ewry AJpna Chi Sea 
(Hie?? 
D8 
fflve me el of your orjoUaa. II put 
■am In my secret cookie Mr where 
no ona can get to them except you A 
ami won? break (tarn. I promasa l I 
tow ye. Hrjl PS. Happy 8 wan. 
STEVE LANOESBERO 
with Chares Wiener 
SUN.. DEC. 4 
8:00 pm 
GRAND BALLROOM 
 08.00  
PELT HOCKEY TEAM - COttOAAT 
ULATeONB ON TAKtNO FBTST 
PLACE - WAY TO KEEP UP THE 
TRADtOM - THE PELTS  
Free Lea Backpack or as fold 
will any Rag Priced Lea Jean 
Purchased Jeans NT Things 
 Open 18:00  
Happy 21at Lynna Brurmor 
 Low. Jo.  
HAVE A SUPER-FUN AND HAPPY 
22NO (ON SAT). SO VOUNG' 
LOVE. THE MAC NORTH 3RD ROW- 
DIES  
Hay Alpha Sge' 
Your Res ease* are payched tor the 
Chrtaknaa party tonight  Sea you al 
M BARA - QUESS WHO" 
KNaX?) MAVITY: QETREADY- 
FORTHE TKI TASTELESS DATE 
PAJtTYl lajlaORHASITTHATMCOO- 
NALD'SCATERINQSERVI- 
CESWrUSWIAreTitr>WTItJt»ARTt|- 
a^KEWWlUDEWaOatRYtWON'- 
TaV£THERCTOWATCJ*aa_wTTHYO- 
UTOOAYBUTCSTESTITAKEPREC- 
EMNCE.TC«wOHTSHOULDBEABl- 
A • T I C M n I s 
P.S.IKNOWYOUBNAMIISKA- 
BENBUT "Kin "WASFEWERLET- 
TB
""
J
«»*fl  
LB) (YES. YOU LYNM9 
TCrtwOHT'S TRULY TASTELESS 
DATE PARTY WIU INCLUDE SUR- 
PRISES. THANKS TO taX. LAUOHS, 
PPXMABLY ON YOU, A MUCH 
■ORE. SO BtaM YOUR PEN • 
■EWARF OP COMATOSE BOO- 
KS YOUR FUN DATE. 
■ might ba a cold, long venture from 
tha CH-0 house to tn Kappa Srg 
house, but you wB haw the erne ol 
your Ma as you 1V-WON-ON. Don't 
ba tn auapsnss wondering who I ami 
MARK J THANKS FOR SHOWING 
ME WHAT LOVE REALLY IS 
YOU a ME    SUZ. 
Got trw perfect Chraenaagm tor your 
parents The Satee Crjb wt ba aaBng 
BQSU Mom I BQSU Dad On latoiaia 
tn tha BA BuMng today 10-4. 
Now 10-epeed Mure, key assembled 
and giraraiasad, starting al $138 96' 
Puroaia Bka Shops 131 W Wooe- 
tor, 362-8284 
taJWMaa»er.oo,M»atBtoaaai 
STEVE LANOESBURQ 
STEVE LANOESBURO 
STEVE LANDESBURQ 
SWEATS-ASST. COLORS 
X-MAS SALE 
FALCON HOUSE 
14QE. WtxrsaeSI 352-3810 
THANKS TO DAVIO AND JOHN FITE 
FOR THE CtNCY ROADTRrPI HOW 
BOUT THAT MILLIONS BAR? LOVE, 
suatt  
TheteChra. 
Tha PN Mu'a  ara ready to party 
tonight and ware it going to he 
wearing Mack and white - but what 
cotJd It be except a generic tea Sea 
you there' 
The Steters ol Phi Mu 
The ana for the Alpha Dei Formal a 
growing wry new Only 1 more day 
m the beat party ol the year Good 
Baas, happy memoriae and tots ol 
cheer,  the  Stock  Dtamond  Bel  to 
PtrBppe. Youand 
on niy rrwatj * ino 
page 18 are always 
always waba 
Sweat Jane 
I super time at the warm-up 
•Ml 
The Phi Mu'a 
gueee wa> Had 
TafcaTi 
"laanl ? I 
out Friday at the 
RIDES 
fede needed to Boston area tor 
Chflefmae break W« harp with gas S 
t rjrtvtng   Cat 354-1488,  ask  for 
SERVICES OFFERED 
CARL! BETSY: 
CONQRATULATIONS ON YOUR EN- 
GAGEMENT ITS ABOUT TBW YOU 
TOOK THE PLUNGE!! BOB A AN- 
ITA. PS. WE'RE GLAD YOU MADE 
mm  
Cartv 
You know I'm warring tor those pic 
turea ol us? When ara the boys going 
to develop them I hope, n time, more 
can develop between ual Hope to 
sea your Man tush soon. 
HCXaMYBM'-'MTV 
HAnan/HOUR 
ALL DAY ALL NIGHT 
 ALL THE matt 
Jane- 
AHhough the Hen died 
and you know I triad - 
I heard you cried. 
Through sfl the meee. 
I must confess 
My tuck a encases 
10 aaf have a data tor 
PJ 
TWO PERSONALS IN ONE DAY??? 
IS THIS TOO MUCH??? 
tM   AM   I   BEING   TOO   TA8TE- 
LEBsrrr EBB 
ml 
Jennie Anderson - I'm aura wei both 
haw tun Saturday night with our men 
By the way, wtach one's mine? Low. 
Joan -WOMAN 
a What do whips, chains. 
Hartey DaXaoni t a good 
time hew In common? 
A Tonight. Gamma PhFSAE 
deviant btowoutl 
Be Thara! Tha Gamma PMa 
Loving. Use 
PROFESSIONAL TYPING 
874-1488 
Perrysburg 
Expert Typing 
CM 352-7305 after 5 30pm 
Rune s Sawing and AMratlona 
Letters and iraignaa on ackata and 
sweaters.   Al   garments   must   ba 
dean 352 7268  
Wl do ironing xi rny home 
Ptoasa cat 352-5884. 
Needatypat? 
Cat 352-4017 
LCethenne Ann Ebertw! 
Have a nice day1 
 Love. Me  
CATHY FINNERAN   to tha sweetest 
and the most spectra parson tn my 
■e You're mine Low. JEFF 
SALE-SALE-SALE 
Shop the FALCON HOUSE 
opentI8M-F 
140 E Wooater 352 3810 
Get tho perfect Chnatmea grrl for your 
parents Tha Satoa Cajb wB ba aaBng 
BGSU Mom 4 BGSU Dsd Sweersrwts 
in the BA Busang today 10 - 4. 
 Coats Oaa, Coma Al  
Monte Carte Night M the French 
House - Dec S, 8.-00. Free Admla- 
TUCKER TrPING 
Sal Year ol Service 
Nancy 3520809 
DISC JOCKEY 
BEST MUSIC, LOWEST RATES 
CalOJ al 372-1508 
•COMEONE. COME ALL- 
Monte Carlo Night 
it The French House 
Oac 3. too 
FREE Admlaaton. Bear. 
Food and Games 
HAPPY MRTHDAY BROIII YOU ANO 
BX HAVE COME A LONG WAY 
OVER THESE PAST 28 YEARS- 
FROM PAINTING DAD'S MODELS 
TO THE TERRIFIC WEEK SPENT IN 
COIORAPOI THaS IS TO ALL 
THOSE GREAT MEMORIESt CELE- 
BRATE IT UP ANO TRY TO STAY 
AWAY FROM THAT WILD TURKEY! 
 ALL MY LOVE. UNOA 
Joe Sapenaro 1 Geyte Kubk- 
Thanks so much tor helping ma out 
wan Btol I snaay passed a teat!! Vaa' 
2sa!  
JPE 
Toledo  Airport. June 4   A day Tl 
never totgett Low. SPG  
JO.W. 
Goober - thanke lor tha show1 Was 
ene happy wrrh your certormanca? 
TrwBrothora 
KAPPA StOMA T1-WON-ON 
Lircky lerHoe set reedy to party the 
What a greet AXO rarrwy are have' 
Just wa* ■ next year. ■ wB ba bigger 
and bettor then avert Low, U Lots 
Ranee, it's been a long war but as 
bean a good ona. Let's stay together 
torawr. Happy Artnfmreary. I Low 
You very much Low, feck  
SAY. SAY, SAY JAN KOBLENZER: 
BE PREPARED TO PARTY ON SAT- 
URDAY 21 ONLY COMES ONCE IN 
YOURUFE WE'RE STILL LOC1KING 
FOR YOUR NUMBER 1 PRESENT' 
WE'LL FtaD IT HAVE A GREAT 
TIME WE LOVE YA. GtHA i PUNCH 
Soon, 
Get ready tor a great DZ date party. 
WosrW hew tone ol tun! Trunks tor 
ahsaya being mare tor me. Good 
tack with  elections.  I Lew Yea, 
""ft  
Send a Candy Cane to your 
Special Someone On sale 
Friday at Unrv Hal KKO trradgoa 
SEND YOUR FFBENDS AN ADP1 
BALLOON—A-ORAM * WISH 
THEM OOOO LUCK DURING FI- 
NALS ON SALE DEC 6-OEC 9 H 
UreV HALL FOR SO- BALLOONS 
DELIVERED DEC.  14   FOR MORE 
WFO   CALL 372 2840  
Show your Mom and Dad you care. 
Buy them a BGSU Mom or BGSU Dad 
I Itaslil tor Chrietmea On eats Frl 
Oac. 2 from 10 ■ 4 In the BA busdrng 
The price a ruat II2 each or two lor 
$22 
They're erraeeedt Congrats Kerry 
G. ami Oeete K.. Low, CM. BUTT, 
srrd LOAD. (tsAPaae)  
Tom 
H Cutte! Happy BeTMeyl I cant 
bate a you made It Dent oYrrrk too 
many Karrxkazaa tha weekend See 
ya M Bra party. Low, Ann  
To our datee. Pet, Drew, and Kurt - 
Hope you we aa excited aa we are lor 
Ma Saturday Looking forward to a 
great  rjmai  Low.  Your AXO and 
Kappa dates  
To our KE dates 
Tomorrow night the DZ wedding beta 
warttg, 
And wa'lMost  happy  eewedance 
anderng 
We krel can't wa*, 
YJuz wa know you're so graat 
So gat ready far tun. 
Cur tl be a WILD one' 
Low you're DZ dates.  
TO OUR PHI TAU CRUSHES JaM I 
DAVE: TWAS THE NKJHT BEFORE 
THE CHRtSTMAS CRUSH ANO ALL 
irnOUOH THE HOUSE. NOT A 
SISTER WAS SLEEPWG NOT EVEN 
OUR MOUSE. THE OUTFITS ANO 
FAVORS WERE PLACED ON THE 
DRESSER WITH CARE. KNOWING 
THAT THE SPECIAL DAY WOULD 
SOON BE THERE SO OFF TO THE 
DATE PARTY WEIL 00 WITH A 
CLATTER OET READY YOU PHF 
TAUS. ALL LaWTS WE'LL SHAT- 
TERHI  LOVE.   YOUR  ALPHA  CM 
DATES  
To Pete A Tan. our Dayton Dates to 
our formal You said you'd go. your 
the two bast looking datee wa know. 
the party begrne In Sandueky Setur 
day. the lour ol ua arB drink a dance 
the mght away' 
You'i haw too much fun wa pusr- 
rmtee.   cur your Alpha Del datee 
know how to party' 
 Low. Gretchen a Tammy 
TO THE DATES PI BUFF APT. 
OET PSYCHED FOR A GREAT TIME 
AT THE ALPHA CM OMEGA DATE 
PARTY SATURDAY BE READY I 
RARTK) TO START PARTYING AT 
7 00 WE'RE SURE IT WRLL BE A 
NKAHT MADE N HEAVEN LOVE. 
YOUR ALPHA CM CRUSHES I?I 
X Mae carde Vtfrapprng paper 
Tageomamanto 
Jeans N" Thtoga. 
18 00 
Dart League now tormrng 
PurcaBl mas Shop 362-8284 
asKE RACER8I Purcaas Bka Shop 
rratnera to stook. 
now. 131  W. 
Wooater 362-8284:  
Ae. aY. to w.oreaaamltoaa-par- 
ty's eel SOUNO WAVE rrrobas 
aound ayaterra Top 40. rook, coun- 
try, atow. CM 382-6067 tor vary 
lIMIIl'iatlll   pricing    Perfect tor the 
"°aaaya.  
LIKE HOeSIMARf SPAOHETTI 
SAUCE? TRY PramMlOirTO'S 
PASTA PLATTER UN (ROLL BY, 
CLUOEDL THURsL, FRL, OR SAT. 
DrBJWRT: Ml-a88l 
aoaa Counay SW Sato 
FALCON HOUSE 
140 E. Wooater 362-3810 
uOniEaBFN OF r>M}aVr(L0'8 
era)  La's  A  Wa,  81-«t.  A  BBaS 
reuraon   la  beksa   haM I Ill 
rme. Set., Dec I at • PM at tha eM 
Loiajaxarien. Far mte. os» Bob M 2- 
4SJ1. 
WANTED 
FUN FEMALF ROC4asUTE NEEDED 
TO SHARE TWO aVDRM. APT. FOR 
taTlajNO SEM. BM FURN. APT. 
CUM* TO CAMPUS.  OWN tMO- 
F. lath), rtasdarj tor Spr  8ir.nn 
Oan bdrm Ctoas to campus Raa- 
eonebte  rent   Csa  after  7:00 pm. 
382-4612.  
F. PasTE NEEDED FOR APT. 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS FFeENDLY 
RMTES 8PRM0 SEMESTER. PtEX- 
Pt3eStVEIICAaS62-4181 
Femere Rnoimrato needed tor Spring 
Sam. Ctoas to campus Rent 
8126ASO. Il  eieea gaa A aloe 352 
3344.  
NEED 1 2 M RMTES FOR MG APT 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS HAVEN 
HOUSE (136/MO OMLY PAY 
ELEC GAS HEAT. CALL BOS OR 
JEFF 362-3181. 
Faraaa Pxwmrnata tor spr. Sam. 
Ctaoa to campus UraV. vtsaga Apt. 
CM 362-1B46.  
NEEDAM RMTE FURN. MCE APT 
VERY CLOSE TO CAMPUS. YOU 
CAN HAVE YOUR OWN ROOM. 
CALL 362-0808 
HELP WANTED 
Make Money Working Al Home 
Be ftooded with otters' Delate rajah 
eel addreeeea stamped envelope to 
T.C.. Dept A, 481 Thuraan Manor 
Apl 301. atowarrflOmn. OH 43402 
BTUBtrSfT COURT ■ NOW TAKtNO 
APPLicAnONS PON aVaaaM SE- 
aWSTER. PICK THEM UP M 488 
•TUOINT »ERVrCES ANO OET IN- 
YOLVEDII 
Yamahe stereo aystem-RIOOO re- 
oarver. PS80 turntable. NS1O0OM 
apeakars Uke new' Ust price 
$2,600. $1.800 or boat oiler. 354 
leoeCrae). 
TBCIBBCI SL-D2 8omKnrriaML 
Tumtatto. w/Shura csrtndge. good 
atapa, $76  CM Jafl at 362-6413 
Acusrarm aran Ftaar. 362-4842 
1983 TRS - 80 Coax Corttputer. 
Brand  new.  Navar  used   Asking 
$160.00 362-2776. 
74 Biack Hegel. Parted car lor (to 
wrrter, aterao-caeaatte. $800. CM 
John at 352-1987.  
I'M 8ELUNG A STUDENT MODEL 
ARMSTRONG FLUTE, GREAT 
COND , $200 OR BEST OFFER f 
PITEflESTED. CALL NANCY, 372- 
8432 EVES.  
NEED A CAMERA FOR CLASS? I'M 
SELLING A PENTAX K—1000 
w'SOMM LENS. GREAT COND.. 
$100. ALSO A 200MM MACRO 
LENS, PENTAX MOUNT. $140 OR 
BEST OFFER. CALL 2-6432 EVES , 
ASK FOR NANCY 
FOR RENT 
M. RMTl NEEDED TO SHARE t 
■oesVL APT. WITH 2 OTHER GUYS 
FOR SPR. aTMESTEK. 4TH A ELM. 
I1HMI0. PURN. J72-4111. 
Blltantoi.Fraiee Apto 
CM Bob, 362-4802 
ATTENTION: APARTMENT TO 
SUB-LET. SECOND SEMESTER 
(ONE MALE NEEDED) UNIVERSITY 
COURTS APTS , ONLY $590 A SE- 
MESTER A ELECTRIC   CALL 364 
3193. ASK FOR TOCO.  
NEED A MALE/FEMALE TO SHARE 
TWO BORM APT, OWN BEOFtOOM 
AND BATHROOM. SWIMMING 
POOLI WaVTHROP TERRACE APTO. 
CALL ANYTB4E. MWJBE 364-2282. 
Apt, to ehrare Sertmj Sam. 
Year half 1M.M raaaaVAl aML paL 
Cap Doaaj M4-2ia$ 
F. Rmaa. far Spr. asm Free oaa*., 
pay electric only. Anal aaraaaa M 
Pas. Can M4-21I1.  
ROOaPMATE NEEDED. OWN BED- 
ROOM. 2 BLOCKS FROM CAMPOS 
CALL 364-1679 AFTER 8 PM 
F. Rmta. fielded tor apt. ctoaa to 
campue  MxJ Dec !o Mid-May $818. 
CM 364-1588.  
1 M. rmto needed to ahare super 
rape apt. wan 2 other mrtee   CM 
362-2734 or 362-9302.  
Femaat wanted inmadtelatj to ahare 
1 bdrm. rum apt. ctoaa to campus 
Hours 9-5 or 6-9 Ending December 
14, 1BB3 Apply In parson St 1022 
N Proapact 
Toledo Company seek, fut-ttne 
Corrrrrrunrcaaons coop tor Spring 
fJamastol lor Junior or senior with al 
Basst 2.76 GPA Pay Is $6.00 per 
taw. Need aryout. design and wrtkng 
atess. prua kncwterlge ol auoloTvtsual 
•rxepmern to work on brochuraa. 
ni.alaaais. and putatoaaYjna. OM 
Coop Ed   372 2451 
Aoroaa From Campue AvM lor wKMr 
aem . 2 bdrm house hay CSYtratod 
and fumajhsd. Fraa heat Perfect for 
thoee  cold   wirier   days    806   E. 
Wooater  
CLOSE TO CAMPUS: (28 E Read 
$1.  t   bedrm.    Inlltll   Spring 
Bl III.  Can  Both $84-1184 or 
Chart M4 11$$.  
tor 2nd 
. apt. ctoea to rowers 
..  tow  ual  U4-11S4 
JI30/mo   pas) I 
r Bpm. 
: CM 362-9261 
DECEMBttl 
l<.83 
Mr 
'tTDCagS HO? 
SONOW MOM«KY XVJESDAY    I WtOMESWW 
-O  PLAM    AvtAErVD  - Joimo^ FOR. 
X ' lTtwie, VIEW YE^ EYE PVIWT1 OF  ««»"«"«».       COMPUMINTOIW   TARTY HAT! 
VXtNTf 0$  DRtNK SMCIRtA 
iiKT^SI 
lNTAtVY r « 1
Ann FiWoR^    i^\   *0l»Rv%t« 
JaTTT 
«r 
tOAH 
rrys.  o*n 
Gtfauatii&w* TMt rJC  l-TStTiT 
.    nNO E.WOOfTER 352-2587 tt, ,om.o v$v«. 
|»P4rJ»LSrO»lAaT4 
X 
FRVOWY 
3 «V-* 
ton. Vawi'StEBMnmJf 
/•it v?0Vt"•^A^RoH'» ■< P 
Ju»»f,^»• Jwt B««> l***" 
.nice 
CPJaV« 
WS 
OaVM 
WITH 
jlH*J 8l"-1 
JIHIQ.P- *t.l EkL$ 
Taavt TMC.     •»> 
WnVKT   eaVrBtaS 
CHnUtTMtt  
rsr 
*tt&ltiffll '   w.r.  OS 
^ tLleeW-VaaeT. rWatltl. tecatTAJrJ  toxTjtXr 
YESI 
You may ring my chanesl 
For Raw Rock Muarcl 
Aao Rock Jewelry Prcturee 
Buckles 4 Mtnera Spacrmane 
CWkFTSHtoton-Noy 29.30- Dec   1 
WANT TO FLY HOME (OH AWAY 
FROM HOME) OVER BREAK? CALL 
JAYNE ROLLER. BGSU TRAVEL 
REP. AT 372-4178 OR T.R.I. 419- 
693-6683. 
Femaat rmta turn. Spring asm. Won 
amoktog. $146Aao. bid. usssea. Cat 
after 8 pm 362-8128.  
F. map. needed tar Spring Semeeter 
Or*/ $640 a semester plus etoc Buff 
Aprs. CM 362-7741.  
NaMO     tsteaTsfaM     10     fat     sapaaaTrnaXH     aVK) 
rrate to M house. CM 362-7388. 
F. rmta. needed. SpaxXous apt Ctoaa 
to campue Psaeyjraas* rani. Ptoeee 
cM 362-7103. 
Caah paid tor an A' scket Iram 
Daarayssid or Dsrnay world a menu 
Iram chrneee liasararil wf M Waal 3 
angaah works irXepeasd. or a tetter 
tram ma Ptaaktent ol U S. (No Xerox) 
itetaaaaraj 
1. rsarshla erts. snd ah» 
toaraa*?. Pt time w fvn ttma open- 
mas for ear. naiiili.  en coop 
lalaa.M$T»B4$1.  
Second awnasajr prtvste room A 
toaaklsal for nonamokng gal n re 
ban for 8-7 hours of routine house- 
work par week    1   1/4  ml.  Pom 
campue. Fti 362-7343.  
AataosVa. loyal. 21 yr. old F. to work 
M Com Cty Bar s Reeeturant 
Deahtar. OH. 2 or 3 avee/wk faghts 
Wl oa rtaxtxe eccordrng to mpmt. 
MUM haw raauma For trrtervtow oM 
Doro»iy 53S-6S83 or 278-3871 
We need parrormara tor an orphan 
X-MAS party trxe Deoambar IB. In 
return tor 6-10 rranutee of your tana. 
SSI wB provlda you wah a posBVa 
kmer ol reocxrmandaaon II you work 
wei war. kids, aid wart to bring X- 
MABkwtoPauiiaii.iliiliai)ia,cal 
372-6S33 or 372-0331 an* ask for 
FORREST APARTMENTS. FUR- 
MSHED OR UtenmTaBHED. TEN- 
ANTS PAY ONLY LIGHTS. 
REASONABLE CALL JOHN NEW- 
LOVE REAL-ESTATE  364-2280 
DEAL FOR TWO Fern. apt. tor 
rant tram anal M Oaa. to $Mma>. 
Ctoaa to campus, 
each t etoc far the I 
steams, ao» $$2-788$.  
Need mate A tomato atudento toll 
housaa A apto. tor Spring Sam ABO 
apt.   ananas,  tor 2-3-4  students 
Phone 352-7385.  
Ntoa 1 bdrm turn apt to eubtot on 
3rd St Ctoaa to campus, carpeted. 
tree gaa heat $ cooking   CM 362- 
SB77.  
MATocanjtaae needed tor Spr/Sam 
House cross to Campue 
 CM 362-6861  
SuDkraae-1 Bedroom apt Furrssh Al 
Bj, am etoc CM Carol 352-6033 
1 bdrm untumahed apt Free heat - 
comae rn handy on those ootd wtrrtor 
rwjhts  Free sowar and water tool 
CM Newtow Mgrnl   352-6620. 
OLrN MARK TV SKM 
170 CM VERY GO. CONDITION 
CALL 3SM1I2 ASK FOR BRETT 
r UrTaisVBBXj EMCMTaCy 
comptote w; color TV A cabto 
Buckeye Budget Motor rrm 
1740 E Wooater St. 
latpW IrMaainQ   SfaTtsQ ISXiTl 
$260mro 
362-3182 or 362-1620 
FOR SALE 
CM 382-8702 I r 5 pm 
OPPCeTIWeTYl SKTH ST. APT 
AVAILABLE SPFSNG SEMESTER 
CALL SOON! 382-8133. 
78 Jeap CJ7. 
Days. 372-0133 Ewe 2414831 
TR - 7 Sports Car 1976 - AC 4 sp 
30 M.P.G Good oorxatton tow rrara- 
sps-424-0323 or 889-2861 bsfors 
10. 
2 bdrm. apt turn $260/rno 
Awl. Jan to May 
 CM 362-1276  
Firm   etwstency wry ctoaa to oam- 
pua. Fraa etoctricrty   AvM. now or 
2nd aem  352-0862.  
lenaee $ spM- ctoaa to oampua tor 
S4-85 school year. 1 -267-3341. 
In BG. 2 bdrm   rum   apt   Laundry 
room, sauna* pool 1300. mo CM 1 
647-7666. ask for Sharon. 
Sun. 
Mon. 7ot._ 
Tue. Bud Nite 
Wed. Draft Beer 
RollirnRock     v,Thu. 
Lraie/Margaista FrL 
Sat. 
CiuiadianBeer 
MillerTime 
Bar*s Choice 
-rfej^.. 
■ntMAW 
1        ^'/wr    2        liuk<Juf- 3 
EV1LHYTHINGERS 
8 9 M 
W 
0 
N 
D 
E 
R 
L 
A 
I 
D 
LAMBDA 
INTER    19 
STEVE & SHARON 
JOE & LESLIE 
TERRY & JAYNE 
PARTY MARTY & PAM 
JADDOC & FIFI 
THE DOCTOR & ANNE 
DAGIDY & TRACY 
ROCK & AMY 
MIKE 2-4246 & FIRST CALLER 
SCOTT & I'M BUSY 
PHIL & PEGGIE 
SANTA & 
MRS. CLAUSMERKELSTEIN 
TERRY & SUZY 
BEAR & ANN 
CHI'S 
83 
SPIDER & PATTY 
DOUG & SALLY 
CHUCH & LORI 
RAY 2-4739 & ANY CALLER 
THUNDER LIPS & CARA 
HAIR CARE & FRIZZIES 
THE DEVIL & MISS JONES 
DANDY & HIS MAC WOMAN 
J2&? 
MAN WITH THE PLAN & KIM 
SONNY & AMY 
SQUID & MISS NOVEMBER 
BAM BAM & PATTY PLEDGE 
TONE & LISA 
r 
54 
=7 
ACROSS 
1 Prlnatt' robas 
5 ArmyVIPs 
8 Dane* of tha 
sbttlss 
13 Dominion 63 
14 Jackal opening     B5 
15 Flinch 
16 Amaryllis's 66 
relative 67 
17 Axillary 66 
18 Gold brick 66 
19 Hoolsr'a rendition 
22 Mniiibefoflhn       70 
flock 71 
23 YattS 72 
24 Stick of a sort 
26 Traveled at 
high spaed 1 
31 Untamed lands 2 
34 Genetic 3 
substancs * 
36 Author Anita 
37 Take flight to 5 
units                     6 
39 "ComlnlnOn        7 
 ,"1943 tuna     8 
43 Twangy 
44 PrSCBOf 9 
furniture 
45 Wlna: Pneflx 10 
46 Do a gardener's 
rob 11 
48 Vipers 12 
51 C^naryattrslms 14 
53 Of bronze: Abbr.    20 
"Long and 
Far Away" 
"| ," mm 
about tha Air 
Fores 
Poem eagment 
Watson, to 
Holmes 
Billy 
Mideast magnate 
Critic Rax 
Request from 
Oliver Twist 
Punrtaw 
Coastal bird 
Once more 
DOWN 
Bedouin 
Humdlngrpr 
Coalition 
Jason of myth, 
e.g. 
Canasta ploy 
Chaw 
Airport area 
Having more 
shoots 
, place, 
or show 
"Splendor In tha 
Grass" scenarist 
Barge 
Henri's head 
Flavoring 
Mall beverage 
21 Woman'aassn. 
25 Clay pot 
26 Muffin favorite 
27 Sadat 
28 Up the ante 
29 Long spent 
30 Pasta onaa 
32' Qroup'e senior 
member 
33 Squandered 
36 Diamond call 
38 Aphrodlta'SBon 
40 Vlny valtay of 
California 
41 "Glow little 
 glimmer..." 
42 Strolled an maaaa 
47 Afternoon affair 
49 Place for a 
prle-dleu 
50 ElgafB"  
Variations" 
52 Kind of drum 
54 Maple tree 
ganut    , 
55 Backgammon, 
lor one 
56 Draft status 
58 Wedding-cake 
layer 
59 Idyllic place 
eOTirtiaofday 
61 Railway station, 
In Franca 
62 Ragout 
64 Wlra: Abbr. 
DAILY 
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Kafka comes alive 
in readers theater 
"Franz Kafka: Story Teler for 
Today," a Readers Theater production 
commemorating the 100th anniversary 
of this muttjfaceted writer, will be 
presented at 8 p.m. Wednesday 
through Saturday in the Joe E & iwn 
Theater, University Ha*. 
Tickets, priced at $1.50, wi go on 
sale at 7 p.m. on performance nights 
There are no advanced sales and no 
reserved seats 
Though Kafka Is "seldom done," 
according to director Lois Cheney, a 
professor In the School of Speech 
Communication, he is -- nonetheless -- a 
major literary figure whose works 
continue to affect writers today. 
"Kafka Is a complex writer, and this Is 
an opportunity to make him clear," 
Cheney added. 
Whle Katka dtod m 1924, his 
writings continue to evoke ideas and 
concerns which are appropriate for 
today, Cheney said, adding, "He writes 
about the meaninglessness in the world, 
seeing the absurdity of everyday jobs. 
He is concerned about people being 
treated Hke they are not humans, not full 
individuals, but functionaries." 
The landmarks of his stories and 
vignettes tease the listener and lead him 
down twisted corridors -- the 
conventional becomes the 
unconventional, haunting Images ring 
surprisingly true to He, and humor is 
both simplistic and dark, she said. 
"Franz Kafka: Story Taker for Today" 
wi present a number of his shorter 
pieces, Including excerpts from 
"Blumfield an EkJerty Bachelor," "The 
Castle," and his especially wel known 
"Metamorphosis." 
The five-member cast includes 
freshman Cherie Brewster, sophomore 
Matt MMer, juniors Michael DAgostlne 
and Timothy Smith, and senior Andy 
Che. 
'Sgt. Dietrich' tickets remain 
Good seats sti remain for Sunday (Dec. 
4) night's concert featuring comedian 
Steve Landesberg The concert wi begin 
at 8 p.m. In the Grand Baaroom of the 
Union. 
Tickets, priced at $6, are now on sale at 
the Union Ticket Office. The office wi be 
open unM 5 p.m. Friday (Dec. 2). It wtl also 
be open beginning at 5 p.m. the day of the 
show. 
Opening for Landesberg wi be 
Cleveland comedian and musician Charte 
Wiener. 
Landesberg, who Is perhaps better 
known as the erudtte detective Arthur 
Dietrich on the Emmy-Award-winnlng 
television series "Barry Miser," la in the 
midst of a nationwide collegiate tour which 
wi eventually take home to more than 50 
colleges and jr*.-s.-2«ies. 
After spanding several years working In 
small nightclubs around the country, 
Landesberg got his "big break" In 
December 1971 when he was Invited to 
appear on "The Johnny Carson Show." 
That appearance paved the way for other 
television guest shots and acting 
assignments. 
In 1974, he landed the role as the 
Viennese violinist on the Paul Sand show, 
"Friends and Lovers." Although the show 
lasted only one season. It was long enough 
to catch the eye of Danny Arnold, the 
creator of "Barry Miser." 
Since "Barney Miter," Landesberg has 
had a number of television appearances, 
including the hosting of his own network 
special, appropriately titled 'The Steve 
Landesberg Television Show." 
The concert In being sponsored by the 
University Activities Organization. 
WSA plans annual 
evening In Europe 
"A One Night Stand In Europe" Is the 
theme for the World Student Association's 
annual European night to be held from 8 
11 p.m. on Friday (Dec. 9) at St. Thomas 
Mora Pariah, 425 Thurstkv Al events are 
free and open to the public. 
The evening wi feature ethnic food and 
entertainment with more then 50 University 
students from 14 European nations 
Involved in the project. 
The evening is designed to familiarize 
Americans with the European culture and 
give them the chance to sample foreign 
foods, view an "arm chair" slide-show trip 
through Europe and even participate In 
some European customs 
Folk dancers from such various 
countries as France, Germany, Spain and 
Austria wi demonstrate their moves with 
audience participation encouraged. A 
Christmas carol sing-along led by the 
University's Spanish, French, and German 
clubs, wi also require the audience to join 
In. 
The highlight of the evening wi be a 
performance by the professional American 
duet "The Michael Gomez Band." The duo 
wi be perfonrfng several ethnic works 
from various European countries as well as 
American favorites by Harry Chapin and 
Fleetwood Mac 
Commencement 
set for Dec. 22 
Commencement exercises wi be held 
at 10 a.m. Thursday (Dec. 22) m Memorial 
Hal. University President Paul J. Oiscamp 
wi preside over the ceremonies and 
Richard Edwards, the vice president for 
University relations, will be the 
commencement speaker. 
Candidates for graduation should 
assemble at 9:15 a.m. In the Business 
Administration Building Signs indicating 
the v&nous degrees will be posted, and 
students should assemble by college 
No tickets are required to attend the 
ceremony. 
Graduates can now order caps and 
gowns through the University Bookstore. 
They wi be available in the Forum of the 
Student Services Building the week before 
and the morning of commencement. 
Additional information about graduation 
can be obtained by contacting the 
Registrar's Office, first floor of the 
Administration Building 
Holidays 'light up' 
One of the oldest University traditions - 
the annual tree Ighting ceremony -- wi 
herald in the holiday season on Wednesday 
(Dae. 7) In front of the Union. 
Scheduled to begin at 6 p.m , this year's 
ceremony Includes a speech by University 
President Paul Otacamp and a selection of 
holiday songs performed by the Men's and 
Women's choruses. 
At approximately 8:30 p.m. the switch 
wi be thrown to light the holiday tree. 
Immediately after the festivities, coffee, hot 
chocolate and cookies wi» be served in the 
Commuter Center, basement of Mosotey 
Al of the holiday ac Hvffles are free and 
open to the public 
Green Sheaf Is published by the 
Bowling Green State University Office 
of Public Relations for students, 
faculty and staff. It Is produced In 
cooperation with The BG New*. 
This Issue Is the last one tor the fall 
semester. The first Issue of spring 
semester will be published Jan. 20. 
The deadline to submit Information 
for that Issue will be noon 
Wednesday, Jan. 18. 
All events must be submitted In 
writing to the Green Sheet editor, 806 
Administration Building. There is no 
charge to nave an Ham listed. 
Junior Steve Cotten Is feature 
editor, senior Radell Roberts Is 
serving ss calender editor. 
Weekend 
Highlights 
Friday 
DMN*W2 
• u.4 p.m. - UAO Cabaret 
RegkMratJon lor Dae. 0 audition slots tor IN* 
Fab. 1-3 dtnnar performance wl continue until 
Dae. 6. Performers wfl be asked to sing a 
prepared piece, read from a script, and learn a 
group dance routine. Open to al. UAO Office, 
Mrd floor, Unton. 
I SJB.-« p.m. - UAO Waists sung Workshop 
Rsgtaa-saon tor this Dec 7 workshop continues 
unU 6 p.m. the day of trie event. Scott Scherk, 
sane oonaultant tor Sam B's, wl Inatruct how to 
(•sanguMi sparkling wines. Fee of $3 due upon 
sign-up. Open to anyone 21 years of age or 
olde.  UAO Office, third floor. Unton. 
I e.m.-6 p.in. - UAO Video Tournament 
RauHtaaun continues tor this Dec 8 competi 
eon through tournament day Centipede. Kanga- 
roo, or Star Wars tor 10 minutes. Wgheet scorer 
*■ receive a t-aNrt. Entry fee of $1. Including 
tokens, due upon akjn- up. Open to al. UAO 
Office, Mrd floor, Unton. 
10 aa>/4 BJH. - UAO Skkng Trip 
RsQteSatioii tor tola Jan. 8-18 skiing trip to 
Otoemtioal. Colorado continues unU Dae. 14. 
Faa of 1270 Muting tranaporlaaon, accomo- 
datone, and aft Hcket, due upon sign-up. Open 
to at  UAO Office, third floor. Union 
10ajn.-6p.rn. - Laser Art Sale 
Sponeored by the Arnold Air Society and Angel 
Fight. Unton Foyer. 
10 a.m.-6 p.m. - UAO Christmas Cratts Fair 
Free  and open  to  al.  Promenade  Lounge. 
second floor. Union. 
5 p.m. - UAO Soup/Saled Bar Naming Contest 
Entries due for renaming this new food service 
(formerly the Cardinal Room). Two salad/soup 
bar meal cemflcatea and two tickets for the Dec. 
4 Stave Landesberg performance w8 be 
swarded to the winner. Co-sponsored by the 
Unton. Open to al. UAO Office, third floor. 
Unton. 
7:30 p.m. - Toledo Symphony Concert 
Departure for this University Special Evening at 
the Symphony. Vtoehlst Joseph Silverstein. 
concert master and assistant conductor of the 
Boston Symphony, wl perform. Tickets. $5. 
available at the Moore Musical Arts Center 
Office: UAO Office, third floor. Union. Free bus 
tranaportallon. Meet at Unton Oval. 
7:30 pjn. - Hockey 
BQSU at Onto State University (Columbus).    - 
• pan. - lesketb.il 
BGSU at Boston University 
HO p-m • Public Skating 
Students $1.25 with BQSU ID. Skate rental 50 
cents. Ice Arena 
MO pjn. - UAO Cempue FUm 
■Everything You Wanted To Know About Sax 
But Ware Afraid To Ask" wfl be shown. $1 50 
wan BQSU ID Man Auditorium, University Hal. 
10:16 pjB. - UAO Campus Film 
Sea 8:30 p.m. Friday, Dae. 2 Bating. 
kWdnight - UAO Campus Flam 
See 8:30 p.m. Friday. Dec. 2 listing. 
10:15 pjn. - UAO Csmpus Film 
See 8:30 p.m. Friday. Dec. 2 listing 
Midnight - UAO Campus Film 
See 8:30 p.m. Friday. Dec 2 Heting 
Sunday 
Dieiatist 4 
1:15 p.m. -Bridge Match 
Partners should check in before  1:30 p.m. 
match begins Sponeored by the Campus Bridge 
Club. Entrance toe $1.25 par player. Open to 
al. Onto Suite, Unton. 
3 p.m. - Concert 
The A Ceppeas Choir and the Folk Ensemble w* 
perform Free and open to al. Kobacker Hal, 
Moore Musical Arts Center. 
3:30-5:30 pjn. - Public Skating 
See 8 p.m. Friday, Dec. 2 listing. 
6:30 pjn. - Christmas Decorating Party 
Sponsored by United Christian Fellowship. Open 
to al. United Chrietlen Fellowship Center, 313 
ThurstJn. 
7-0 p.m. - Public Skating 
Sea 3:30 p.m. Sunday. Dae. 4 Hating. 
I pjn. - UAO Concert 
Comedtan Stave Landeeburg, beat known tor his 
rote as Sgt. Dietrich on "Barney Miser" wl 
perform, along wan comedian/singer Charlie 
Wiener Al seats reserved. Tickets $5. Grand 
n, Unton. 
Monday 
11:30 a.m.-Mass 
St Thomas Mora Parish, 425 ThurstJn. 
5 pjn. - UAO Cabaret 
Registration desdane for Dec 6 audition slots lor 
this Feb. 1-3 dinner performance Performers 
wi be asked to sing a prepared piece, read from 
a script, and learn a group dance routine. Open 
to si. UAO Office, third floor, Unton. 
7 pjn.-Mass 
St. Atoysius Church, 150 S Enterprise. 
7:30 pjn. - Pre-Law Society 
Meeting. Adrian Qtmmermsn, public defender, 
wl discuss the "Role of the Public Delender in 
the Court System." Sponsored by the Pre-Law 
Society. Open to el. Campus Room, Union 
7:30 pjn. - German Film Series 
"The Moon is Just a Naked Bel." the story ot a 
Bavarian farm girts escape by marriage to a 
truck driver, wi be shown Free and open to al. 
Gtah Film Theater, Henna 
7:30 pjn. - Beatles Film Tribute 
A slide show tribute to the late John Lennon and 
the Beetles flan "Lai It Be" wal be shown 
Sponeored by Alpha Sigma Phi members and 
Little Slssee. Tickets $1.50. Open to al. 210 
Math Science. 
7:30 pjn. - Student National Education Assc- 
Maettng. Jama Jonas wl discuss "Teacher 
Ss-ees/Bumout." Open to al education majors 
113 Puainsea Administration. 
1 p-m. - Concert 
Electronic music, featuring worka by composers 
from BGSU, Hstdelberg Colege snd the Univer- 
sity of Toledo, wl be presented. Free and open 
to al. Bryan Reatal Hal. Moore Musical Aria 
Cantor. 
Saturday J«J*r 
7:30 s.m. - Mass 
11 a.m.-l p.m. - Clinic tor the Handicapped 
Sponeored by the School of HPER  Open to al 
students assigned to the clinic 201 Hayes. 
7:30 p.m. - Hockey 
BQSU vs. Ohio State University toe Arena. 
I pjn. - Monte Carlo Night 
French singing, can-can dancing, fortune-telting, 
and various games wl be featured Prizes, 
including a gift certificate for a dinner at Sun- 
dance, free pizzas, and t-shtrts. can be bought 
by accumulated game tokens Beer and food wl 
be add. Free and open to al. French House. 
Sorority Row. 
S pjn, - Hanukkah Party 
RSVP by casing 354-1098  Sponsored by the 
Jewish Students Group  Free and open to al. 
481 S. Summit *416. 
1:30 pjn. - UAO Campm Flan 
See 8:30 p.m. Friday. Dae. 2 " 
1 
St. Atoyatoe Church, 150 S. Enterprise 
1:30-11:30 s.m. - Hearing Impaired Program 
Program  advice  offered.  Open  to  education 
majors. 424 Education 
11:30 a.m. - Mass 
St. Thomas More Pariah. 424 Thureon. 
1-0 pjn. - Hearing Impaired Program 
Program  advice offered   Open  to  education 
majors. 385 Education 
2-4:30 p.m. - International Coffee Hours 
Informal  gathering   Sponsored  by  the World 
Student  Association.   Free  and  open  lo al. 
IntarnattonaJ Lounge. 17 Waferns. 
3 p.m. - National Studenl Exchange 
Oueatfon/answer session sbout this academic 
program. Sponsored by the Center for Educatio- 
nal Opttona. Open to al. Perry Croghan Room. 
Unton. 
6-7:30 p.m. - Karate Clinic 
This five-week series, laugh! by Bob and Mary 
Anne Nicholson, will discuss the American 
Karate System's benefits discipline, and recre- 
ation, along with various basic karate moves. 
Sponsored by the Office of Continuing Educa- 
tion Open to registered participants. Gymna- 
sium, SI Thomas More Parish. 425 Thurstin. 
7 pjn. - Fellowship Service 
Sponsored by Active Christians Today. Open to 
al. Alumni Room. Union 
7 pjn. - Students For Life 
Meeting  Open to all   Conference Room. St. 
Thomas More Parish. 425 Thurstin 
7 p.m. - Baptist Student Union 
Meeting Open to a« Piano Lounge, McDonald 
North. 
7-11 pjn. - UAO Concert 
Auditions lor this Feb 13 dinner performance 
wl be held Performers will be asked to sing a 
prepared piece, read from a script, and learn a 
group dance routine Open to scheduled partici- 
pants Perry Croghan Room, Union 
7:30 pjn. - Women In Business 
Meeting. Marie Hodge, University management 
Instructor, wl discuss "Reality Shock." Open to 
al. 113 Business Administration 
7:30 p.m. - Personal Computers Lectures 
University faculty members wl diacuaa "A 
Profile of the Apple H," "A Profile of the IBM 
PC." "Numerical Accuracy." "A Comparison of 
Some Apple Packages." and Graphics ." A 
reception wfl fosow Sponsored by the North- 
west Ohio Chapter of the American Statistical 
Association Free and open to al. 459 Math 
Science 
7:30-0:30 p.m. - Stargazing 
Open to al. (If weather permits.) Sponsored by 
the physics and astronomy departments. Roof of 
Ufe Sciences 
7:30-0:30 pjn. - Cslechlsl Training 
Sponsored by St  Thomas More Pariah. Free 
and open to al Upper Room, SI Thomas More, 
425 Thurstin 
I pjn. - Distinguished Speaker Series 
Tyler E. Gasa. President of Bennett. Qass. and 
Wakens. Consulting Geologists, win discuss 
Toxic Substances in Ohio's Water Supplies" 
Sponsored by the Center for Environmental 
Programs. Free and open to all. 112 Ufe 
Sciences 
I pjn. - Concert 
Works by University students will be featured 
Free and open to all Bryan Recital Hal, Moore 
Musical Arts Center 
3-10 p.m. - Skating Instruction 
Weekly sessions  Sponsored by the University 
Skating Club Fee ol $2 per session, or one-time 
$10 membership lee Open to students, faculty, 
and staff Ice Arena 
1:30 p.m. - Intrs-Universlly Presidents Coun- 
cil 
A meeting o discuss the future and structure ot 
the organisation wl be held Open to al presi- 
dents or representatives of campus organiza- 
tions. Assembly Room, McFaii Center. 
(pjn. - University Sailing Club 
Meeting Open lo al  222 Math Science. 
Wednesday 
QuuAu 7 
•:15 a.m.-Mass 
St. Atoysius Church. 150 S Enterprise. 
330-11:30 a.m. - Hearing Impaired Program 
Program advice offered   Open to  education 
majors. 424 Education 
11:30 - Mass 
St. Thomaa More Parish. 425 Thurstin. 
4 p.m. - Intramural Free Throw Snooting 
Entries due lor ail participants. First contest 
scheduled tor Dec.  8.  Open to all woman. 
Intramural Office. 108 Student Rec Center. 
4 p.m. - Women's Studios Colloquium Series 
Dr. Joan Straumams, academic dean and profes- 
sor ot philosophy at Kenyon College, wl dia- 
cuaa "Sex Selection The Pubic Impact of 
Private Choices ' Sponsored by Women's Stud- 
ies. Free and open to all Assembly Room, 
McFaK Center 
6:30-7:30 p.m. - Spring  Semester  Evening 
Clssses 
Registration for classes College advisors will be 
available. Sponsored by the Office of Continuing 
Education  Open to evening students (under- 
graduates and graduates attending classes only 
after 5pm.) Grand Ballroom, Union. 
I p.m. - UAO Christmas Tree Lighting Cere- 
mony 
President Otscamp wl give a holiday address, 
the University Women's Chorus wl lead 
Christmas caroling, and Santa Claus wl distrib- 
ute candy at tins annual event Open to al. Unton 
Oval. 
7 pjn. - Bible Study 
Sponeored by the Deyspnrig Assembly ol God. 
Open to el. 4 D's Building. 700 High. 
7 pjn. - Bl ble Study 
Sponsored by the Baptist Student Unton. Open 
to al. Northaide Baptist Church, 701 W. Poe 
7:30 pjn. - Worship Meeting 
Sponeored by the Fellowship of Christian Stu- 
dents. Open to al. Prout Chapel 
7:304 p.m. - UAO Wlnets sting Workahop 
Scott Scherk. wine consultant for Sam B'a, wl 
instruct how to distinguish sparking wins*. Fee 
of $3 due upon signup  Open to registered 
pertlclpenta. Perry Croghan Room, Unton. 
7:30-8:30 p.m. - Stargazing 
Open to al  (If weather permits.) Sponsored by 
the physics and astronomy departments. Roof of 
Llto Sciences. 
I p.m. - University Theater Production 
"Kafka:  Story Tatar for Today," a Readers 
Theater presentation of the writings of Franz 
Kafka, wl be presented Tickets $1.50 at door. 
Joe E. Brown Theater, University Hal. 
• p.m. - Concert 
The University Jazz Combos wl perform. Free 
and open to al. Bryan Recital Hal. Moore 
Musical Arts Center 
I p-m. - Basketball 
BGSU vs. Temple University. Anderson Arena. 
I pjn. - Emrirc mtal Inlersst Oaup 
Meeting Open to al. 108 Hayee 
3-10 p.m. - Pubkc Skating 
Sas 3:30 p.m. Sunday, Dae. 4 sating. 
3:30 pjn. - Christmas Drama 
~«n# Uvlno Hopo wtlD9 pr•##nt">d, OpoOaWf+o 
by University Lutheran Chapel Free and open to 
al. Chapel, University Lutheran Chapel, 1124 E. 
Thursday 
DMWeWrS 
1:15 a.m.-Mass 
St. Atoysius Church, 150 S. Enterprise. 
11 s.m.-6 pjn. - UAO Video Tournament 
Competitors wl pay Qubert, Defender, Centi- 
pede, Kangaroo, or Star Wars for 10 minutes 
Highest scorer wl receive a t-shlrt. Entry fee of 
$1 includes tokens. Open to all registered 
parbClpanta. Hal of Games, Union. 
2-4:30 p.m. - International Coffee Hours 
informal gathering.  Sponsored by the World 
Student  Association   Free and open  to  al 
International Lounge, 17 Wilams 
3-4 pjn. - SRC Think Tank 
A brainstorming session for improving the Stu- 
dent Rec Center wl be held. Free and open to 
al.  Hootoy  Conference Room.  Student Roc 
Censsr 
S pjn. -UAO Ornament Workahop 
Registration deadsne for this Dec 10 workahop 
demonstrating wheat weaving, cross stitching, 
and sculpturing. Fas ol $5 includes materiale to 
complete three ornaments. Open to al. UAO 
Office, third floor. Union 
6:30 pjn. - WrternetJonal Rotations Aaeocta- 
asn 
Meeting. Open to al. 200 Moeetay 
• pjn. - Fall Initiation Banquet 
Formal dress required Sponsored by Beta Alpha 
Pal Honor Society  Open to those registered 
with Dr. Park Leathers in 335 Business Adrninle- 
tratton Holiday km, 1550 East Wooeler. 
0-730 p.m. - Karate CUnto 
This five-week series, taught by Bob and Mary 
Arms Nicholson, wl discuss the American 
Karate System's benefits, discipline, and recre- 
ation, along with various karate moves. Spon- 
sored by the Office of Continuing Education. 
Open to registered participants. Gymnasium, St. 
Thomas More Pariah. 425 Thurstin. 
7 p.m. - French Cluster/Academic Year In 
Francs 
Informational meeting wl discuss these 1984-85 
academic opportunities Cluster open to stu- 
dents enroled in French 101 or who have 
completed at least one year high school French 
AY A/France open to students who wl have 
completed French 202 this academic year 
French House. Sorority Row. 
7 p.m. - Intramural Free Throw Shooting 
First scheduled contest. Open to al registered 
participants   Basketball  Courts,  Student Rec 
Center 
7:30 p.m. - Msss 
St. Thomas More Parish, 425 Thurstin. 
7:30 p.m. - Christian Fellowship 
A dtacusaton aimed "Are You A Christian?" wtl 
be held Sponeored by the Campus Crusade for 
Christ. Open to al. Faculty Lounge. Unton. 
7:304:30 p.m. - Stargazing 
Open to al. (It weather permits.) Sponsored by 
the physics and astronomy departments. Roof of 
Lite Sciences 
8 p.m. - UAO Campus Film 
"The Cabinet of Dr. CasgarT wfl be shown Free 
and open to a*. Qish Flail Theater, Hanna. 
8 p.m. ~ University Theater Production 
See 8 p.m. Wednesday. Dec. 7 listing. 
M:30 p.m. - Navigator! 
A meeting for thie Interdenominational Christian 
organization wi be held. Free and open to al. 
112 Life Science 
8:30 p.m. - Christianity Discussion 
Sponsored by the United Christian Fellowship 
UCF Center. 313 Thurstm 
9 p.m. - Qerman Club 
Meeting, with "StammtJsch" (social gathering) to 
fosow. Open to al. PsgHai's East. 440 E. Court. 
9:30-11:30 p.m. - Hearing  Impairment Pro- 
gram 
Program advice  offered   Open to  education 
majors. 424 Education. 
Friday 
7:30 aj*. 
St. AtoysiusChurch, ISOS. Enterprise. 
Moon - HoHday Potluck 
Sponsored by the Commuter Off-Campus Orga- 
nization.  Fee ol J2  or covered dieh/deeert 
Open to al. Commuter Center. Moseley. 
12:30 pjn. - Meee 
SI Thomas More Parish 
3 pjn. - National Student Eichenge 
Wonnaoon seesion about 1984-85 exchange 
opportursess.  Sponsored by  the Canter tor 
Educations! Options. Open to al. State Room, 
Union. 
MS Ma - MO FHneea at Five 
Co-ed aerobic axerclee program. Free and open 
to at Activity Center, Student Bee Center 
S p.m. - Fantasy and Role Playing 
Meeting folowed by gaming session. Free and 
open to al. Honors Center, basement ol 
Kreischer. 
8:10 p.m. - Sabbath Same* 
Sponsored by Jewish Students Group. Open to 
al. Faculty Lounge, Union. 
7 p.m. - UAO Campus FHm 
"Fame" wi be shown. $1.50 with BQSU HO. 
Main Auditorium, University Hal. 
7 p.m.- Bible Study 
Sponsored by "Unity." a non-denomlnatlonsl 
ministry. 104 Business AoMnsttrabon. 
7:30 p.m. - Hockey 
BQSU  vs.  Western  Michigan  University,  toe 
Arena. 
7:30 p.m. - Fellowship of Christian Students 
Masting.  Open to al.  FCS House,   128 S. 
coke*. 
I p.m. - University Theatre Production 
See 8 p.m. Wednesday. Dec. 7 Hating. 
I CUB. - Rachel 
Faculty tram the Coasgs of Musical Arts wi 
perform works by Brahma m honor of the 150th 
anniversary of the composer's bath. Free and 
open to al. Bryan Recital Hal, Moore Musical 
Arts Canter. 
8-11 p.m. - European Night 
Entertainment and foods representing 14 Euro- 
pean countries wfl be featured at this annual 
event. Sponsored by the World Student Asso- 
ciation. Free and open to al. St. Thomas More 
Pariah, 425 Thurssn. 
I pjn. Midnight - Graduate Student HoHday 
Party 
Hot and cok) horn d'oeuvree, wine, and beer 
provided. Cash bar avasahla. Sponsored by the 
MBA Association and the Graduate Student 
Senate. Admission $2.50 Open to al graduate 
students. Kaufmans, 103 S. Mam St. 
9:30 p.m. - UAO Campus Film 
See 7 p.m. Friday, Dec. 9 eating. 
Midnight - UAO Campus Film 
See 7 p.m. Friday. Dec. 9 listing. 
Saturday 
Daesnttr K) 
10:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m. - UAO Ornament 
Wortahop 
Kety Depue, a University student, wi demon- 
stats wheat weaving, cross stitch, and orna- 
ment sculpturing. Participants must provide own 
scissors Registration fee of $5 includes materi- 
als to complete three ornaments. Open to al 
registered participants. Ohio Suite, Union 
11 SJD.-1 p.m. - Clinic lor the Handicapped 
Christmas swim party Sponsored by the School 
ol HPER. Open to al students assigned to the 
came. Student Rec Center. 
2-5 p.m. - Educational Memorabilia Center 
Various historical articles will be on display. Free 
and open to al. Little Red Schoothouse, west of 
Commons. 
4p.m.-Mess 
St. Thomas More Pariah, 425 Thurstln. 
MtfML-l 
St. Atoysius Church. 160 S. Enterprise 
7 p.m. - UAO Campus Film 
St* 7 p.m. Friday, Dec. B listing. 
7:30 p.m.- Hockey 
BQSU vs.  Western  Michigan  University   toe 
Anna 
7:30 p.m. - Basketball 
BQSU at the University of Akron. 
S p.m. - University Theatre Production 
See 8 p m. Wednesday. Dec. 7 rating. 
8:30 p.m. - UAO Cempue Film 
See 7 p.m. Friday, Dec. 9 listing. 
I - UAO Campue Film 
See 7 p.m. Friday. Dec. 0 listing 
Sunday 
ti 
10:30 aJB. - Worship Service 
Sponsored by Active Chrienane Today. Alumni 
Room, third floor, Union. 
ifcttej* 
Sponaorsd by Baptist Student Union. NorthekJe 
Septet Church. 701 W. Poo 
1:15 p.m. -Bridge Match 
Partners should check In before  1:30 p.m. 
match begin*.. Sponsored by the Campus Bridge 
Club. Entrance tee $1.25 par player. Open to 
al. Ohio Suite, Union 
al I wrabWa Center « pja. - Educavo 
Various hietorlcsl articles wi be on cSspley Free 
an open to al. Little Red Schoothouse, west of 
Commons. 
3 p.m. - Concert 
The Collegiate Chorale wfl perform "Christmas 
Oratonso" by Saint Saezsand and other works m 
this annual holiday presentation. Tickets are $1 
tor students and senior citizens, $3 for others. 
Kobacker Hal, Moore Musical Arts Center. 
3:304:30 p.m. - Public Skating 
See 3:30 p.m. Sunday. Dec. 4 listing. 
( p.m. - Vespers 
United Christian Fellowship   Open to al. 313 
Thurstln. 
I p.m. - Worship Service 
Sponsored  by "Unity," a non-denominational 
ministry Prout Chapel 
7 p.m. - Student Council For Exceptional 
Children 
Meeting. Open to si. 112 Ouakiaes Admlraate- 
7 pjn. - Worship Santos 
Sponsored by the Baptist Student Union. North- 
side Baptist Church, 701 W. Poe 
7-t pj«. - Pubttc Skating 
See 3:30 p.m. Sunday, Dae. 4 fating. 
I p.m. - Concert 
The Doatrig Green Phetwmonie wB perform 
Prokoflen-s 'Cmdereea Suite" and Ravels 
"Daphnia and Chtoe Second Suite." among 
other works. Free and open to al. Kobacker 
Hal, Moor* Musical Arts Canter. 
1:30 pjn. - Social JueUce Committee 
Misting.  Open to al.  Fireside  Lounge,  St. 
Thomas More Pariah, 425 Thurstm. 
Monday 
DMNrWrtt 
11:30a.m.-Msas 
St. Thomas More Parish. 425 Thurstm. 
8 p.m. - UAO Bakery Workshop 
Jack LautersmHch. owner and baker of Jack's 
Bakery, wi demonstrate how to make an edible 
version of the French yule tog (Buche de Noel). 
Fee of $2.50  due  upon  sign-up.  Open  to 
registered participants. Jack's Bakery, 1448 E. 
Wooeter 
1:30 pjn. - Commuter Center Reeding Series 
Rtoh Ober, Pam Waaams. and Roger Young, 
undergraduate students m the Creative Writing 
Program, wi read from their works. Sponsored 
by the creative writing program and the Com- 
muter Center Free and open to al Lounge, 
Commuter Center, Moseley. 
7:30 p.m. - Qerman Film Series 
"One Plus One Equals Three," a flan about a 
young,   pregnant actress  who  must  choose 
between two marriage proposals, wi be shown. 
Free and open to al. Gish Flm Theater, Hanna 
Tuesday 
13 
9:30-11:30 mm. - Hearing Impaired Program 
Program advice offered.  Open to  education 
majors 424 Education. 
1-6 p.m. - Hearing Impairment Program 
Program advice offered.  Open to  education 
majors. 365 Education 
24:10 pjn. - International Cotfss Hours 
Informal gathering. Sponsored by the World 
Student Association Free end open to si. 
International Lounge, 17 Waaams. 
8-7:30 p.m. - Karat* Clinic 
This five-week series, taught by Bob and Mary 
Anns Nicholson, wB discuss the American 
Karate System's discipline and recreation, along 
with various basic karats moves. Sponsored by 
the Office of Continuing Education. Open to 
registered participants. Gymnasium. St. Thomas 
Mora Parish, 425 Thurtth. 
7 p.m. - Septet Student Union 
Meeting. Open to si. Piano Lounge, McDonald 
North 
. - Featowahlp Service 
Sponsored by Actlvs Christians Today Open to 
al. Alumni Room, Union 
7:SC-*:30 p.m. - Catechlst Training 
Sponsored by St. Thomas Mora Parish. Free 
and open to el. Upper Room, St. Thome* More, 
425 Thurson. 
7:30-9:30 p.m. - Stargazing 
Open to al. (If weather permits.) Sponsored by 
physics and astronomy departments. Roof of 
Ufe Sciences. 
8-10 p.m. - Skating Instruction 
Weekly sessions. Sponsored by the University 
Skating Club Fee of $2 per session, or onetime 
$10 membership lee. Open to students, faculty, 
end staff, toe Arena. 
9 pjn. - University Selling Club 
Meeting Open to al. 222 Math Science 
Wednesday 
Dsvamssr 14 
4 pjn. - UAO Skiing Trip 
Registration deadline for this Jan 8-16 skiing trip 
to Steamboat. Colorado. Fee of $270 including 
transportation, accomodations. and lift ticket, 
due upon sign-up. Open to al. UAO Office, third 
floor. Unton 
7 pjn. - Bible Study 
Sponsored by the Dayspring Assembly of God 
Open to si. 4-0* Bufclng, 700 High 
7 p.m. -Stole Study 
Sponsored by the Baptist Student Unton. Open 
to a*. Northslde Baptist Church,701 W. Poe. 
7:30 p.m. - Worship Meeting 
Sponsored by the Feeowship of Christian Stu- 
dents Open to al Prout Chapel 
7:30-0:30 p.m. - Stargazing 
Open to al. (If weather permits.) Sponsored by 
tie physics and astronomy departments Roof of 
life Sdeneee. 
5 p.m. - Fashion Merchandising Association 
Meeting. Stephanie Jubsrt. s buyer for Lion's 
Department Store. wB speak. Open to al. 
Assembly Room. McFal Center 
S pjn. - Freehmen FotHes 
"Love My Music." ■ musical revue of the 
Logpjns and Mustn* hit of the asms name. wB 
be presented by a freshman cast of performers 
Tickets $1.50. Jos E. Brown Theatre. Univer- 
sity Hal 
S pjn. - Environmental Interact droop 
Meeting Open to aB  108 Hayes. 
8-10 p.m. - Public Skating 
See 3:30 p.m. Sunday. Dec. 4 listing. 
9:30 pjn. - Midweek Worship Service 
University Lutheran Chapel, 1124 E. Wooster 
Thursday 
DMMBWIS 
8:15 a.m.-Mass 
St. Atoyskis Church, 150 S. Enterprise 
2-4:30 p.m. - International Coffee Hours 
Informal gathering.  Sponsored  by the World 
Student  Association.  Free  and  open  to all 
International Lounge, 17 Wflavnt. 
3-4 pjn. - SRC Think Tank 
A brarietcrming session for Improving the Stu- 
dent Rec Center wi be held. Free and open to 
al.  Hookey Conference  Room.  Student  Rec 
Center. 
5:30 p.m. - tntenietlc.-..ol Relations Associa- 
tion 
Meeting. Open to al 200 Moseley 
8-7:30 p.m. - Karate Clink 
Thai five week series, taught by Bob and Mary 
Anns Nicholson, wi discuss the American 
Karate System's benefits, discipline, and recre- 
ation, along with various basic karate moves. 
Sponsored by the Office of Continuing Educa- 
tion. Open to registered participants Gymna- 
sium. St. Thomas More Parish. 425 Thurstm 
7:30 p.m. - Mass 
St. Thome* More Parish. 425 Thurstm 
7:30 pjn. - Chrietlan Fenosrship 
A discussion entitled "Are You A ChnsttanT" wfl 
be held. Sponsored by the Campus Crusade for 
Christ. Open to al Faculty Lounge, Unton. 
7:30*30 pjn. - Stargazing 
Open to al. (If weather permits.) Sponsored by 
Ins physics and astronomy departments Roof of 
Ufe Sciences. 
1:30  pjn.  -  '•Sexuality  and  Christianity" 
Sponsored by United Christian Feeowship. UCF 
C*ntsr, 313 Thurstm. 
risstuttton of Romans. Sponsored by United 
Christian Feeowship Open to at. Back room at 
UCF. 313 Thurstm 
S pjn. - Qeraiaii Club 
Meeting, with "Stammttecri" (social gathering) to 
Mow Open to a*. Pagkei's East. 440 E. Court. 
7:30 a.m. - Mass 
St. Atoysius Church. 150 S. Enterprise. 
12:30 pjn. - Mass 
St. Thomas More Parish, 425 Thurstm. 
5:15 pjn. - SRC Fitness st Five 
Co-ed aerobic exercise program. Free and open 
to al. Activity Center, Student Rec Center. 
8 p.m. - Fintasy and Role Playing Society 
Meeting foeowed by gaming session. Free and 
open to al. Honors Center, basement of 
Kreischer. 
7:30 p.m. - Fellowship of Christian Students 
Meeting. Open to si. FCS House, 128 S 
Coeege 
3:15-10:15 p.m. - Aloha Lambda Den* Study 
Hot chocolate and doughnuts provided. Free 
and open to Alpha Lambda Delta members. 108 
BusOess Administration 
Saturday 
OtmkmYt 
M PJn. - Educational Memorabilia Center 
Various historical articles wfl be on display. Free 
and open to si. Little Red Schootnuss. weal of 
Common*. 
4pj«. -Mess 
St Thorn** More Pariah. 425 Thurssn 
5:30 p.m. - Mess 
St. Atoysius Church, 150 S. Erilsrpriss. 
Sunday 
DMNBWIS 
St. Atoysius Church, 150 S. Enterprise 
9:30-11:30 em. - Hearing Impaired I 
Program advice offered.  Open to  education 
motors. 424 Educsflon. 
8, 10 a.m.. Noon - Mass 
St. Atoysius Church, 150 S. Enterprise. 
8:45, 10:30 a.m. - Worship Services 
Chans Community. Prout Chapel. 
8:45,11 a.m. - Worship Services 
St. Mark* Lutheran Church, 315 S. College 
9:30,11 a.m. - Worship Services 
First United Methodist Church, 1508 E  Woos- 
ter. 
3:30 a.m., « p.m. - Worship Services 
Grace Brethren Church, 121 S. Enterprise. 
10 a.m. - Worahip Service 
Sponsored by the Agape Church of Prayer. 
Open to al. Chapel, United Christian Feeowship 
Canter, 313 Thurstm. 
Musical Arts presents: 
Philharmonia in concert 
British conductor David Pickott win return to Bowling Green to lead the University 
Philharmonia in its final concert o( the tan semester at 8 p.m. Sunday (Dec. 11) In 
Kobacker Hal. Moore Musical Arts Center 
The concert is free and open to the public. 
Picked, who recently became director of recording arts and associate professor of 
music at Indiana University, has worked with a number of internationally known artists, 
including Leonard Bernstein, Aaron Copeland and PlackJo Domingo, while a recording 
engineer at the Abbey Road Studio of EMI in London from 1969 through 1978. 
From 1974 until accepting his present assignment, Pickett was the artistic director 
of "Music on the Heath" and musical director and principal conductor of the Bushey 
Symphony Orchestra, one of England's leading community theaters. 
Also appearing on the program will be professor Ivan Hannomd, who will be the 
featured soloist In the Baughn Williams' "Tuba Concerto." 
The evening will also include performances of "Cinderella Suite" by Prokofleff and 
"Daphnis and Chtee" by Ravel. 
Electronic music 
The third annual Northwest Ohio Electronic Music Concert will be presented at 8 
p.m Monday (Dec 5) in Bryan Recital Had, Moore Musical Arts Center. 
The program will feature music created mostly from electronic synthesizers and is 
free and open to the public 
Works composed and arranged by the students and faculty of BGSU, the University 
of Toledo, and Heidelberg College will be performed. 
University professor Burton Beerman's composition "A Gospel Sermon" and 
student, Helen Williamson's "The Seven Churches of Revelations" wi be included in 
the annual event. 
Michigan opera auditions 
The Michigan Opera Theatre of Detroit will hold auditions for student Internships on 
Jan. 21 in the Moore Musical Arts Center. 
Auditions, scheduled to begin at 11 am. in Kobacker Had, will be for students 
interested in both performing and technical internships.  Positions available include 
accompanists, stage technicians, stage managers, administrative assistants, costume, 
wig and make-up artists. 
All candidates are requested to bring a current resume and recent photograph to the 
auditions Those applying for performance internships should prepare three arias. 
Additional information and appointments can be obtained by contacting David 
Rogers, chair of the performance studies department. The deadline to apply Is Jan. 14. 
Freshmen to display talent 
10 1.111. - WoraNp Santos 
Dayspring Assembly of God. 4-D's Building, 700 
High. 
10 i.m. - Worship Service 
First Presbyterian Church, 128 S. Church. 
7-0 p.m. - Public Skating 
Sea 3:30 p.m. Sunday, Dec. 4 tseng 
■:30 p.m. - Social Justice Committee 
Meeting   Open  to an    Fireside  Lounge,  St. 
Thomas More Pariah, 425 Thursbn. 
10,11:15 i.m., 1:15 p.m. - I 
St Thomas More Pariah, 425 Thursbn 
10:30 am. - Worahlp Service 
University Lutheran Chapel, 1124 E. Wooeter. 
10:30 a.m. - Worahlp Santos 
Peace Lutheran Church. 1028 W. Pearl 
Tuesday 
20 
t |iw     Daei ashen 
BGSU at Ohio State University (Columbus). 
"Love My Music," taken from the 
popular song by Kenny Loggins and Jim 
Messina, is the theme for the annual 
Freshmen FoHes production to be held at 8 
p.m. Wednesday through Saturday (Dec. 
14-17) in Joe E. Brown Theather, 
University Hal. 
Tickets, priced at $1.50, win be 
available beginning at 7 p.m. each evening 
at the box office located outside the 
theater. 
Freshmen Follies Is produced each year 
with a cast composed exclusively of 
freshmen class members. Included in this 
year's musical revue are songs which 
showcase the music itself and the artists 
Cabaret auditions set 
Auditions for the 1984 edition of UAO 
Cabaret will be held from 7-11 p.m. on 
Tuesday (Dec. 6). Signups for various 
audition times within these hours can be 
made until 5 p.m. Monday (Dec. 5) at the 
UAO office on the third floor of the Union. 
Any University student with an interest 
In music and dance is eligible to try-out for 
the production which will be presented 
Feb. 1-3. 
Students auditioning for Cabaret should 
bring comfortable clothing (Jeans and 
tennis shoes) and be prepared to sing one 
verse and chorus from any song that best 
demonstrates their range. A pianist will be 
provided for the audition which also consists 
of a group dance, warm-ups, and script 
readings. 
The cast of Cabaret, directed by 
University students Larry Harris and 
Jennifer Reitzel, will consist of six men and 
five women. There wi be five main 
characters and six supporting characters 
performing totally original music that the 
directors have developed. Each character 
must be well-rounded and able to dance, 
sing and speak. 
SRC planning 
a birthday party 
The Student Recreation Center wW  / 
celebrate its fifth birthday from 8-11 p.m. 
January 19 with a reception and open 
house In the dub pool area. 
All past SRC employees as well as the 
University community are invited to sample 
birthday cake, punch and a bit of the 
facility's past with a historical slide show. 
Terry Parsons, director of the SRC, will be 
the featured speaker and emcee for the 
evening. 
who create them. A wide array of music w* 
be featured Including humorous pieces, 
pop music, country music and songs from 
Broadway shows. 
"Freshman Follies is not a talent show," 
says Patrick McCarty, a junior IPCO major 
and musical director of the show. "It Is 
produced for the purpose of getting 
freshmen involved and having a good 
time." 
The show's cast consists of 18 
freshmen with senior IPCO major Steve 
Hinger serving as stage director. 
French House plans 
informational activities 
French culture Is always available on the 
University campus at La Maison Francaise 
(The French House), but entertainment will 
especially predominate during Monte Carlo 
night, beginning at 8 p.m. Saturday (Dec. 
3). At activities are free and open to all 
Entertainment featured wiii include 
French songs performed by French 
graduate student Jay Moore, Can-Can 
dancing by house residents, and fortune- 
teNng by resident "gypsies." 
For the more competitive student, 
roulette, blackjack, poker, and various 
other games will be available. Students will 
accumulate tokens as winnings, which can 
then be traded in for prizes, including a 
dinner certificate to Sundance, passes to 
Uptown, free pizzas and t-shirts. 
Food and beer will be sold. Proceeds 
win benefit the house's scholarship fund, 
which supports at least one University 
student on the Academic Year in France 
Program. 
In addition to enjoyment, the evening of 
entertainment w* serve as an opportunity 
to Introduce students to the French House 
The goal of the living arrangment is to 
promote French language and culture, 
specifically through French activities, 
lectures, parties, and conversation. 
Student handbook ready 
The Student Organization Directory, a 
listing of more than 150 student 
organizations, is now available to students, 
faculty and staff Copies can be obtained at 
the Office of Student Organizations and 
New Student Programs, 405 Student 
Services. 
The directory lists the purpose of each 
group and its officers or advisor and their 
address or telephone number. 
Wednesday 
JfMMf* 18 
10 i.m-4 p.m. - UAO Mn+Courses 
Registration begins for various classes including 
mixology, aerobics, jugging and fikn making. 
Faes vary and are due upon signup Rogistra 
■on deaome la January 27. Open to al UAO 
Office, MM floor, Union. 
7:30 pa. - Basketball 
BGSU at Western Michigan University (Katama- 
zoo). 
3 p.m. - Basketball 
BGSU vs. Ohio University  Anderson Arena. 
7:30 p.m. - Hockey 
BGSU  vs   Northern Michigan  University   Ice 
Arena. 
Sunday 
•J^a^Mfj      aVeV 
10:30 aja 
Sponeored by Active Christians Today. Alumni 
Room, nurd txxx, Union. 
1040 am - Worahlp Santos 
Sponeored by Bapbat Student Union  Norihside 
Bapbat Church. 701 W. Poe 
z-0 pjn. - educational eHworibaia Cantor 
Varioue hietorical articles wl be on dieplay Free 
and open to al .Little Red Schodhouee. weet o( 
CofTvnona. 
3:30-8:30 pjn. - Public Skating 
Sea 3:30 p.m. Sunday, Dec. 4 bating. 
t pjn. - Va 
United Christian Feaowship  Open to al. 313 
ThureOn 
f p.m. - Worahlp Service 
Sponsored by "Unity."  a non-denominational 
ministry. Prout Chapel 
• pjn. - Christmas CamMkjht Service 
Sponsored by United Chrisban Fellowship. Open 
to al. Chapel. United Christian Feaowship Cen- 
ter. 313 Thursttn. 
7 p.m. - Worship Service 
Sponeored by the Baptist Student Union. North- 
side Bapbat Church, 701 W. Poe 
Thursday £»% 
DfKMteY 22 i-io ojn. - SRC Btrthda 
10ajn.-l 
President Paul J. Otecarnp wl preside; Vice 
PreeKtent Richard Edwards wl devkver the 
. Open to M Anderson Arena. 
BGSU v 
S-10 pj . SR i y Celebration 
A aide show reviewing the history d the Student 
Rec Canter, birthday card momentoa. and free 
birthday cekewn" be avtalebie Sponeored by the 
SRC Council, and the SRC Employee Board 
Free and open to students and al other SRC 
members. Club Pod, Student Rec Canter. 
I s. Lake Superior State Coeege  Ander- 
eon Arena. 
Saturday 
Friday 
JtfMMV 20 
7:30 pjn. - Hockey 
BGSU  vs.  Northern Michigan  University   toe 
Arena. 
a p.m. - Basketball 
BGSU vs. Northern bands University  Anderson 
Arena. 
Saturday 
J«M«y 14 
Saturday 
Jtmiiry 21 
I pjn. - Basketball 
BGSU vs Bali State University Anderson Arena 
11 i.m. - Michigan Opera Theatre 
Auditions begin for Internship positions for ac- 
companists, stage technicians, stage managers, 
administrative mutants, costume, wig, and 
make-up arietta Open to scheduled participants. 
Kobacker Hal, Moore Musical Arts Center 
1,10 SJ 
St. Atoyska Church. 
1:46. 10:30 a.m. - Worship Services 
Charts Community, Prout Chapel 
1:45,11 i.m. - Wortistp Services 
St. Mark's Lutheran Church, 31S S. Coeege 
M0,11 s.m. - Worship Service* 
First United Methods! Church. 15O0E Wooa- 
»:»0 e.m., • pjn. - Warship Service 
Grace Brethren Church. 121 S Enterprise. 
10 ajn. - Worahlp Service 
Sponeored by the Agape Church d Prayer. 
Open to at. Chapel, United Chrisban Feaowship 
Center. 313 Thursan 
10 a.m. - Worahlp Service 
Dayspring Assembly d God 4-D's Bdktng, 700 
Ugh. 
10 i.m. - Worship Santos 
Fust Presbyterian Church, 126 S. Church. 
10, 11:15 a.m., 1:15 p.m. - Meea 
St. Thomas More Pariah, 425 Thursbn. 
10:30 a.m. - Worahlp Santos 
University Lutheran Chapd. 1124 E Wooeter 
10:30 a.m. - Worahlp Service 
Peace Lutheran Church, 1028 W Peart. 
MAKIN' 
MUSIC 
When you're doing what 
you want, the where 
doesn't much matter. 
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COVES: Tbe members of "The 
Tommy Guns," a Toledo-based rock 
group, have shifted their practices 
from the basement to a Lafayette 
Street warehouse, learning that "a lot 
of sweat and hard work" stand in tbe 
way of success. 
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Plavhov Celebration 
From The Closet To The Coffee Table In 30 Years 
CHICAGO (AP) — First came the 
bunny. The failed cartoonist. And the 
sex symbol. 
The year was 1953. A war in Korea 
was ending. A new peace at home was 
beginning. And Hugh Hefner was 
preparing to start a revolution against 
buttoned-down America. 
He called it Playboy, an entertain- 
ment magazine for upscale men featur- 
ing words and wit, clothes and causes, 
and most of all women — bare bo- 
soms, bottoms and all. 
It shocked. It scandalized. Preachers 
denounced it. Theologians, debated it. 
And the public bought it — even 
though they often hid it. 
Now, as Playboy celebrates its 30th 
anniversary with its December issue, 
the magazine has long since moved out 
of the closet and onto the coffee table. 
In three decades, Hefner's brain- 
child — started with less than $7,000 — 
now.sells 4.25 million copies a month, 
according to the Audit Bureau of 
Circulations. That volume brought in 
$122 million in fiscal 1983. 
The Playboy empire, run by Hefn- 
er's daughter Christie, includes the 
magazine, also published in nine for- 
eign countries; a cable channel, video 
cassettes, private clubs, licensed prod- 
ucts and more than 1,500 employees. 
"We were once a rebel," Nat Lehr- 
man, Playboy's associate publisher 
said. "Now we're part of the establish- 
ment." ,    I 
Playboy's rise to the "establish- 
ment" has been reflected by the contri- 
butions of famous writers — William 
Buckley, Norman Mailer, Gore Vidal, 
Isaac Bashevis Singer and others — to 
the magazine's pages. 
World leaders from Fidel Castro to 
Jimmy Carter to Lech Walesa have 
revealed their private thoughts in inter- 
views. 
And thousands of women — begin- 
ning with Marilyn Monroe, the first 
centerfold, in December 1953 — have 
revealed just about everything else. 
That picture of Monroe curled up on 
a red satin backdrop came at a time 
when nudity was considered naughty 
and the stuff of peek-a-boo "girlie" 
calendars and barbershop walls. 
In fact, Monroe's picture was a 
calendar shot bought from a Chicago 
company by Hefner, who once 
dreamed of becoming a cartoonist. For 
the first year. Playboy's "Unpinned 
Pinups" were standard calendar shots. 
The now-ubiquitous Playboy 
"bunny" logo, however, was an origi- 
nal, dreamed up in a few hours in 1953 
by Arthur Paul, then Playboy's art 
director. 
And so was the Playboy philosophy, 
an editorial credo about sex and indi- 
vidual rights developed by Hefner and 
printed in 25 installments beginning in 
the magazine in 1962. 
Years before that, in 1955. Hefner 
introduced another concept — nude 
photos of women who could easily be 
regarded as the girl next door. 
He featured Playboy's subscription 
manager, Janet Pilgrim, the only 
woman to appear as a centerfold three 
times. She recalls that Hefner allowed 
her to bring her first test photos home 
to show to her mother. 
Since then, Playboy's Playmate cen- 
terfolds — for which women are paid 
$15,000 — have evolved into features 
of pouting, sultry women sprawled 
nude on silk sheets in softly lighted 
boudoirs. 
Even Pilgrim — the name is a 
pseudonym —*says she isn't sure she 
would pose these days. "You're talk- 
ing about the difference between semi- 
nude and total nudity, which is some- 
thing I don't know I could do today," 
she said. 
Even with total nudity. Playboy's 
centerfolds — chosen by Hefner —now 
seem almost tame in comparison to the 
graphic, gynecological details shown in 
other men's magazines. 
"People no longer regard it as a 
source of outrage and scandal," Ber- 
nard Beck, sociology professor at 
Northwestern University, said. "It's 
been outflanked in the extremes by 
other publications." 
Those at Playboy say they never 
intended to compete in the erotic wars, 
though they concede the raunchier 
magazines cut into their readership, 
which was nearly 7 million at its peak 
in the early 1970s. 
"We created the conditions for our 
own   competition,"   Lehrman   said. 
"We made it possible for a host .of 
others to come around and take busi- 
ness from us." 
Still, Playboy's ability to move up 
the ladder of respectability has been 
rewarding, too. Advertising, which 
was scarce in the early days, grew and 
peaked in 1977, Lehrman said. But 
some major American corporations — 
such as General Motors — still won't 
advertise. 
Yet, national figures and Nobel 
Prize winners have lent their names 
and faces, sometimes creating a sensa- 
tion. In 1976, then-presidential candi- 
date Jimmy Carter shocked many in 
the country when he confessed in a 
Playboy interview that he'd looked on 
"a lot of women with lust" and "com- 
.mitted adultery" in his heart many 
times. 
Carter's appearance in Playboy 
shouldn't be surprising because the 
magazine is often seen as an effective 
channel to a liberal audience, Arthur 
Kretchmer, Playboy editorial director, 
said. 
Playboy has been a voice of the left 
in other ways, crusading for civil 
rights, the Equal Rights Amendment 
and a woman's right to an abortion. It 
challenged sex laws and drug laws. It 
spoke out against the Vietnam War. 
And it regarded itself as a reflection of 
the changing times. 
"You can't say Playboy led the 
sexual revolution," Lehrman, who 
joined the magazine 20 years ago, said. 
"It was a mirror and a voice." 
Student Pays Tuition With Baseball Cards 
by Erie Waldroa 
Dressed casually in faded blue jeans 
and a burgundy and blue plaid flannel 
shirt, Steve Meyer talks freely about 
the love of his life — baseball. To be 
more specific, baseball cards. The 
blond-haired, green-eyed baseball card 
collector believes the public's interest 
in baseball hasn't declined. He's prov- 
ing his assumption by putting himself 
through college selling bubble gum 
cards bearing pictures of the sport's 
heroes. 
DALES   W08LP 
You might say Steve is playing his 
cards right by investing in something 
he says is better than municipal bonds, 
treasury bills or even gold. Not only 
that, but it comes with free bubble gum 
and the minimum investment is a 
quarter. Steve, a 21-year-old resident 
of Napoleon, Ohio, and a junior sports 
management major at the University, 
is banking on baseball cards that: are 
craved by collectors as a good invest- 
ment. 
"I collected them as a little kid, but I 
never knew they were worth so much 
PUBACH 
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money," he said. "Some of these cards 
are worth hundreds of dollars and it 
really helps pay the cost of school." 
AND THE good ones don't come 
cheap. Take a Willie Mays card for 
example. The 1955 card from when 
Mays was an outfielder for the New 
York Giants is valued by collectors at 
$80. A 1955 Duke Snider, then a 
Brooklyn Dodgers outfielder, is worth 
$50. 
But how does somebody get hooked 
on baseball cards? Steve said he got 
started one day when a classified 
advertisement in The Sporting News 
caught his attention. 
"I was looking through the paper 
when I saw ads in which people were 
buying and selling the cards. The rest is 
history," he said. 
And the rest is history. Steve has a 
wealth of baseball history stored in an 
empty bedroom at home. There he has 
about 110,000 cards stored carefully in 
aging, cardboard shoe boxes. An or- 
derly file is kept for easy access to 
information on many of the cards. Of 
the 110,000, about 10.000 are from 
before 1970, he said. Older cards are 
usually worth more, but there are 
exceptions. 
"IN INI, one of the newer compa- 
nies printed a card with Graig Nettles 
incorrectly printed as Craig Nettles." 
Steve said. "For a new card, that one's 
worth some money, about $10." He. 
added that the older cards still seem to 
attract the most attention. The 1955 
Topps lineup of 210 baseball players in 
mint condition is valued at $550. 
The cards Steve treasures most are 
rn^,m^mSs^iSSS£& 
bedroom/baseball hall of fame. As in 
coin collecting, the condition of the 
card can mean the difference between a 
few dollars and a few hundred. Steve 
uses precaution to keep his prizes in the 
best possible condition. 
From casual collection, Steve has 
become a baseball card dealer. He 
attends shows and conventions featur- 
ing the cards and distributes prices lists 
about three times a year to more than 
100 regular customers. He also mon- 
itors magazines such as the Sports 
Collectors Digest and Card Prices 
Update that list the going prices for 
superstars like Pete Rose or Johnny 
Bench. 
"THERE'S ONE card that is ex- 
tremely valuable, worth so much that 
only a few books even list it," Steve 
said. On that card an old-time player 
named Honus Wagner, of the Pitts- 
burgh Pirates is shown. The problem 
was that the card was distributed with 
cigarettes. 
According to Steve, Wagner didn't 
smoke and didn't like the idea of his 
picture in a pack of smokes so only 10 
or 15 were printed, making them worth 
more money. 
The future of baseball card collect- 
ing looks promising with card enthu- 
siasts searching for cards both old and 
new. Upcoming stars like Cal Ripken 
Jr., Andre Dawson and Dale Murphy 
will continue to create interest in this 
relatively unknown hobby. 
Although some people may call him 
a baseball card fanatic, Steve Meyer is 
a winner in this card game. You could 
say be knows "the tricks of the trade." 
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T7ie Tommy Guns work out in their new practice room, a "creaky old building " in downtown Toledo. 
The Rock Don't Stop Here 
Story By Teresa Perretti 
Photos by James Youll 
To succeed in most jobs you have to 
start at the bottom to get to the top, 
and the record business is no excep- 
tion. We've all heard the stories of 
famous bands that began their careers 
in small, out of the way clubs, only to 
be discovered by someone who in- 
stantly molds them into stars. The 
Beatles, The Rolling Stones and The 
Kinks are all examples of struggling 
groups who made it big by beginning at 
the bottom. 
The Tommy Guns, a five-man To- 
ledo band, is just beginning their 
struggle to the top. The struggle begins 
with practice five nights a week in an 
old building on Lafayette and St. Clair 
Members of the band line up as if on 
stage to work through a set.  
Streets in downtown Toledo. All five 
members split the S75 a month rental 
charge. 
"We wanted to get out of the base- 
ment and do some serious practicing," 
David said. 
The band consists of Mark Van 
Winkle, lead singer, and Jeff Christ, 
bass player and back-up vocalist, both 
former members of a band called the 
London Boys; two former members of 
the Nu-Tones, David Agosti, lead 
guitarist and vocalist and his twin 
brother and drummer for the band, 
Doug Agosti, who is a former member 
of The Edge, and John Watkins, lead 
guitarist. 
ALL FIVE are native Toledoans and 
attend the University of Toledo, with 
the exception John who is a senior 
environmental specialist major at the 
University. 
"Having other things in your life to 
occupy your time is important not only 
for yourself but also for the group. 
Being together all the time isn't good 
for relations," Watkins said. 
Besides writing some original music, 
David writes and edits films at UT. 
"I'm interested in making some video 
tapes of the band, this could get us 
more coverage," he said. 
Brother Doug, however, prefers 
sound to video and is a disc jockey on 
WERC, Toledo's campus radio sta- 
tion. He is a junior respiratory therapy 
major. 
Jeff, a pre-law major, also works as 
a draftsman designing houses "and 
bombshelters." "I'm interested in phi- 
losophy and theology, I think this 
comes out in some of my music," he 
said in jest. 
"My type of music stems from the 
Rolling Stones, The Romantics and 50s 
style," Mark, a sophomore commu- 
nication major and MTV fan said. 
BESIDES BEING a full-time stu- 
dent here at the University, Watkins is 
a member of the environmental club. 
"In the future I'd like to work out west 
for the Sierra Club," he said. 
The future looks different in the eyes 
of each member of the band. "My 
major goal for the band is to accompl- 
ish mass popularity, a recording con- 
tract and our own time on American 
Bandstand," Doug said. 
"I'd like the band to get out of 
Toledo, start playin' on the road. Start 
producing viable LP's," David said. 
John is a little bit more realistic than 
the other members. "In a few years I'd 
like to see us writing more of our own 
music, recording it and playing it 
locally. I think it is important that we 
get accepted on the local level, there 
might be a chance that we can break 
(clockwise) Guitarist Dave Agosti, 
Jeff Christ and John Watkins talk 
with Mark Van Winkle during a break 
in rehearsal. 
nationally but we have to be realistic," 
he said. 
The last two members of the band 
have something different in mind."I 
want to have fame, fortune and a 
limo," Mark said. "I'd like to earn 
$500 a week at least," Jeff said. 
Presently the band earns only $200 a 
night, though, as is average for a bar 
band. They say they usually end up 
with about $20 a piece. "Our over- 
head: truck and sound equipment 
rental, guitar strings and picks usually 
eat a lot of the money up," Dave 
Agosti said. 
AS THE lead singer in the Tommy 
Guns, Mark seems to get most of the 
attention when they play. 
"Before I play I get a natural high. 
When I hit the stage, its like everything 
you always wanted-a movie star, rock 
star all rolled into' one. I don't really 
look at it as a glamorous thing though, 
first you have to win over the crowd," 
Mark said.   I 
Glamour and glitz is something the 
Tommy Guns feel they can do without. 
''Unlike a lot of the bands that are 
popular today, we have cut the glitz 
and glamour," David said. A more 
down to earth approach is what they 
feel they have. "We're not trying to be 
something we're not," he said. 
The music style of the band reflects 
this realistic approach. "We are not 
Top 40 or new wave, more like bor- 
derline radio-rock without the Top 49 
tagged on. Pop Power," John said. 
Some of the musical styles most 
admired and weaved into their perfor- 
mances are The Beatles, The Rolling 
Stones, The Romantics, The Cars and 
U2. "New music dominates now," 
Doug said. 
Asside from the fun the band says 
they have when playing music, they 
also say a lot of sweat goes into a 
performance. "A lot of people think 
playing in a band is easy, but it takes a 
lot of hard work and devotion. Most of 
all you have to have respect for the 
other members, and their musical 
tastes," Doug said. 
As the musk seeps through the 
cracks in the walls of the old building 
in a less than desirable part of Toledo, 
it would seem this band does have that 
communication and devotion. Five 
bold words painted in black on the 
back of the door seem to sum up the 
bands hopes for success "The Rock 
Don't Stop Here." 
Singer Mark Van Winkle takes a look 
at lyric sheets while practicing his 
mm a «I— Mflfal *"wn. 
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Home Away From Home Can Be Overdone 
by Scott Raymond Carpenter 
Friday Editor  
Did you ever wonder who the hell 
those people on the highway are that 
drive a 4,000 square foot mobile home 
with mopeds strapped to the bumpers, 
a kayak tied to the roof, TV antennas 
(with little flags flying from them) on 
the mirrors and a four-wheel-drive, 
pop-up roof van painted with the same 
brown stripes trailering behind? (You 
really should.) There's usually some 
asinine sign hanging off the back of the 
monster that says something ridicu- 
lously cute like Chester's Chambers or 
Daddy's Aphrodisiac or something like 
that. 
I don't know if anybody else has 
considered this, but don't you suppose 
this guy probably has a '67 Fleetwood 
Nielson Ratines 
in his driveway at home with curb 
feelers on all four tire wells and fuzzy 
stuff on the mirror and steering wheel? 
I can understand the urge to wallow 
in the pines and frollic with the rac- 
coons, I guess, but if you're going to 
take the entire house with you, for 
Christ's sake, what's the purpose? 
Why not just stay home and paint ferns 
on the shades or buy a hamster. 
Where do these people go with these 
things? What fun is there in moving 
your home from one place to another? 
How can anyone shower in one of 
those tiny stalls? And don't you hate it 
when someone rambles on and on and 
asks questions you don't even want to 
read, much less answer? 
Well listen, let's get down to some 
serious BS here. Mobile homes are for 
wimps and shouldn't be allowed on the 
intcrstates. Let's talk about what you 
should do on vacation. 
• Go far away. Preferably another 
country but Canton will serve the same 
purpose. Don't go to Arizona. Sure the 
weather is Tine and the cacti pretty, but 
who lives in Arizona? People with 
arthritis. Try finding a tennis partner, 
huh? 
• As the Ohio weather quickly goes 
to pot, remember when making travel 
plans that everybody is going to Flor- 
ida. Think. Fairbanks could be your 
best dollar value this time of the year. 
• If you're going to go for the in-the- 
wilderness crap, for God's sake do it 
right. Don't wimp out and take flash- 
lights and coolers and sterno cans. Eat 
off the land (clean it first), rub sticks 
together and keep the beer cool by 
digging pits. 
• Spend money. It's your vacation 
and you shouldn't have to do anything 
but enjoy. Pay someone to park the 
car, to walk the dog and to floss for 
you. 
• Consider taking a boat, train, 
plane, car or bus. Don't walk. This is 
especially important to keep in mind if 
you're going to Europe for two weeks. 
Whatever. Just enjoy. If you like to 
drink, drink. If you like to swim, 
swim, if you like to ski, ski. If you like 
to travel in mobile homes, though, 
don't. It ruins everthing and people 
like me will run you off the road. 
(Look. If you can do better, try. I 
think this story hangs together well 
considering the amount of drugs in- 
volved in its conception.) 
NBC's Sole Winner Becomes A Runaway Hit 
LOS ANGELES (AP) — NBC's "The 
A-Team," the third-place network's 
only hit, ran off with first place in the 
Nielsen ratings for the week ended 
Nov. 27 while CBS and ABC were 
locked in battle for the network stand- 
ings. 
CBS regained first place in the 
weekly network averages after losing 
the week before to ABC's highly rated 
movie about a nuclear holocaust, "The 
Day After." ABC came in second for 
the week. 
CBS got a boost from a powerhouse 
package of regular series, including 
"60 Minutes," which came in second, 
and "Dallas," which was third. 
The third and final chapter of NBC's 
"Kennedy," a miniseries about the 
presidential years of John F. Kennedy, 
was fourth in the Top 10, and the 
"Second  Chapter"   was  sixth.  The 
opening episode fell before the ratings 
power of ABC's "The Day After." 
The ABC theatrical movie 
"Stripes," in which Bill Murray battles 
the Army, came in fifth for the week. 
"Dynasty," ABC's prime-time soap 
opera rival to "Dallas" was seventh. In 
eighth place was the spillover into 
prime time of CBS' regional NFL 
football games. CBS' "Falcon Crest" 
was ninth and "Simon & Simon" was 
tenth. 
CBS won the A.C. Nielsen Co. 
survey with a network average of 17.1. 
ABC was second with 16.8 and NBC 
was third with 16.4. The networks say 
this means in an average prime-time 
minute 17.1 percent of the nation's TV 
households were tuned to CBS. 
CBS thus maintained its lead in the 
season-to-date averages and in the 
November sweeps. 
NBC's "First Camera" was the 
lowest-rated show of the week, and 
once again the five lowest shows were 
all on NBC. 
Here are the week's top 20 programs: 
1. "The A-Team," NBC, a rating of 
27.1 or 22.7 million households. 
2. "60 Minutes," CBS, 26.4 or 22.1 
million. 
3. "Dallas," CBS, 25.3 or 21.2 
million. 
4. Miniseries - "Kennedy," Part III, 
NBC, 24.3 or 20.4 million. 
5. Movie - "Stripes," ABC, 24.0 or 
20.1 million. 
6. Miniseries - "Kennedy,' Part II, 
NBC, 22.3 or 18.7 million. 
7. "Dynasty," ABC, 21.3 or 17.8 
million. 
8. CBS NFL Football, CBS, 21.2 or 
17.7 million. 
9. "Falcon Crest," CBS, 21.1 or 
17.6 million. 
10. "Simon & Simon," CBS, 20.8 or 
17.4 million. 
11. "Hotel,"  ABC,   19.9 or  16.7 
million. 
12. "The Love Boat," ABC, 19.6 or 
16.4 million. 
13. "AfterM^A'S'HV CBS, 19.5 
or 16.3 million. 
14. Movie - "Fort Apache, The 
Bronx," NBC, 19.3 or 16.2 million. 
15. "Three's Company," ABC, 19.2 
or 16.1 million. 
16. "Knots Landing," CBS, 18.9 or 
15.8 million. 
17. "Dukes of Hazzard," CBS, 18.7 
or 15.7 million. 
18. "Newhart," CBS. 18.6 or 15.6 
million. 
19. "Magnum, P.I.," CBS. 18.2 or 
15.2 million. 
20. "That's Incredible," ABC, 17.9 
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Sound And Vision 
U2 Live, Yes Reincarnated: Both Winning LPs 
YES — 90125 (Atlantic) 
As with 1980's Drama, before dis- 
cussing the music here it's more impor- 
tant to first look at the box score — the 
quintet of musicians now calling them- 
selves Yes. 
by Fata Miller 
Entertainment Editor 
Supporting the current lineup is the 
band's longtime rhythm section — 
Alan White (drums) and co-founder 
Chris Squire (bass,vocals). Not only 
have their innovative contributions 
fueled the volatile British combo for 
the last ten years, but they are also the 
only remaining members from the 
Drama L.P and tour. In the crucial 
keyboard slot we find the surprising 
return of Tony Kaye, another original 
Yesman who departed after the 
group's first two LPs and has done 
little of note since. 
Although Kaye's synthesizer work 
may pale in comparison with his re- 
placements/predecessors — Rick Wa- 
keman, Patrick Moraz (Moody Blues), 
Geoff Dowries (Asia, cx-Buggles) — 
the largest chore personnel-wise is 
undertaken by guitarist Trevor Rabin, 
who fills the shoes left empty by 
axemaster Steve Howe. In fact, when 
Howe joined Asia it appeared Yes had 
called it quits for good. 
'Actually, the above quartet of cur- 
rent Yesfolks — White, Squire, Kaye, 
Rabin — spent much of 1983 rehears- 
ing and recording under the moniker of 
"Sinema" (the title of a sparkling 
instrumental that opens side 2 of 
90125). But with the subsequent inclu- 
sion of vocalist/co-founder Jon An- 
derson, the project became. . . once 
again. . . Yes (with Anderson co-writ- 
ing seven of this record's nine tracks). 
The producer? Another surprise, it's 
Trevor Horn, the ex-Buggle who han- 
dled Drama's lead vocals. 
Now that you've got all that straight, 
considerations of what's in the grooves 
should make a lot more sense. 90125 
lacks the magic and undeniable sense 
of power that has characterized Yes 
(except for their fledgling early efforts 
and 1978's lackluster Tomato, which 
featured both Howe and Wakeman). 
Forgetting for a moment that we're 
talking about Yes, though, 90125 (the 
record's catalog number) is one of the 
better records released druing the last 
few months. 
The record kicks off with the engag- 
ing "Owner Of A Lonely Heart," the 
most unabashedly accessible tune the 
band has ever written. Its power- 
chorded intro, Policeisms, infectious 
chorus and gangster movie sound ef- 
fects make it instantly likeable and 
hummable, though never quite cross- 
ing the line into crass commercialism. 
From there it's a mixed bag of 
material that attempts to strike the 
unlikely balance between musical atti- 
tudes reflecting where the band's been 
and where they're headed here. As with 
Genesis and Asia, swatches of true 
progressiveness only surface in spots, 
most notably on the LP's stunning 
seven-minute closing track, "Hearts." 
Elsewhere, within the confines of 
snorter tracks. Yes struggles to recon- 
cile formulaic song structures with 
more adventurous aural strategies. 
Ultimately, the strength of each 
piece depends more on its compositio- 
nal merits or flaws than on Yes' 
trademark instrumental flash. "Leave 
It," with Rabin on lead vocals, fea- 
tures the sprite and intricate vocal 
arrangements that distinguished earlier 
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classics such as "I've Seen All Good 
People." "Hold On" sounds tired and 
uninspired. "City Of Love" and 
"Changes" manage to effectively com- 
bine some eclectic musical elements 
with more standard rock motifs. 
Lyrically, there are few departures 
from the group's traditional complex- 
ity of ideas. Though somewhat more 
down to earth than in the past. Yes' 
lyrics remain either insightful or just 
plain silly, depending on the listener's 
disposition toward the band. 
Overall, once you get beyond worry- 
ing about whether progressive rock is 
dead or not (which it is, by the way), 
and the fact that Yes' truly ground- 
breaking work is well behind them, 
90125's humble virtues do step for- 
ward. Purists may claim the music to 
be little more than faint echoes of the 
coffin lid being slammed shut years 
ago — their cries expressing both 
disappointment and scorn. But within 
the current socio-cultural milieu, (he 
LP succeeds on too many levels to be 
so easily dismissed. 
U2 — Under A Blood Red Sky (Island) 
How does a band live up to the much 
levied tag of "r/ieband of the 80s?" U2 
is one outfit that is more concerned 
with producing vital music than deal- 
ing with that expression of public and 
critical affection. Recorded during this 
year's War tour, the 8-song "mini- 
LP" both supports the above claim 
and captures much of the excitement of 
the band on stage. 
Though live LPs have become 
largely unobtrusive obligations for 
many bands in recent years, U2 takes 
the opportunity to substite headlong 
bravado, spontaneity and improvisa- 
tion for the polish of their studio work. 
The band chooses to embellish rather 
than simply rehash the recorded ver- 
sions of these songs, with every track 
standing proudly on its own. 
In addition to rousing renditions of 
"New Year's Day," "I Will Follow," 
"Sunday Bloody Sunday" and "Glo- 
ria," the record's real tour de force is 
"II O'clock Tick Tock." Recorded 
prior to their debut LP, Boy, and 
previously available only as an import 
single, the song has been a well-re- 
ceived concert staple since this Irish 
quartet first hit these shores more than 
three years ago. This scathing live 
version showcases one of rock's most 
innovative guitarists, the Edge, includ- 
ing his thrashing two-chord solo and 
the tune's climactic five note run. 
Two of Sky's other most impressive 
moments are even a bit more unex- 
pected. They are the tagged-on intro to 
"The Electric Co." (from Boy), with 
its interplay between Bono's ad-libbed 
vocal and the Edge's scruffy, reverbed 
chording (the latter borrowed fromOc- 
tober's "Is That All") and Bono's scat 
singing to the Edge's solo during the 
acoustic "Party Girl" (previously 
available only as an import). Thank- 
fully, this record is not an exhaustive 
greatest hits package. While some of 
their best concert material has been 
excluded, the other non-"hit"tracks — 
those mentioned above plus 
'*40"(from War) — are able to keep 
the band's high level of intensity free- 
flowing. 
After the startling sentiments of 
War, it would be easy to brand U2 an 
important political new wave band. 
Yet their reach and influence stretch 
well beyond one single outlook. While 
their undeniable idealism shines 
through the entire range of topics 
covered on this live disc, the record 
proves them to be a rock; and roll band 
with with few peers. Their rare sense of 
musical integrity is heard in conjunc- 
tion with a flawless grasp of rhythm 
and melody. This is further matched 
with a sense of conviction about their 
music that makes U2 and Under A 
Blood Red Sky truly inspiring. 
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A woman reacts to the destruction of her house after a tornado touched down near Western, Ohio, in April of 1983. The tornado wiped 
out an entire trailer park killing one person and Injuring many others. 
A member of the Bowling Green basketball team soars over the 
body of a player from Miami University after attempting to 
steal the ball from him. 
A wall painting creates a visual pun near a motorcylist repairing his 
bike outside of a gas station. 
Photo   journalism 
by 
Patrick 
These photographs are by Patrick 
Sandor, a senior Journalism major In the 
photojournalism sequence. Sandor also 
serves as chief photographer for The BG 
News. 
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aaiatl a aaad ot an aci laiajat ■ 
cFatcaaj    atott-ta>i    pttcoa    to 
and   want Q 
■ NEWS 
10 OS 
•   MOV*    ••   t        IN.   OH 
Faananad   aa      MtMi   WC 
IOK 
(TMO      MOV*      •••        TM 
laaj Hawi llSBOi Jaaaa and 
Stay Kaadt Oana dad Kawi 
Cwtaana Taa Jaaaa ja-a. Coa 
Younaa   swaj aaaa   a aa* ol 
12:40 
■ SCTV NETWORK 
IOO 
(ROCK TV 
FRaDAY NIOXT VIDEOS 
Maaaal traaNRaaa Hif>*B*'l 
aaaa OY tack aiwa iitiOiaJH Vaa 
Faaart PaM Ci ■■■ Outat 
Oaan Dal lapal and Haav 
laaak TnaNaaai 
1:40 
• QOOO HOCKIN 
TONIGHT 
i 4a 
■ NEWS 
■tPNI SPOHTSWEEK mi 
1:00 
• NBC Nf WB OVERNIGHT 
2 IS 
• •PHI SPORTSCfNTf R 
2 SO 
■ MOV*   • •     Jaa tuaaata 
IIHIIlwGota   NunUHal 
OMOVEIII    OaaMaan 
11 MSI    Gaan   Fad    (awaawa 
Paja 
atFNI   COLLIOf    BASKET 
BALL    AKM 
AaaanMl 
MTUHOAY 
>, ia 
aw 
I1O0 ■ ■•NfWS 
TWm.KJHT ZONI 
NTIR 
MM 
I BE SAME STRfIT 
Oawsaaaadalaaal 
■   WALL    STREET    WEEK 11:1* ■ana TOP RANK BORTNO 
! 
aft     ■«%*       charmon       Capnp 
I GREAT   SPACE   COAST 
RROOM 
WOOOwaTatlHT-a *H0P 
BaDf POOTBALL 
■ so 
ouaaofONS  ANO 
«srai SPOHTSWEEK mi 
(TMO   MOV*   ••    Fan.,. 
MSSllOanl 
/    HUBdC 
CUBI /MINUOO 
■ OP*AT   SPACE   COAST 
FINANCIAL 
V 
STUDENT BOOK 
EXCHANGE 
IT'S BOOK BUYING TIME! 
WE'RE NOW PAYING 
TOP PRICE FOR YOGR 
TEXTS. $$ 
SBX 
530 E. WOOSTER 
MON-FRI 
9:00-5:30 
SAT 
9:00-5:00 
For a fun weekend- 
MM a VMM cassette recorder 
aid I movies ol yoar choice. 
MI $30.00 lor 3 leys 
flrof hooo movlis 
to CHOOSB mm. 
The video Spectrum 
111 *. NMSltr 152-4171 
.. 
•it MM aar | 
«§& o 
\3e       i\ 
■SPRI 
•ALL 
COLLEOE    BASKET- 
la»**h*alimai-hapi   v» 
10:00 
fj« PLASTTICMAN 
OMAJ<MIIIII«._ 
»HM*lMI Ml—" of a lara*. 
■ MINNA NTS ADULT 
LEARNING 
• rwOVTE »* Tha Oragpn 
Tin" (1*6*1 Fid MacMwraa. 
GfcraT«bM. 
■ ALL    NIW   TM*   OLD 
MOUSE Bob v*a «  m. 
aaiaa taojarartwrtie of it* houaa 
■a* «*ti • teAv ararar heeta 
•rauaptran on Bcaean'e taaeanc 
aVnononv Now Q 
10:10 
■ • CHAM* ■MOWN 
AND SNOOTY 
0 SPREAD YOUR WINOS 
An 11 -roar-old gal taame tho art 
of gourd earwig Irom her irncla m 
»* wtaaa ol Caehaa n Para • 
Andaa Mowniana 111 
• ALVIN AND THE CHIP- 
MUNKS 
« THE LITTLES 
ACROaMC DANCING 
(THKl MOVIE *** V,    ■.„,, 
Haaa Mwal la Kaaf' I1M2IPN- 
appe Ncaat. Jean Roraaaprt 
11:00 
• • UNA ZAX ANO 
THE ALIEN PRINCE 
i CORONATION STREET 
PUPPY / 3COOSY OOO / 
SCHOOL MOUSE ROCK 
« 3-2-1 CONTACT 
INSIDE      BUSINESS 
TODAY 
i mo 
■ THE     MUPPETS   Guaal 
«CORONATION STREET 
SUOS SUNNY / ROAD 
RUNNER 
• AMAilNO SPIDER-MAN 
/ INCREDIBLE HULK 
• MOVING RIGHT ALONG 
"EvarysooV'a Oomg II Para and 
Catraaen had PwiTiaal.aa rnafceuj 
aomo vary aajl ratarora tfroM 
tha. i atanonaha) and paar prae* 
aura Q 
• MOVIE • * Tana* And 
Tha   Amaaone     IIS4U   Johnny 
• MAGIC OP DECORATIVE 
PAINTING 
CSPNI ALPINE SKI SCHOOL 
"Tha Creative Chnaaa Rohnad 
tacttfurpaa wtach alow mora tie. 
aMny   with   varying   tartan   and 
ad. (HI 
12:00 
JaB NCAA TODAY 
WRESTLING 
ASC    VVEEKENO   SPE- 
CIAL "Tha Sacral World Of Og 
Rianalatl Eraa cherean ara aaapi 
Ml   amaang   araawhaa*   ofMr 
Swv WM) fha anvanea lo a world 
powra-a by era**, raan people 
IPan II Oil 
■   NEW   TECH   TIMES Tha 
I lha conetarvpy riwJWjrwj aux 
woaa gamee M word preaaaaara. 
■ OUITINO 
CSPM NPL S OREATEST 
MOMENTS Supw toa* I - 
Ouef. ve PwAara" 111 
•MO 
OJ    OJ    NCAA    FOOTBALL 
uarta a craohan form to eaact tha 
batt tar bar "Chrdtan VtVund 
Valor,.'' and Queer char Wo* 
gang Put* pr ratal ai fraah Sama 
Barbwa ahrrmp. Q 
■ VICTORY GARDEN So* 
Thomoon diuim panrap. brut 
tw *Breuta and Pjaaorjil. and 
■flow* how arnaryao rapua an 
grown. «l 
IISPHI THI WORLD 
SPOWISMAN Art**** laae- 
dvaon" / Araanaraart Rpeeaar 
Trout Papay*'' / Maran F.ahmg 
«| tha Gran bra Roal m Aua- 
*•*■" Guaata MBHW rlanwu/ 
way. Jamaa MacArtNa and Patar 
Strata, mi 
(TMCI MOVIE *••• Get 
*«*" IIMtl eM Oaaan. Mat 
La* 
1:00 
JCELEBRITY TENNIS 
KrOSWORLO 
WORLD   0»   COOKING 
Japan A Banquet tAanu   IRI 
■ MOVIE • * H • Oraiani 
Trurnpat 119641 Troy Donahue 
Suianne Plaahatta attampta lo 
work out raa romanw proa—ana 
and harvje Indian oprauige •< lha 
eamehme 
• WORLD 0f> COOKING 
Tha Narharlarnia   A   Traafcona 
Monu   IRI 
■SPNI   BILLIARDS     Caw ■ 
Tahoa Claaac SanwaaT' IRI 
1:M 
O   MOVE    •••!       llalw 
To Hangman a Taa   HMD Jar* 
Lard. Jamaa f aavnno 
■ HIGH SCHOOL QUIZ 
Maumeera Rogwa 
■ MOVIE a a H Mach Of 
Tha Woodwi Tulaaia I1SMI 
Slan lawal Ornar Hardy 
• THIS OLD HOUSE Tha 
naw eitchan amoowe ara 
punmed and hruehed and a rv.ro. 
c praaa.aliiai conauRant aacaa 
tha changaa mada at tha houaa a 
aatwtor pear  IRI Q 
■ OEBONOS THrNKING 
COURSE 
2:00 
■ COLLEGE BASKETBALL 
UCLA at Noaa Dama 
• PLEDGE BREAK Raguany 
athatMarj progiammng may pa 
dawrad dua to pwdga braaka 
• VIETNAM A TELEVI- 
SION HISTORY Amaru a 
EnamyllTna IS6TI Tha war ta 
aaan through tha pwapactwaa of 
vwtcong guardaa rfonh VaH 
namaaa taadara and cnufcani and 
py Amartcan prujonara of war at 
Hanoi g 
2 OS 
■) THE NUTCRACKER 
■Akrwa Baryahruhoy afara - Haa 
Amancan Bran Thaarra prodW. 
aon ol tha anchantatg hoaoay ato- 
ry abowl a young grl whoaa 
Chratmaa E>a raoama conaaa up 
danemg loya and batting toy acf- 
B*n 
2:30 
■SPHI PKA PULL CONTACT 
KARATE    Ban Kalla of   SI 
H 
(TWO MOVIE • • •    Tha Law 
Umeom   IIBS1I Arwnatad Vo» 
aa of aaa Farow. Ataai Arfan 
MO 
•      SPORTSWEEKIND 
prauaar   af   Sal 
Cu* 
aawiawl fAwwj i 
3:30 
NCAA    FOOTSALL   Akv ■ HErSBAAN TROPHY C~ 
araga of aaa yaar a awuroa cara- 
l.l 
• MOVE •* Muaaaai Of 
Tha Star Craaturaa I1BB3I Bo* 
Sal FrartraRay 
3:4* 
■ MOVE •••    TraGama. 
«g    IISTBI Id Aprar   Mauraan 
fMO 
O MOVE a 1 , aanoma 
Cruda 11*711 Gaorga C Scott 
fayaOwnaway 
• NCAA BASKETBALL Ka- 
ana m Kanturpy 
• SPORTSWORLO SchadV 
ipad Wunujn a World mwtaiionai 
Gymnaabca Clan t thorn Loa 
Angaaa CaM I lha mtamatanal 
Pro Ski Championihe Raca thorn 
Haaapay Vaaay CaM I tha Man a 
World Proaaaaonai Pocfeat e- 
aatrja Champwaalap thorn laaw 
VoraCrtyl 
OJ SURVIVAL Tha Amanng 
World Of Sp-ajrt Some of lha 
moal jr-,»oai uxari aahxlad 
horn a ranga of rhouaanda of da 
laranl apacaa ara dacuaaad Q 
ITMCI MOVIE *« . 
Oaapahow IISS2I HOI HOI 
brook Aipama Barttaau 
4 SO 
■ SPNI    RINOSIOE    REVIEW 
M 
BOO 
(WONDER WOMAN 
MOUSE WARMING WITH 
CHARLIE WING   Dow,    Tha 
mtxria.1   of   propa   inautahpn 
aound doort a arpkanad 
5 SO 
• PRE SEASON COLLEGE 
SASKETBALl SPECIAL Al 
McGuaa hoala a pra.aa of rha 
upcomng tuaigm baa* ait al 
aaaaon aitkaang ha pra* l«na 
OJ SSLK SCREEN Wilh SA 
Wauja On Raw Ground Ian An 
an Amwaan wonan aronlmg >n 
non conyaniionai ixcupaiiont 
auch aa bartanoar coaawan 
ludga park rangar pokca ofhca 
nawa anchor and apila   ara pro 
cfUaltaaTol OJ   MOVE   *•*   "Tha TtS 
■ THE SmOtHO COW- •*•>" IISSBI Can GaU. Rohan 
SOYS RaOE AGAIN Fax opa Ryan Twa Manara aackaa to go 
raaaaaia aoma of aha fraat aSS> aaa rha carat thawaap aarA a 
rycaan larha Pan 10* Iwrn 
■ WHITE SHAOOW 
■ FROM STAR WARS TO 
JEOf: THE MAKrNG O* A 
SAGA Tha bahaw »a aoaaa 
fcarA PI pat "Stay Wara" waaaal- 
Sla    Wara.' Tha    Empaa 
SaaaaSaok   and "tWturn Of Tha 
cap* Pom rha 
Oaaa   Aaan.   Ray   Roaan    Taa 
Raw/. JawWy WMary   Rat Ana*. 
Daw   Iwarw   and   Oorofhy   Fay 
»* 
•J SOLID GOLD 
■SPtll SPORTSCENTER 
7:30 
OJ THE MUPPETS Guaat Lou 
Raw* 
OJ FAME   GAME Bandi bom 
acroaa Canada compata " • mua. 
Saoj' 
CBCNI 
CHI 
BAND 
ITHUNOARR 
AMERICAN 
STAND   n III!    01 
Tat Mary Jar. Gala   (Tha Faa 
atdao      One    Tkaaa   La**)    To 
AflPawT'' a Mao lull HI 
OJ DINNER AT JULIA'S Jwa 
I « Toronto   Ont I 
*J) aaSUL 4 EMRT AT 
THEIwOVIES 
OJ VIETNAM: A TELEVI- 
SION HISTORY -Tat 1SST' 
TRa anamy uwaaaaa aaaanaaad 
•a Vaaoang end laaad to toppa 
aw Saaan aowynment but ad ro 
the taanrang of Amancan maaary 
Q 
s.oo 
NEWS 
EWS 
I ILDRIN       SING 
CHRISTMAS 
(STAR TREK 
MATINEE     AT     THE 
BIJOU   lun.nl       Tha   Alhan 
luraa    Of    Sherlock    Hotmei 
1193*1 flaratg BaM Rathbone aa 
Hofcnaa and Nuaa Bruca aa WM 
aon     Study In Brown    a IB** 
•hort        Braawaa    Groom        a 
1B47 TRraaStaogaaehori   Xaaa 
Of    Tha    Scraamuig    Biahop 
11*441. chapaa 4 of   WauaraOf 
ThaWPBt 
maci MOV*  a a ,    Baupnd 
Hniniiabli Doubt    t issoi DeyuJ 
Hataiwra*. John Haonavaa An 
Auevatan aaaacliwi auaahgatae a 
raracuarly brutal rmeda 
0:30 
I CSS NEWS 
THat WEEK IN ONTARIO 
II REPORTS 
•ami NPL   GAME   OP THE 
WEEK (R| 
»«) 
at THE MUPPETS Gueai Bar- 
OJ DON CHERRY'S GRAPE 
VINE 
IHEE HAW 
ENTERTAINMENT THIS 
WEEK lielaa* •_»*>*. 
Waa l| comihiaaly a Santa Bar- 
bam a look at the popuamy of 
I. 
ll 
• JACKIE OLEASON 
BOO 
• OJ RUDOLPH THE RED 
NCwfO REINDEER Anehptad 
Shunrad by ha peat bacAAa of 
ha awiy noaa. a ahy raadaa 
cornea to Santa a raacua whan 
bad neaaha tNaaaana to cancer 
Cfaalmaa IRI 
OJ NHL HOCKEY Vampu.a 
Canuoka at Twonto Mapa LaaN 
OJ DIFF RENT STROKES 
Keiaali makee bnj puna tar 
apaiokig tha auel fund gnan by 
ha taawr on ha IBtA balnrjpy 
■) T.J. HOOKER Hooka and 
Romano battta a fpoap al «*>■ 
taraaa arha pan tp aaami tha 
cny •moaaMrt g 
OJ MOVkE • a ■, Tha a. a.a 
doa IISSBI Gregory Par*. Joan 
CeaMe A man raakaaa that ho hap 
rriplad much of ha bfa iipiliing 
tar »m man aaa rapari and kAad 
ha waa 
(FAME 
SURVIVAL 
IISPNI        THE        WORLD 
SPORTSMAN      Katw    Orca 
Wha.0ba.aoi/    Nar.iej 
an Saa Trout Fahatg   ;    Whoop 
mg    Crpnao    Raacua    Proacl 
Guaal CharrlTaai 
TTIACI   MOVIE   **•     Sara 
Taaa.   Naal   tea     IISTBI Aaa 
AM*   Eaan Butalyn   Two paopa 
cam/ on an unuaaa aapamaita 
affaa   by   maelaig at   tha Una 
raaon tar ono niakaiil each yaar 
oua a parrod of earar* dacadaa 
■PO 
MO 
OJ SAVER SPOONS "ick, 
*** la gal tla popuJa Labav 
Amancanrnuac gjoup aaawla to 
perform al ha aSSSwaSJ party 
MO 
OJ OJ MOVIE Ouararfjac* 
Prate***' tPtamarel rlater Hunt. 
Don Murray A young woman 
mow* wah ha tamey from Can* 
da to Oregon where aha eurpraaa 
euaryora m ha raw t*ph tchool 
by laraftng a apot on tha tootba* 
Mam 
OJ MANhWAL Whda aapajrtng 
■ cave aVoajk* and a I 2 raa M 
bay ibatibN aoroaa an old papa 
of Bueialww eNtahad m> a abaa- 
ton irand 
OJ LOVE BOAT A lor ma mov- 
m pur Oar* Trauor) iiaali tha 
• wujow tafl* for fh* alvp r *faa- 
aaat. aid a coup* Mr* a up aa 
•hay owarl aha and of Pa arortd 
i STAR SEARCH 
BEST OP SULLIVAN 
•SPNI    COLLEGE    BASKET- 
BALL Uachan. „   Ba.aaa.la ■M 
1»00 
OJ BKJ JOHN Data R««taon. 
Joey T.auorta and Dtp* Araapw 
Wkarii ***r M rha atory of P 
■aaaaaarn a**r*T arho aevaa to 
taawYaaatal gpli*taa***k 
of ha aon 
OJ FANTASY DJLANO A a»- 
IIOD 
IOJ OJ OJ NEW 
THE NATIONA 
MOV*-   aa 
•■■aw).       a»faa!     ■       lat>VCaMl       rTSOiiwa* 
P*aPwTl   w^   afwa   r*apTa*aiBTwaaWl  wSVaTa*A 
fTl-Cl MOV*   • *     Tr-, UOVM 
Jwit. m GMT* i ia?ti ******* 
11:30 
ttKINOAV MST 
LOOK   OUT   WOH.D 
HIWMMMI 
SfA-Ct Df HATWH 
t-OMOAV IHUM 
commmrrt cLom-v* 
HOUMWWUJT.G VATTM 
Cr.-AICW.NG 
• MOVlf *•* tVtw-a Uo> 
And Ch«r I l»3«l 9rsrt»- Tom 
C-*>   Worn*. SMIOE 
• TMf LAW*AX.t*9 Corrsy 
dMW   roKjLMM   io   PEC-TJVX* thtw     ^ojjjfjojOj i--n vVwtraw-Tw .and 
Co.- nobtn* |0jn WmA DtA* *w 
mm MOVW **** Go* ^kpiorho^^M^-ioG. 
PC*'    UNI)  Mol  Cs»-*ar     Mot 
tM      '-ro    ritusjojojlojs,    tool     'KBfl 
•»-* c*iMim%'*tft   tflaato-M P" 
•on-*l-s-j t>sgn up IO rSf*ftM -i IKM- 
»0YCj\#B-btJ WOf-JVVW   I      |s-G 
1100 
» » 
! L 
Tha Ofep. 
Wiitw. MBJI H9^i JTJ»ICC-«-I 
OonMc. flMMnc* Tho marmm 
CMC* o* • t«mo> OBkOM amncm 
•«*»l   Oft   •   >-H«alVOtjsl   ram. 
■»*.) sronrsctHTt* 
11:11 
O N€W1 irSc-vrn<,4»i AKava 
pratiattM it-inaw» ■ 
11 JO 
tAKNfWI 
11:M 
• 1MKIL ft EMRT AT 
THI MOVkfS 
0 ANOTMf** CV1NINO 
WITH TMI STATLtfl 
»l»OTMC»l«: HC-tOfS LiO- 
ENOS ft M-fNOS Tha l-o* 
•• a. tmmo i « sawoaif a TV lAcw 
■• rha a*^*^_t>j*»<i •« a aoraja of 
mum* ajiatchaa *dktt**m «aba 
Uc**itra on huaabBjca a a«t-jta 
to ft,, sorag |>itt»'h agrjapal 
aotf sspith iha Waotar* v and a 
Wa.ia.n cawana hktavaava Mai 
TA* aa a iiviiMtatg aharifl 
• SAnmoAv NKIMT trvi 
Hoata Tom ant* Osea StTvotnai* 
Guatio t*a Casfwoj * 
O AUSTIN CITY LIMITS 
MoOani-, ttovtaaojjtf MpcnaW 
Mufptiv parTama Dancai in Tha 
MMdOta. .•>-•, WVhat i 'o>avs> 
-oi> 0*>d Gar. P Nv-v> oppMo 
hsa •PBKBM brand of Taa-ra mL*ast 
to London Mow-jojch Btuaa 
11:SS 
• STAMSEAfrCH 
11:4S 
O MOVlf * Tha Oaadh, 
Tea*« iI»J5}*LS-t "uaM* Jrjhn 
Fc*avtha A •nojoj- hsddan m a 
•tM-v at lha Unmmmr of Taaaa 
»-H 13 paot-a and P-OV-VJ. 13 
oahars 
12O0 
ft)  MOV*   * * *     Tor al  Two' 
To-.i      M370)   Mwtat   Sahwn 
Jrjaojjh Cooart 
CSN4I   NfL GAME   Of TNt 
WEEK mi 
-W-OAY 
OsKIIlwStR 4. 1SSS 
rma MOV« ••*  AnOhv 
CBV   *j*d   A   GarOorrw.      MM2I 
IISPNI       THI        WORLD 
/     Caw-tn-o   tea 
C-rr* i Si Thait-M Una Maptn 
'•arw-a (mmm L«n/ MojfjTtan 
DKI 
3 00 
OGAIZZLY AOAMS 
3:30 
(■MOV**** OL* Town 
(H7 7i Ka. Kotoooa    It-, fe. 
13:00 
(TAXINO AOVANTAGE 
MEETlNQ     l-LACE    *•> 
Joaaph   Rahat   e*toa>aa   M   Si 
Gaor_-i    Ant.o<--a«    Otiaoctofl 
OBUTCE. <n Tcaonto 
• WILD KINOOOM 
■ MEET THE CHESS 
■ ON THE ISSUE 
■ THE MACK OF ■-LI 
ALEKANDEI-. Th« 61 r*a o>0 
tn-ai and iMcha* r<oai ol Tha 
Ma0K 01 O »am-ftnt     * P' P**-tf 
• NOVA    Caca.M Of C ■ • 
TNa "to-cli-i.  WM  -vrtism and 
partwiT-Ki by t>4W*anu al m *tia*> 
iwhen   tar   tha   ■->*«•*-.   hstn* 
< appa<I an<] <* b-sM on a" ot tu* 
■■loriiaw ««ojt dojjuurtaa or tha 
11:00 
• FOCUS: .N.ACK 
P«AFO«MANCI 
ScOftSMINT 
• VVOASM-F ran  SMUT- 
INS 
SVVOOOV*K3MT-S SHOl» 
P1NKPANTX"! 
TONY inOVVN'S JOUR- 
NAL StwwW tvaca. Sap..aaa 
horn Tha> U S f Tony Srd-an and 
Hamvan   G-ban.   atatthtv   o*   "Tha 
tuatodMna g 
KWH} St-OATSCENTTlh 
13:30 
im**. TOO AY 
NFL  'S3 
THIS     WEEK      WITH 
DAVID MINKLCY 
■ SFN) NFl GAME OF TNt 
WEEK  (t*| 
tTMO MOVIE ** Ona Dan. 
N*psM MM?) Adam WMI M->g 
T*a 
liQQ 
O NFL FOOTBALL Atlanta 
Fatcono at Waetw-yon Hadaaata 
0 COUNTFiV CANADA An 
as_rm--koi-Dn of haart (jVaaaao and 
tha Corvs^kan n»aat _raitn« po-x , 
■ NFL FOOTSALL Ch-catjo 
■aara at Graan Ba. PaOkara 
■ NFL FOOTSALL Ccwatja 
01 Sultolo at Kanaaa C*ty Mian. 
at rtouotoo or Cmcp-vnaii at Fina- 
b-flh 
(■ W WASHINGTON 
WEEK IN REVIEW 
OB MOVIE *»* '•» ThaSona 
Of xott Eklar I1M6» John 
Wayna Oaan MartM 
■ESPN) AUTO RACING SCCA 
Nsiaan T.»ni Am' rkom LM 
Va«M No. I tm 
1:30 
O HYMN SING ftjjjS--ft-l 
-«Kpda VVnan Tha SttMa Go 
Mafcha>o kt I Woyta Sa Trtaj." 
Coma To Tha Savsoo 0 For 
A Thov>aand Tcwtauoa (St 
CO MOV* at*** Ctaonjv 
G--1 M966llYT»n l>aa<V-va Aif*n 
•mm 
• Iff WALL STREET WEEK 
'Yojkf Capital  Man    Guaat    hob- 
•n Kattv. chtwman. CAwtal 
G-awcaan TrwM. 
3:00 
(SANTA OLAUS PARADE 
ftfaOVK***   South Parjf 
c" IIMtl M-ui Gay™. Hcaaano 
Bjjrjoj, 
• GREAT PERFORMANC- 
ES "Tha Itfa Of Va-w    a. tho 
I M 17. Va» 
artjrfca   ouch   M   tha   "liiaaani 
MBN   avl   Fthifti 
-ESPN) A1.PINE   SKI  SCHOOL 
Tha   C-aat-va   Chnot-i      l**ah»-»el 
Bacfw-cjijM wf-th atow. mco ha. 
■SPN) TOR HANK   BOXING 
m 
4410 
0   MOVlf    **■-       ptaavan 
w™ A Gun    MM9I Giann ford 
Caiiaryn Jonao 
O   WORLD   CUR    SKIING 
Covaiogo   of   mo  -nan i   d*>*»nMI 
aa. tot* "om StMrnrrm** Am 
•■al 
• NFL FOOTSALL C^ooa 
of Naw York Jata at •«!•*-•• « 
'li i olar-J at Dsv-yaf 
• MOV-f ***'. ThafA* 
ada wort-. tiM2i Anna Ian 
cio*.   Patty 0*0 
• PLACIDO OOMfNOO 
THI TENOR TMI TEACHER 
Tha fjptvW f amoua ia»-nr -oti 
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In* 11 Mil John VOMJM. Rreh- 
ard Crafma A than ortto arda 
dryorcod hyp ypara aarbor rpturna 
to hra "dor ramprdd radp to tpka 
a mora acpvo rota at rppjmg Na 
11:00 
faa a NEWS 
TWtLKpHT TONE 
ONTMCUNE 
■ SPtfl SPORTSCCNTER 
11:00 
a NEWS 
11:10 
■SPNI   TMPS WEEK   IN   TMC 
NSAIRI 
11:10 
IMAUOE 
MAGNUM.   P.I.   Mognur-. 
nyotwng a naafdi. bond wanton 
IMwcoopa McCpirt.iPp.1 Ml 
a    TONfOMT   Moot:    Jpratny 
CABARET 
AUDITIONS 
Tues. Dec. 6, 1983 
7:00- 11:00 p.m. 
PERRY CROGHAN 
ROOM UNION 
SMI r FM I Tlfff HOT M t*M 
JrllM 
HfllBSMGi^-: 
at Mini Mall Beauty Salon 
GET YOUR 
HOLIDAY SEASON 
PERMANENTS and 
HAIR-CUTS 
• PERMS ($20-50) 
(Haircut and styling included) 
• HAIRCUTS - $5.25 
Mini Mall Beauty 
190 S. Main St. 
 mxm  
A Berry Special Place 
!   open November 29 
Berries 
W, 
in Harshman 
Sun. • Thure  4 -6 pm 
('■ah and Coupona Accepted 
lak.k.aoa. 
I-"*" riaak Ua On M 
8*»c NIWI NMNIUM 
• lATENIOHT AMERI. 
CA bM   VI Gcdon 
■" a tor ••*+, I 
•nWaaan. Syrbcaaa. N.Y.. an 
Ma.*• mata thaua mi ikBl. 
" aaaa,, fftng up a a PR- 
I UTTU HOUK ON THE     Oano   Imn     Tha   japwwaa 
IIUW REPORT 
MACNEE.    /    LEHAER 
►ntvvstaoua 
■m SPORTSCENTER 
7.-90 
V P.M.   MAGAZINE * » — 
tf«|M«ft>w« 
■SPM    SKRNO      IS    Wand 
Cup    Man* ■Warn Hrom KianR 
ka Gora. Yu 
• TWUOHTJOM 
11:40 ■ MOVIE ••» I«. ■Man" MM7I kacbjaf Craw- 
lam Oka* u  fraabaad by 
»»•  "1'IPIII .MM  MX 
■ To- 
ll:* 
rot la 
OSSM   COLLEOE    BASKET 
■AU PREVIEW   (al iaat   Ml 
IMP 
(HAWAII FIVE -O 
COMCOY CLASSICS 
WEDNESDAY 
rXCEkaSEP. >. IH] 
aaaa an nn aaay d mar at mya- 
•an/: »aro aurwaora af tha IMI 
Paal llaHna anadi tacaa may 
aabarakacaa. 
• • TMHEE* COMPANY 
• lAKWYWUIII 
■ MOVE •••'•    Oman 
canal Oary   I IMll wakan tan 
•a.  Lavd Nolan   TM aaraaa 
Mrugga 10 gat thaa hrai IrujthoM 
yibaPaeda. 
EVM     WI'S     GREATEST 
MOtaSNT* 
MO 
O     A     SNOW     WHITE 
CHaHaTTMAS    Snow    Whrto a 
daaghla   now mio bouba   Max 
10:00 
O THE NATIONAL / JOUR- 
NAL 
• IT. ELMWHERE Ona of 
•a boya aachad ai Oat fraoaa 
OMV Norman aaaaiE oao anal a 
bar a liuinbaj -> ratabaean 
vVhaa • baaad Mo hanang ouf 
cortaofad droaja to a aiilam 
..awinw and Oag baa a aaorot 
t-r • MOTE I 
Hra    Cabot 
laportw gala a acoop < a rook 
NanaV* 
•       U < lAllnOOM 
GRAND CMAMPyONSHaaS 
On* I 700 lunaalailt aa hot 
thy two rjiaarajaonarap traaa thai 
nal   aand flam   to   nan   vow a 
DAYTWEMOMU 
MO 
ITMO   »*      «uan   Ckyaarnaa 
I MM Manaatw. Ma* Span 
• OO 
ITMCI   »•     Ona   Dart   Nwht 
I IMil Adam Waat Ma« lay 
•-.SO 
tTMO ***«• MyEapLhaV 
IIM4I Pa. Hanraan. AuCray Hap- 
bian 
not 
O **• Ang. » My Pock 
at     11*611   AnaV   Grdaah    La. 
NATUfkE     OT     TM.NGS 
larad- a aaaa at anaaaamy tar 
•aa. a vtad to a Japanaaa craft. 
12:30 
■ *»• '1     GombM    nlH, 
Sh.*, Maclana MrchaalCaaka 
rTMCI     **H        Craapahow 
I IMll   Hal   Hoakrec*.   AOVanna 
Barbaau 
2:10 
(THO * • •    Tha Sacrat Ida 01 
WaRa    Many      11*471    Oanay 
Kayo. Wguaa Mavo 
«:00 
■ * * *   "Tha Noraao Tapaa' 
11(731 Roy namaaa. Anga Oc- 
4:JO 
(TaaO**l MaanHana Com 
IV iapraaa llt?7l Mat Saaon. 
Suaarr Hoarord 
EVEMNO 
• 00 
IfBNEWS 
WHEEL OP FOB TUNE 
MACMNL    /    LEHPcn 
naada. and a look at 
lacnnoltrUY artach anaaiaa dactora 
to aaamata Nat avarror of Nat 
body anttrom autfacal iwtat ran 
■on IP11 
• 0:00 IUV OKAHAM 
CTaUQAOE 
01 NOC NEWS WHITE 
PAPEN Jaamov To Tlat Haan 
OV Chaat' CorraaponrJarl Tam 
aVakava rapana on arbat Ha <* 
raaa> aka ai tno Poophva Paaiibln 
of Chaat through atlp.ram arrth a 
aanaav oa tliain uluona and a 
ram took at aomo ol tho counby a 
■bajabjaajaajl and acononac «ia* 
■J THE FALL GUY Cop M*a 
a baatd amar a car m a notronal 
raoa 
ISANfCmO ANO SON 
SHAFHNG    WITH    LEO 
■ USCAOLIA    lao    Saocagaa 
■SPNI    BINOSIOE    REVIEW 
Ml 
ITMCI MOVIE • • . 
Craopahow IIM2I Hal HM- 
bnwh. AeHptna ■afbaou A awn 
tat of horror atonao bom a chad'a 
comrc book Mduda lataa abowt h> 
mat] MOVal *•** My 
'tar Laah IISS4I Raa Harrraon 
Audray Hapbum Elud on 
Gaaaaja Eamard Shaar a Pyp 
all A aYrbah BUllliB Iraal 
to taach a laaaor-olaaa Londanar 
hoartobaakydy G 
11:00 
•■■■wwi 
RaPNI OPORTSCf NTIR 
II OS 
OMEWS 
■ till 
■ SPNI AUTO PACING    HAS 
CAR atapnaltiol Sadana    rbom 
Wookrraahom N C I Ml 
II JO 
XMAUOE 
POLICE (TORY A MO 
aafaod cop ofhwa to woo laa con 
■acta to hob at a proatrtuaa mur 
dar caao ai aachanga lor a Nana 
lor Ml 
Of TONrOHT Moat Johmy 
Cataon Guaot acaroaa Juaa 
VaWaaral f ducaong Rru I 
SASC NEWS NIGH TUNE 
fat IATINIOHT AMERI- 
CA Gaaal G Robarl Slafcoy tor 
mar chraf toonaal lor Sonpka Sub 
cornrnrttoa on Orgarand Cnma 
on tha and ol tho Maha m Amort 
Ob 
• TWE.KJHT ZONE 
11:40 
OMOVHOOO Thatomd 
Of Anajar IISSSI San laao. 
Jamoo Fbranhno Attar a aroaffhy 
man a miadarod ha daughtar 
of 
■ NEWS !:*• 
■SPNI SPORTSWOMAN IRI 
MO 
tNEWS 
hOOVIE   **S     Act Ono 
IIM3I Gaorga Homaton   Jaaon 
■oaarda 
2IS 
EtttPM SPORTSCENTER 
MO 
• CO* NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
flSPNI     HORSE     RACINO 
WEEKLY IRI 
1:00 
■ COS NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH IJo-nod In 
Propaaal 
■ SPNI SKIING FtS World 
Cap ' aato a abjforn Ibom H<irn 
baGoia ViiyviaajulHRI 
rTMCI MOVfE • * *    An Oh. 
car   Aral A Qaiiaamaii     IISS2I 
RahardGaro Oabra VVrngar 
TIOJRBOAY 
CIMCI    »f>1       Tha   Chaaan 
11SSII 
Rboar     IIMtl   Raaart   Rodkaro 
Oaaa ttankman MbtaaaMofca. 
i an Aaaanaan ahr bum 
as. is 
OAVTtta SPORTS 
MO 
■ EPW SPORTSWOMAN IRI 
SOO 
■SPNI SPORTSCENTER 
0:1* 
HIPNI     HORSE     RACINO 
WEEKLY IRI 
•:4S 
■SPNI SPORTSCENTER 
• OO 
■ SPNI SKIING IIS World 
Cap Man a abriam Ibom Kranp 
kaGota Vugaakyaol IRI 
10:S0 
■ SPNI SIDELINES A magbhra 
ahoar     taotiaarg    i« antfcomaig 
MO 
ITMCI • • 1    In 
CRR"    IIM2I    Ratari    Una* 
*»»** aaaSaSS 
4:O0 
■   b o '.    SraWam   ilbm 
Dcom, ttcQu.. PanyOuko 
akOO 
CTMCI • b *    What A Way To 
Go     IIM4I 
Oaonbt«ia> 
• OO 
{••■NEW* 
WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
MACNEtL     /    LEHRER 
NCWSMOUR 
(HAPPY OAYS AGAIN 
•RIOGE (ASICS 
■SPNI SIDELINES A macaarna 
ahoar     faaturaig     ia) anacomaig 
ranat     aporfk       ■■an 
and athhjlaa arho art 
! 
■ NIWI 
TW-LIOMT mm 
TIMf OUT 
not 
m\ 
• 90 
QBciSNtws 
■ NoCMWS 
fAKNIWSq 
■ VWRP IN CINCHNNAT1 
• BUSJNf SS MPOflT 
■■VN) COU.IOC lAIKH 
■MLL pmVltW PAC 10 mi 
(TMD MOV* •• SMOC«- 
COP^- H™ I 19; 1) */-nw*i 
Ih*        Pooouli        c>on,    Mom* 
■Wffll 
• OO 
• • SMMON ft MftjOW A 
wp««t] WOI ■ .■I-... wm ■-. 
• J or«< "^ ro ho»p h-PP. it** to. 
"W lorvBlooi ■ J% -*■ -Wo. •> W-i 
OMt 
• riGMTiN rm -mACts 
HAIA    (N    TMf    fUlNft   TIM 
»«H#H.  Ill  "»  IKt IN MowtstV 
•**t MX)      tPt     MVfV       CHatlllH     o**» 
i -oe-ol i>oH, ornj ix*rj tMM pit 
po-txi or-] pm*tiwmt b* P--P--1 
Rotsb- 0 Hm* *+*, Owl Kbfss-tho- 0 
onotiw noijo thorn M -pf-cr. ho 
oppooio-] M 1*0 « onPMM*. 
• W* GOT IT MMOf »i 
c-t*»tmTit« sio-uo rpDo-. to r_t. tmmt 
11 90 
I 
9 mA-TPfp.  JOHN.  MO   A 
•OK •*■ -ort-.  -ho Nt-9 IsMfi No* 
•tiff roon ogo pioo-.IuOM to t>oi»i 
lotvi-M •#<« ■ tuintj Ml 
0     TONKoHT    HOOI      JMsmv 
Cmtm 
(ABC WWI l«tOMn.lfoJC 
•  LATJNIGMT   AM*-I 
CA   Goori    US   Mvt.   CsVoM 
•Wrvaiil    •>■_•    on   i*oorwaTa|    o 
asn*at n 1H0  m*»*^ «vj piltjci 
Bonoioa* fctjm I 
TWIIGMTZONI 
■tPW tsFOATVCf NTIH 
11:40 
O     MOVH       *   * B4«>Yb»d     aP* 
i-n      n»9i    C>*gB>T    pk«c- 
Dotnnoh Rtjn vViitoi I Scott 
► it/wfj-oki pioa o lonxl o«*B*  ■a-**' 
tuk-™-.! S*No-U*C-s»So*" 
11:4ft 
■SPNi Nfl S OkMATlftT 
MOMtHTft kiKf.Ua.i. 
■»**.    IRI 
! 
•:30 
■ NHL HOCKEY Datrod had 
North Sli 
12:00 
« HAWAII FIVE-O 
CCkMEDY CLASSICS 
12*0 
•    LATE     NKJHT     WITH 
OAVaD LETTERMAN Gaaota 
laatlSaiLaahjMaar. aaahar Tom 
Pa*a>. 
arrop apt and aitatiaa arho aro 
ackraa at rotrh outada of aporta 
"I 
HsM 
IISPNI GYMNASTICS 
USGI      Saraaa    lammatam 
Chanamarahaa   lb) 
12 OO 
■SPNI CFL FOOTSALL    Gray 
Cap    Ibom EC   Phaea ar van 
cotnat S C I IRI 
3:00 
(•KARATE 
ICSPNI COUEOE  SASKET- 
SALL PREVIEW   EajEaR   IRI 
3:10 
■SPNI   MOIOOaUOO  RAC- 
INO   IMI Sayda iabbt" babt 
Laa trallii CaM an 
4:30 
•SPNI PKA FULL CONTACT 
KARATE     Baal >■*• af   13 
n 
fix' i 
PNA 
i 
rkKMtaa lo III I tiomo on a aaarch 
tor laa rooty   G 
TOO 
■    •    ENTERTAINMENT 
TONIOHT    bhchaal    Oougkoa 
dmuiiat    hia    naa    movro 
nomancaaj Iha Stona 
~) HAWAII FIVE -O 
I EAMaLY EEUO 
I LITRE HOUSE ON THE 
R FRIE 
I BUSINESS REPORT 
|M*A*S*H 
MACNEtL     /    LEHRER 
NEWSHOUFI 
■SPNI SPORTSCENTER 
T:30 
• P.M. MAGAZINE A md- 
koraaro aho paraenabt gaoa 
aaray ha monoy to paapla ai 
raaad 
!■ THREE 5 COMPANY 
BARNEY MEO.ER 
VWLO. WaVO WORLD OP 
ANIMALS 
■SPNI SPORTSWEEK 
M> 
• ■ MAGNUM, p.i. Maa- 
nam   n   ninajlaa adapi a aarmar 
NaarVorka   laaaa Ibaba tain 
tor   confcaat 
• PLEOOE IREAK Rogukpty 
arJareUad proa/attahaaj may ba 
IOOO 
•   ■   KNOTS   LAWOfNa 
Mack a arrdaatni grow aa Karan'l 
•     BACKSTRETCH    Wkaa 
■ THE NATIONAL / JOUR - 
MAI. 
•    HELL    STREET    BLUES 
12:40 
• MOVIE   •••    atlull 
Tab Taraaaj Paaa Of km Maaoy 
I1STSI Gaj Yotaaj, Jaaa Wyatt 
12:4S 
IE SPNI 
a campaajn aaa oaakf akaaart bar      ■> "•» • latakbt. Cafbty and Saaal 
OM 
CTMCI   ..IH    "bVaat   Haaa 
►o 
A   BREAK   Tha 
IISPNI     HORSE     RACINO 
WEEKLY 
ITMa     MOVTE     ••     "Suan 
CMaanaa      I1SS0I    MaraRbay. 
Ma* Spam A ayaav ol  
NaaaoR afkkr a caupat of horoa 
thanaa -ho .. haang r, rha A— 
• OYKASTY 
mamaga to KryaaaL Paaa canan- 
abaaa haad by    ISP I      THO      WORLD    .. .. ..   ..."rl ■ aaaaagadlajMOMJ 
..                             SPORTSMAN        Colo. .W    "?■*! "TT ■ '■""' ""-*     ■   OOLD   GOLD 
•Mat I l|ll   I         ■J.akaaT /    AkaAan    "aaaa. «aanooaaart MA>   W[M H 
tie/ao 
SILLY GRAHAM 
Adam nava a brutal hast c 
AN EVENrNO WITH 
MARK TWAIN Tha bad ami 
ahoar atamraj Regar DarroR 
aghkaha a. cara. 
• OO 
rmci ••»    Tha Hoard 01 Tha 
III3S1 Saad Raav 
■    hbOVkE    bbvt       oaaaty    fTMCI * * *    An OhVar And A 
•baa    11(714 Don ahaiayOaaat    Oanaaikbi" IIM1I Rahard Gary. 
Saaar   Saaaja.   Atakay  Oauch 
Amaaa, Tha Oak Ikaaa (oyt 
.Orya- 
rVAar.   Paul •   Mary. 
7.-0O 
■ ■ ENTERTAINMENT 
TONIOHT Lao Harakay I Mm 
llaat.nl. 
(HAWAII FIVE-O 
FANHLYFEUO 
afyhaAm PRY •aaab. 
OiM 
■    PPaDNT    PAGE    CMAL- 
LENQE 
• MOVIE *•• "Tha Purpt. 
Haan"   11(441  Farl 
■    LAT1     NIOHT    WITH 12:00 
DAVkD LETTERMAN Guaaaa •   •* » "Saj FapoPT' IK7SI 
iamiJaiUrrylamw.aaaa.Tea. Tayy Carba. BarbaraFakfan 
l-M.. 11:90 
ITMa    MOVkE   **H    "fak> • *•*       Tha    Oat-Of- 
ma"   IIM7I Maraa Shaan.   art- Tgaaan" 11(701 J 
■   SURVTVAL     Start.    Tha 
aaaaa af "Jaaa." rakraaa 
I   ona    ol 
*.P 
11:00 
FIVE O 
COMEDY CLASSICS 
■ 111 PlY AWAY: A GOS- 
PEL CELEBRATION Racotrkng 
•aata AI Graan and Amy Gram 
oo-hoat an maaiiayaita faaturatg 
Tha laMjnty Oaurja Of Joy. Tha 
Naur Garthar Voca lad and 
rock aut loon Pablo 
■ SPNI TOP RANK BOXING 
LnabomNbai.ab   Tarm 
OilO 
■ I'LL PLY AWAY: A GOS- 
PEL CELEBRATION FUxordrng 
arbata AI faaan and Amy Grant 
co-hoai an oaaa lagania Naiaaaj 
Tho Miaklt Ocaaj. Of Joy Tho 
Naw Gaaaav Voca Band, and 
rook atv Laon Patao 
• JO 
■ CHEERS Sam and Dana a 
atbanpt m aaparMaan aa anoar. 
aland why Pay kyao aaoh oakar 
O HAWAII 
12 30 
• LATE NIGHT WITH 
DAVID LETTERSaAN Gaaatk 
bfiaatkia. Nabwt Jaaaow cbaaafc 
an Pao Woo Harman aaw aapari 
Akaaalahma 
■ JaMMY SWAOOART 
(Tkaci    MOVal    in      Iha 
Cheaan       IIMtl    lata-an>l<an 
Sckab RodBlt gar 
12:40 
■ MOVal * * a Tha Grta in 
Tha Ofhca 11(7(1 luaan Sam. 
Jamaa •arbaaidan 
12:4S 
■SPNI    BaU-IAROS     Caaaari 
Tahoa Caaac Saftuhraf   IRI 
\M> 
O MOVIE   •••    Cadaatl 
11(731    Vai.    Gattar      Oaad 
• LATE NIOHT WITH 
DAVID LETTERMAN Guaait 
acranhat Roban Jkaaoar comark 
anPaa Wao Itaman anna aapart 
Aaaaa Lrchaa 
1:30 
SPORTSWEEK (Rl 
;    1:00 
fNtflPJ. 
MOVIE •!•   Tha Raman 
Sanaa, Ok*.    Skona     I1MII 
'PSSO-WI' I os|r>. Woproo iMIly 
2:1S 
iNTER 
!      2:00 
'■ , COO NEWS 
NfOHTWATCH 
■SPNI TOP RANK   BOXING 
SO 
rna MOVIE •** Tha 
Haurw Of Iha I II ■ll" 
11 (Ma    SaM   Rldtan.    raaal 
3:00 
• COO NEWS 
HKJHTWATCH    I* 
10:30 
tXITTERINO   CROWNS 
4:30 
rrbaa MOVIE »** -Sana 
Taaa. Naa Yaa" null Aan 
AM. Ekan Suratyn * 
ALL   NOW   THIS   OLD 
ahutka ayaaam lor an abium g 
CTMCI MOVkE **H Erakav 
o—ad St.Lilt" (IMll Rakan 
Urah. Jobam VVokama A How 
York CaTf daaacana haaa a Wyo- 
-waj aka« > Hpn . agara of 
(bjajj oatat awSMaSS a* 
Watch for 
Fridays 
Christmas 
Edition 
December 10th! 
STcwteyHK-pton 
The Smart 
MOVE! 
PREPARATION FOR: 
GMAT-LSAT-GRE 
fS*Au*3S 
■W-PW l^s_--PW 
|AftV»5£0NAL 
■iPomst-B uwrtw 
Suit* 201 
ToMo, Ohio 
Sftt-S701 
TEST YOUK SKILL MT 
0-BEHI DEFEUEK. 
CEKTIFEDE, UMKUWi tk SIM 
TOURNAMENT 
Date Thurs., Dec. 8,1983 
B6SU HALL OF 6AME   UNION 
1130 in - 6:00 pm 
•TMHS $1.80 Iff 
•WES 
HMEUimsmw 
srurm m » m u» mm 
..v...,•.•.-.•..-.•.■. . •.*.■.•.. >.l\\\ \:::\:\ ,v,,. :.\ .•  

